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All persons are forbidden to trespass on, cross
or loiter on the fairways and greens of the Knox
County Golf Club, at I 43 Maverick street. This
step is made necessary by the severe damage done
to the golf course by trespassers.
If necessary, trespassers will be vigorously
prosecuted.
KNOX COUNTY GOLF CLUB,

• An Experienced Business Man
• A Trained and Experienced Accountant
• A Tested and Proven Public Administrator
A MAN WHO HAS WORKED UNTIRINGLY FOR

Industry - Agriculture - Labor - Recreation
Education - Highways * Fisheries
Youth - Church - Aged

FREDERICK G. PAYNE
71-72
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

BUSINESSMAN

NOMINATE

Alan A. Grossman

A REPUBLICAN

ON JUNE 17TH
Why not treat all these candidates as If they were men applying
for a Job managing YOUR business. After all. that Is exactly
what they are doing.

ABLE

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Maine welcomes the early arrival
of the celebrated author Booth
Tarklngton, who was seriously Ul
last 8ummer. but who new declares
himself as "feeling .fine." He has
a Summer home at Kennebunkport.

GOVERNOR

70-72
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Anybody left who remembers
hearing his grandma say, "You go
up attic and bring me down a
string of apples, and we'll have
fried pies for supper?—Boston
Globe. I have eaten baked Ice
cream and quite a variety of
strange food concoctions but I don’t
seem to recall that I ever ate fried
apple pie.

FOR

Experience in over
100 Court Cases.
indorsed by more
than 700 voters.
Strictly an inde
pendent Candidate.
Qualified by expe
rience and training.

HONEST

HUMANE

V

YOU ARE

VOTE FOR

for seven years.

Grass silage was little used on
American farms until three years
ago. but is now gaining popularity
as cattle feed.

GOING TO

YOUR REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

Practicing Lawyer

By The Roving Reporter

MR.

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR OF MAINE
Frederick G. Payne For Governor Club, John S. Leonard, President.

COUNTY
ATTORNEY

Resigns From Maritime Commission—
Will Seek No Political Office, He Says

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

HIS RECORD STANDS THE TEST

FOR

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTE FOR

Lewis O. Barrows
FOR

UNITED STATES SENATOR
FOR THESE REASONS:
HE IS FEARLESS!

Proven His Ability to Meet Emergencies With Courage
and Sound Judgment!
He Has Shown His Willingness to Sacrifice Personal Ambitions
For the Good of Our State!

Carl is coming back home, with no political
aspirations, he says.

A rumor which was quietly cur there. Asked if he meant to enter
rent in this city when Maritime politics in Maine, he said:
WOULDN’T YOU
Commissioner Edward C. Moran.
“I have no intention of being a
Check their past experience, ability and personal history?
Jr.,
came home to attend his
OF COURSE YOU WOULD.
candidate
for political offlce, ln or
father's funeral—but which could
out
of
Maine."
I
not
then
be
confirmed
by
The
CouWOULDN’T YOU
! rler-Oazette. became a fact at thc
That, he said, covered the speciDEMAND a man who would build your personnel from those
of ability rathrr than from friends? NATURALLY!
National Capitol Tuesday when , fjc question of whether he contemPresident
Roosevelt
announced p,ated
fof (he 6pnj(f
WOULDN’T YOU
Moran s resignation from the Com- should fonner
j Brann
Be absolutely sure he would run your business for YOUR
mission effective Aug. 1.
gain rather than thr gain of a small group of those who hold
withdraw. There have been ru
Asked by The Courier-Gazette,'
him under an obligation?
mors around Washington that
! when he was here two weeks ago
Then REGARD your next Governor in the same light. YOU are
Brann might withdraw for reasons
his BOSS Just as much as if he were on your personal pay roU,
if he intended to run for United
which he is, through the taxes you must pay.
I States Senator, Mr. Moran said em- of health, after the primaries, ln
which case a succeeding candidate
If it is a Businessman Governor you want . . . Investigate.
l phatlcally that he had no intention
You will find only One, and Will Vote For
might be named by the Democratic
I of running for any political offlce.
State Committee.
It had also been rumored that ’he
It has been understood here for
governorship of Maine was among
some time that Dr. Kenneth C. M.
•his aspirations.
Sills. Bowdoin president, has been
President Roosevelt expressed his
approached about running for the
FOR
| regret at Moran s decision and at
Senate on the Democratic ticket
the same time his full appreciation
and refused and that friends hoped
of the latter's services.
he might reconsider tf Brann with
The Press Herald's Washington
drew. Moran has been considered
Bureau thus tells thc story from
"A real businessman for a real business administration"
for the Senate ever since he refused
that angle:
—
Page For Gov. Club.
to run for re-election four years
*
Franklin R. Chesley, Pres
Commissioner Moran said that
ago, after two terms in the House,
he would return to Rockland and
LISTEN TO DAILY BROADCAST
from the Second Maine District,
resume the insurance business
but Moran has always denied poli
tical Intentions. Moran is a New
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Dealer and a White House favorite.
Political-minded Washington Im
mediately wondered lf the resigna
tion was a hint that the President
will not run for a third term. Moran
Ls considered sure of reappoint
ment. If Roosevelt ls re-elected, but
(Continued on Page Five)

BLIN W. PAGE
GOVERNOR

SUMNER SEWALL

He Is Sincere, Honest, Straightforward, Dependable!

This Country Faces thc Greatest Emergency in Its History. Maine
Needs Men With These Qualities in the
UNITED STATES SENATE

for Governor

ON JUNE 17TH NOMINATE

SUCCESS IN BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE IN
GOVERNMENT

SIGNER
MD B. SOPER
LKWM^N
nf fNewport
COL. GEORGE C. WEBBER
of Aaburn
HARRY A. ROUNDS
of Portland
ARTHUR R. GOULD
nf Presque Isle
WINGATE F. CRAM
of Bangor
ROBERT BRAUN
nf Portland
MRS. EVA C. MASON
of Dover-Foxcroft
FREDERIC O. EATON
of Rumford
FRANK E. LOWE
of Portland
ADAM P. LEIGHTON, M.
nf Portland
GEORGE OTIS SMITH
of Skowhegan
H. A. SHOREY, Jr.
nf Bridgton
HAROLD H. MURCHIF.
of Calais
LEROY F. HUSSEY
of Augusta
MRS. MAYBELLE 11. BROWN
of Waterville
EDWARD W. BRIDGHAM
of Bath
FRANCIS W. SULLIVAN
nf Portland
FRANK W. LINNELL
of Auburn
EVERETT V. PERKINS
of Augusta
LEON H. MARR
of Farmington
WILLIAM B. SKELTON
of Lewiston
RICHARD M. HALLETT
of Boothbay Harbor
THURBER E. HOLT
of Fort Fairfleld
HAROLD N. SKELTON
of Lewiston
FRANK O. YOUNGS
of Bangor

FORREST H. BOND
of Jefferson
JOHN F. BLANCHARD
of Wilton
ARTHUR E. SEWALL
of York
DR. FRED E. MAXFIELD
of Bangor
DANIEL F. CROWLEY
of Biddeford
FREDERICK W. MITCHELL.
M. D.
nf Houlton
EDWARD A. HAY
of Portland
HARRY H. CAMPBELL. D. O.
of Portland
MRS. SUMNER C. PATTEE
of Belfast
EDWIN E. PARKHURST
of Presque Isle
CLEOPHAS MORIN
of Lewiston
S. WILSON COLLINS
of Caribou
ARTHUR C. LABBF.
of Augusta
FRANK P. WILSON
of Belfast
HARRY E. UMPHREY
of Washburn
GEORGE D. HEGARTY
of Waterville
THOMAS E. HOUGHTON
nf Fort Fairfleld
ADIN L. HOPKINS
of Camden
LAUREL W. THOMPSON
of Washburn
GEORGE W. HARMON
of Caribou
MISS VIRGINIA JONES
of South China
JERRY SMITH •
of Caribou
DAVID O. RODICK
of Bar Harbor
CYRIL M. JOLY
of Waterville
ALFRED LEGENDRE
of Auburn

JOHN H. WALSH
of Portland
LINDLEY DOBSON. M. D.
of Presque Isle
O. W. THIBAULT
of Lewiston
HAROLD W. BISHOP
of Boothbay Harbor
GEORGE B. BARNES
nf Houlton
CHARLES M. FOWLER
of Fort Fairfield
ALBERT G. MERRITT
of Houlton
GEORGE W. REED
of Fort Fairfield
O. K. STORY
of Washburn
PAUL K. NIVEN
of Brunswick
JUDSON C. BRIGGS
of Cariboo
AIME B. ASSELIN
of Lewiston
FRANK E. PENDLETON
of Caribou
FRED P. STEVENS
of Presque Isle
CHARLES H. AUTHIER
of Sanford
W. S. THOMPSON
of Presque Isle
WILLIAM N. CAMPBELL
of Sanford
JAMES B. O’KANE
of Rumford
MRS. ABBA H. COE
of Portland
JAMES II. ALLEN
of Watcrviilr
WALTER G. BLAKE
of Guilford
EDGAR W. BROWN
of Waterville
PAUL E. CHADBOURNE
of Saco
FRANK A. MacKENZIE
of West Outlet
HARRY A. FURBISH
of Rangeiey

SENATE

PRESIDENT

SEWALL

OF

PUBLIC

BATH

SERVICE

OUTSTANDING

SUMNER
ENTERED

AFTER

SUCCESS

“May I add my name to the ever
Increasing roll of those who num
ber among their possessions a bootJack and a mud scraper?" writes
Mrs. E. C. Wright of Vinalhaven.
“The boot-jack ls a wooden one
used by my father tn the days when
aU fishermen used high leather
boots
Thc mud-scraper ls a
straight bar of iron with curved
ends firmly embedded in a gran
ite door step."

It's the last long vacation for
the 73 High School students who
graduated last Thursday night. The
study of lessons has been eliminated
—in its place the facing of stern
reality.
One year ago: The Reader's Di
gest award for scholastic achieve
ment was won by Audrey Moore of
Thomaston Higli
School. —The
Sni.th estate at Dark Harbor was
destroyed by fire, causing a loss of
*40 000—The canning factory of
the North Lubec Mfg. and Canning
Oo. on TOlson wharf was opened.
—Benjamin 8. Whitehouse, retired
Maine Central engineer, died sud
denly—Mrs. Herbert H. Flint, 72,
died at her home on Park street.—
Mts Norma Philbrook won flrst
prize ln the Gregory essay contest.
—Everett M. Mills, formerly In
command of the White Head Coast
Guard Station, died in a Chelsea
(Mass ) Hospital—Mrs. Ella Hyland
wiji elected department president
of the Spanish War Veterans
Auxiliary.

A BANQUET IN CAMP
Proved An Interesting Feature Of
Postmasters’ Gathering At Camden

SERVICE IN WAR

LEWIS O. BARROWS

“The Black Cat”

By Lincoln E. McRae.

NOT ONLY THIS YEAR — BUT SINCERELY FOR A NUMBER
OF YEARS

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Volume 95.................. Number 71.

MORAN IS MING HOME

TRESPASSING FORBIDDEN

VOTE FOR

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

TWELVE PAGES

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, June I 3, 1940

is

AN

IN

BUSINESS.

He has stood unswervingly for sound, progressive legislation in the interest of thc
public welfare and as a result he has been victorious in five successive elections, each

time for a higher public office.
Senator Sewall holds a commanding and highly respected position in private life,
business and government.
People in virtually all walks of life have publicly endorsed his candidacy for thc

governorship of Maine.

Standing squarely on his personal, business and government records, he seeks the

opportunity to provide good government at low cost, through sound business admin
istration and close application to official duties.

SEWALL FOR GOVERNOR CLUB
’

N. Gratz Jackson, Secretary

Attention to business matters was
Officera elected were:
reserved for the second day of the
President, Ouy Bean of Freeport.
Maine Postmasters' Convention
First Vice President, Archie King
held Monday and Tuesday in Cam- of Saco.
i den
Second
Vice
President—Frank
During the routine proceedings at Madden of Skowhegan.
I the Opera House, directed by the
Third Vice President -Eva Galupresident, Harold E. Weeks, an ad sha of Clinton.
dress by Phillip J. Gallagher, sec
Secretary-Treasurer-Mrs. Blanche
ond vice president of the National Brown of Dover-Foxcroft.
( Association, of Woburn. Mass., ex
A pleasing and apropos Interlude
plained a bill pending in Congress to this final session at the Opera
[which lf enacted, will be of material House was the Invigorating song,
benefit to fourth class postmasters “On Freedom's Shore," the words of
who arc now paid on the basts of which were written by the shore
cancellations. Under the proposed . town's famed author, Gilbert Pat' legislation, salaries ln this class ' ten; the vocalization by Gilbert
would be figured on the gross postal i Lalte, with the composer-accompan
receipts, as ln the case of higher ist. Everett Grieve.
class offices. This Is generally re
Adjourning then to the OOC
garded as a more Just and equitable Camp, the visitors were accorded
form of remuneration than the ex “Open house” privileges of lnspecisting system, and Ls said to be ap I tion, following which a hearty shore
proved by the Postmaster General. dinner was served by Uncle Sam's
James A. Farley.
j boys, their neatness and efficiency
meeting with words of approval on
every hand. After-dinner speeches
OaklandPark , were projected along a dual front—
one school of thought accenting
J)ancin0 !
! their dekght and appreciation of
THURSDAY NITE
I the occasion, while others men
BOB PERCIVAL
tioned this in passing but also disand his orchestra
leaturlnx
i cussed specific Instances of potenTENA HASKELL
1 tlal improvements In the postal ser
Song Stylist
70’71
vice.
Explanations of the "others fel
low's 6lde" go far toward creating
greater harmony and understand
OPENING DANCE
ing, and from this basic idea ger
Saturday, June 15
minated the theme of several of
COMMUNITY HALL
the officials. A spirit of helpfulness
SIMONTON’S CORNER
Music by HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES was apparent ln every discourse,
Admission Men 35c, Ladies 25c
and in a particular way for tho
Dancing from 9.00 to 12.30
70*71
(Continued on Page Six)

TALK OF THE TOWN

SOFTBALL

The doming factory on Camden
A. & P. S. Van Baalen 4
street is employing about 110 hands
The A. & P. won their third at tlie present time, and a statement
straight victory Tuesday night bv on authortiy says that the number
defeating Van Baalen 8 to 4 at will be steadily increased between
Schofield-White Park. A. & P. took now and Fall until there are be
advantage of eight errors for five ! tween 250 and 300 on the payroll.
unearned runs for their win. Van
Baalen rapped Keefe for 11 hits, in
Tlie restaurant and cabins for
cluding 5 doubles and one triple, but merly operated by •'Nate" Saunders
threw away too many chances to will open for business tomorrow un
score by poor baserunning.
A. der the management of Mrs. O. G.
Johnson and Oney were high with Kalloch.
Located on Camden
the stick with three hits apiece. street, opposite Bear Hill road, this
The scores;
establishment has been popular
with tourists and permanent resi- |
A. A P.
ab r bh po a e dents alike.
3 113 2 1
F. Mazzeo, r ...
News has been received here of
A. Johnson, lb .... 3 2 3 4 0 1
4 0 1 2 0 0 the recent death in a Framingham.
Peterson, c ....
Oney, 3b ....... .... 4 13 13 0 Mass, hospital of Leonard D. Cand- j
4 0 15 10 age, formerly of this city, and long '
Higgins, 2b ......
V. Johnson, If . ...210100 engaged with the American Express
Ouccinello, ss . .... 4 0 113 0 Company in the capacity of audi
Keefe, p.... ..... .... 3 10 12 0 tor. He was a son of the late Capt.
J. Mazzeo. rf. lb 3 0 0 2 0 0 ' H. E. Candage, a well known coast
Seliger, cf __ .... 2 2 110 0 wise skipper. Mrs. Candage was a
Hobbs, rf......... .... 1 0 1 0 0 0 prominent Relief Corps worker.

The $15,000,000 steamship Ameri
ca which was due here for trial to
a e day had not been sighted by the
0 0 White Head Coast Guard Station
1 2 j when The CourieriGazette went to
4 1 i press, and is probably lying outside.
0 0 ! on account of the dense fog. The
13 34,000-ton liner is the largest mer| chant vessel ever built in the
1 1
J
0 0 Uaited States, and everybody will
1 0 1 be thrilled to get a peek at her.

33 8 12 21 11 2
Van Baalen

ab
Woythaler, cf .... 3
.3
T. Mazzeo, 2b
Murgita, 3b ..._ .... 4
Gray, lb ____ .... 3
Hawkins, ss .... .... 3
L. Raye, c ____ .... 3
Lombardo, rt ..... 3
.... 2
V. Raye, r
Fiore, If ......... .... 3
Epstein, p ___ .... 3

’39 Ford Coupe
’39 Ford Sedan
’39 Chevrolet Coupe
’39 Mercury Coupe
’38 Plymouth Sedan
’38 Ford Tudor
’38 Nash Lafayette
Coupe
’38 Chevrolet Sedan
*38 Plymouth Tudor
*38 Ford Coupe
’38 DeSoto Sedan
’38 Chrysler Tudor
’38 Hudson Sedan
’38 Ford Sedan
’38 Pontiac Tudor
’38 Ford % Ton Pickup
*37 Oldsmobile Sedan
*37 Chevrolet Tudor
’37 Willys Sedan
*37 Chevrolet Coupe
’36 Dodge Sedan
*36 Chevrolet Tudor
’36 Oldsmobile Sedan
*36 Chevrolet Coupe
’36 Ford % Ton Pickup
*35 Chevrolet Coupe
’33 Chrysler Sedan
’35 Dodge Sedan
’34 Lafayette Tudor
*34 Buick Sedan
’34 Nash Sedan
’34 Pontiac Sedan
*33 Pontiac Sedan

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson delivers the
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
commencement address before the
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable tn advance; single copies three
Camden High School graduates to
cents.
night.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
An Alberta car was rolling on our
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
streets Tuesday, spotted by tlie was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882, The Free Press
keen-eyed girls at Moran's insur- ! was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
ance office.

LEAGUE

’39 De Soto Sedan
*39 Chev. Tudor, Tk.

r bh po
0 1 3
0 0 3
2 2 0
0 2 6
0 13
0 0 1
0 1 0
2 2 3
0 1 0 0 0
0 10 11

The successful launching of the
cabin-cruiser Nevada from the
yard of Axel Gronros, was Tuesday's
30 4 11*19 9 8
most interesting event on the Rock
* Seliger hit by batted ball in the
land waterfront. The craft is
i third. Oney out for interference in
equipped with modem luxuries and
' the fifth.
earns for her builder and owner
A S: P .
1 1 3 1 0 2 0—8 ! many compliments. It is said that
Van Baalen, 10 110 0 1—4
j the Nevada can show her heels to
Two base hits, Oney, Murgita, j any other water denizen making
i Fiore, Lombardo, Hawkins. Three i less than 18 knots.
base hit, V. Raye. Sacrifice, P.
Mazzeo. Stolen base, V. Johnson,
From Secretary Crie's Rotary
Murgita. Double plays, CuccineUo, Bulletin: Friday. Capt. Rice is to
Higgins and A. Johnson; Keefe, Oney arrange a program of musical num
and CuccineUo; F. Mazzeo and Hig bers.—Notice to Chairmen of Com
gins. Base on balls, off Keefe 3, off mittees, two weeks from this Friday
Epstein 3. Struck out, by Keefe 1. you will have prepared written re
Umpires, Smith and Flanagan.
port of your work for the past year.
The annual meeting occurs at tliat
Arthur F. Lamb leaves tomorrow I time and the reports are to be filed
for Minneapolis, Minn., where he , fn the Secretary's Office afterwards
will attend tlie national Kiwanis j —The Damariscotta-Newcastle Club
convention. Mr. Lamb has been j last Wednesday lost one of its
having a successful administration 1 members, Dr. Ralph Griffin, very
as lieutenant - governor, visiting j suddenly | Ralph was known to
many clubs in hls district.
I many of us and liked by everyone.

SALE
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
FOR BOYS
FOR MEN
$3.09 3-PIECE SUITS,
A FEW SWEATERS,
Y'our choice ................... $1.93
1.98, 3.00 value ......... „.... 1.35
1.98 2-PIECE SUITS
HATS, 1.98-3.90 value ...........98
Y’our choice ...................
.98
RAIN COATS. 4.98 value
250
YVASH SUITS, 1.09. 1.50 val.
Now ..........
49 WORK PANTS, 150 value 1.17
UNION SUITS, 50c value .19 COYERT PANTS, 155,
DUNGAREES ........................ 85
150 value ......... _............. .98
SWEATERS, 1.00 value ........99 DUNGAREES ....... ...............75
COVERT KNICKERS,
1.00, 1.25 value ................ 49 OVERALLS ........................ *1
RAIN COATS, 350 value.... 1.95 ODD LOT WORK SHIRTS,
75c value ................. .............49
PAJAMAS ..............
59
SUSPENDERS .......................10 TIES....... .......... 14c; 8 for 1.00

[EDITORIAL]
THE RISE OF WENDELL WILKIE

Displacing both Tuft and Vandenberg, there comes a new
runne. -up in the Republican presidential canvass in the person
of Wendell Wilkie, who a few months ago had made only a
dent in the Gallup survey. When he had attained only 3 per
cent of tlie total vote the politicians begun to prick up their
ears and say: "Here is a possible contender for the nomina
tion." Tlie Institute of Public OplEfaa continued Its survey
throughout the country, and today finds tt- famous lndusrialist credited with 17 percent and well out ln front of the
other aspirants except Thomas E. Dewey who has dropped
from 67 percent a month ago to 52 percent. The Gallup poll
is not the Republican National Convention and lt may not
even be presenting an afctual picture of the situation as It
exists today, but the poll is a systematic and scientific one and
should be fairly reliable as a "straw." The most significant
thing of all is the sudden and amazing gain shown by Wendell
Wilkie—amazing because the part of citizens who see in him
apparently the one man who can be elected. In another part
of today’s paper is offered a chajice for the general public to
Join in the volunteer movement—a purely voluntary oppor
tunity presented at the request ot Wilkie admirers aud backers.
I ■ ' s
BACK TO PRIVATE LIFE
Tlie resignation of Carl Moran as a member of the United
States Maritime Commission is perhaps a surprise to the
general public, but not wholly to this newspaper who knew
that Mr. Moran had virtually resolved upon that course of
action when lie came to attend his father's funeral. That he
may have other things in store beside the perpetuation of tlie
large insurance business which he helped build ls not alto
gether improbable, but according to his own statement he
lias no political aspirations, and lt is exceedingly doubtful if he
comes here to take the vacant berth as postmaster, as so many
were guessing yesterday. Moran's national career has been a
meteoric one, and its interruption at this point does not neces
sarily imply that the meteor has fallen. He made a name for
himself as Representative to Congress, and is said to be one
of the most useful members of the Maritime Commission, but
unlike many who go away from home—to forget the place of
their birth—Commissioner Moran has unquestionably proven
that he is a friend of his home city, a fact which he has
always turned to the city's advantage when the opportunity
offered.

Alarm, which Ls Just now very vocal, raises a practical
question: whether the apparent danger were better warded off
by our fighting in Europe (as we have done within a gener
ation* or by guarding well our own hemisphere. It is a ques
tion which for the moment is settled for us by lack of trained
forces; it may be further settled for us by the element of time.
Our question therefore becomes not whether we citizens of the
United States of America are morally, militarily, financially
and politically responsible for the British and French Em
pires, which in any case have during thc twenty-two years
since they emerged completely victorious from the previous
World War. had as good opportunities to protect themselves
as have any nations on earth;-rather, our practical question
is whether a nation of 140,000.000 people, living on a continent
bounded by two oceans, a people possessed of abundant re
sources of food and metals, a people of unparalleled mechani
cal skill, a people whose vitality is prodigious and whose cou
rage has never justly been impugned, could, given the neces
sity to defend itself within the space of say two years from a
presumed coalition of Europe^ victors who would be torn,
spent, bankrupt, undernourishTO and probably ill, put up a
strong resistance. The response to this practical question is
not alarm. It is industry —Boston Globe.

AN INVITATION WHICH APPEALS
"Maine Invites You" is the title ot a valuable booklet
just published by the Maine Publicity Bureau. Its allure
ments are well nigh irresistible, and they are based not on
fancy or fiction but Facts. Fifty thousand copies will ba
Judiciously distributed in other parts of the country, bearing
rich fruit, we cannot fail to hope. One of the many com
mendable features is the large road map of each county ln
the State.

A representative of the Augusta
Field Office of the Social Security
Board will be at the office of the
Deputy Collector, Post Office Building in Rockland at 11.30 a. m. to 3
p. m. on June 1&.

*39 Ford Stationwagon
*38 Ford Stationwagon
(2 to choose from)
'37 Chev. Stationwagon
*37 Ford Stationwagon
CASH
TERMS
TRADE
It would pay you to see us
before buying a Used Car.
Remember—We Do Our Own
Financing.

SUPER

MARKETS

What explain* the /eg^ivg. pard*n-party atmo*pb«rre in y«ur AAI* £uper
Market?
The fact that each of you taken delight In 'ailing alone our
hargains-flanked aisle*, pickier from 2 000 value* . . , taking home One
meats and vegetables and other food* at thumping low price*! (The price*
are very low because we share with you the saving* we get buying direct,
doing away with unnecessary middle profits and handling charges!) Another
thing that make* your A I* so gay i* the fact that your pleasure spread*
li® laughter. That's probably what make* our clerks so cheery! Thank
you! Come, and come again soon!

A

STEAKS or ROASTS
HEAVY STEER BEEF, PORTERHOUSE
SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND or
N. Y. SIRLOIN

LB

|SUNAYFIELiIhJS|
RIB ROAST

or SHANK HALT

LB J

SUNNYFIELD HAMS

BRICKERS
FOWL

The flowers and shrubbery at the
corner of Limerock and White
streets attract much attention.
i Tuesday afternoon they attracted
the attention of a swarm of bees,
' giving the workers some concern.

erv^n?

3

Ib

0QCO1

® TO

24 LB

AVO

LB

So are

A&P BAKERS’/

June

1

I SUNNYFIBLD

24HLB

BAG

LAYER
CAKE

19'

12 oz

SUNNYHELO

b32c

2

PURE LARD

<h« P’»th«

1 LB
PKGS

n1C
Z1
3 CAKES 17®

LUX FLAKES

LAf.Gi
PKG

LUX TOILET SOAP

“10VELY SKIN
SPECIAL”.

MY-T-FINE DESSERTS

tukon tonics

l G^E",«r-YCa%8

CAMAY SOAP

IVORY SOAP

ttn

1007°

2

CAKES

11®

2

PKGS

23®

5®

3 m 25®

LAVA SOAP

jO

CAKES

BURNETT’S VANILLA EXTRACT

2bo°tz

LIFEBUOY SOAP

cakes

3

SALADA TEA BALLS
Tender leaf Too

nam

Underwood's

ocviLieo

2

29c

1 7®
23®
17®
69*

15c W.x Paper

BtM Com Relish
U

5®

PKG

SELOX

CORNED BEEF

um'duty tmck

avg

JUMBO
SIZE 45

ARE IN SEASON!

19c

pkg

35c Wax Paper QAnn"2

roIls

21c

cans

25c Bleach Water T.JSt

jug

29c

can

ft 25®

SPAGHETTI
15.’! OZ
CANS

19®

3

ANN PAGE JELLIES
Giape, Currant, Blackberry S Hasp

de*®

'16 A 5’s
1lU 1«P

3 OZ
JARS

* “ 39

ANN PACK
HRTPARED

19‘

Nectar Tea

MUSTARD
7c
f”

soz
JAR

Free”

“My 5th Gian

Yef. lota of women get each fifth
glass of Our Own and NertaV Teal
free!
They’re among the thousands who formerly bought higher
priced tea* but now serve one ol
in *C
te»* »nd save up tr
20*Try one of these noted Lena

PLAIN OLIVES

eeurGAS

GMC TRUCKS

lb

XI

chicken fricassee1

GASOLINE
-DIESEL'

B

07c

FRESH FRUITS

14
1—
awwooo
fARW

MUNSEY AUTO SALES, 21 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

lb

beef

SCAVL®PS iellc

lb
£ bags

uv

LMWO°°

1 UOWTST .

nati*e

LU

’"TING Ol BROIL,NQ

'■nmuSSS,^

(OFFEE

CONTENTS

I

/IMWST THI /

HA“

Lb

bokless cwc«*

Time payment! through our own YMAC
Plan at lowest available rate«

t,rHiR

EICHT OILOCKl

4^29c

ROCKLAND

MILEAGE

Lb 4

T'Not’»COOMEO_vs„_J
treSM

maar---

ANOTHER REASON WHYl

EVUY 7th FAMILY BUYS
ASP COFFEE

LB

HEAVY STEER BEEF

fRRCY BRISKET

Armors

No other truck has the kind of
engine you get in a GMC. Mileage
Meter Testa are proving every day
that GMC SUPER-DUTY Engines
are the most economical of all. It
will pay you to investigate GMC.

•

MAKE SHOPPING A PICNIC!

nozAOt

* THI TRUCK OF VALUE•

SELF
SERVICE

YOUR A&P SAVINGS

,

(Successor to Willis I. Ayer)

CLOTHIER

SELF
SERVICE

“NOT ALARM: INDUSTRY"

RALPH P. CONANT
434 MAIN ST.

Carl Lawless of Thorndike, who; tetts of Rockport vs. Disty Peters
comes out of the Waldo woods farm of Rockland; and Young Roberts
i
ln the belief that he can repel any | of Lisbon vs. Charlie Wooster of
Rockland Athletic Club
Rockland.
counter attack made by Charlli ,
Unknowns will lift the curtain.
Offering Five Bouts
Leighton of Berlin, N. H., who styles
Brtakl
Tomorrow Night
himself the "Left-handed Bomb- [
From the standpoint of ringside shell;" and so there you have the j A baseball team from the de
two C. L.’s each of whom hopes > stroyer Haraden will meet the Rcck
fans Flag Week would not be com 1 to X. L.
land Pirates at Community Park
plete without a boxing carnival, and
The five rounds scheduled for the tonight at 6.30. Immediately after
that's what the local management ■ semi-final bout will see some hot the game there will be a meeting of
ls offering for tomorrow night, and . footing and hot fighting by Lefty the Knox Twilight League direc
five fast bouts are promised.
j Lachance of Lewiston and Alton tors and managers at the Maine
The main bout of eight rounds j Wooster of Rockland, who are in Music Store. St. Oeorge Ls expected
brings together an alliterative com the lightweight class.
to play here Sunday afternoon, the
bination—Lawless- and LeightonThe "prelims" offer Reynold T'b- game beginning at 3 o'clock.

.

Flag Week Special

Lag

BARGAIN BOX
’32 Plymouth Sedan
’32 Essex Coach
’31 Pontiac Sedan
’31 Chevrolet Sedan
’31 Olds. Cabriolet
’30 Ford Sedan
’30 Plymouth Sedan
’29 Nash Sedan
’29 Chevrolet Sedan
*26 Chrysler Sedan

Evciy Oilici Day
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Kage two

65®

2,jaT

Hormel’s Spam
NATIONAl

12 oz

CAN

July Ul

Goodyear wel* wi-buck oxford, loath*
er role and haal. Also In brown and
white, and two-tone tan.

4bW

ENDICOTT® JOHNSON

Our Own Tea

26(

I

ANN PAGE GELATINE

8

346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

EVAP. MILK
14>i OZ
CANS

Ventilated wl-ku<k. Rubber heel, leath
or solo.
and D widths. Also In ten
and brown and white.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Pius Small Charge For Postage
Copyright 193?
Ind icon-John ton Corp.

OCc

whitehouse:

2

PKGS

17®

19<

"-

moore Beef Stew
lc

I/2 LB
CANS

462 MAIN ST.
r' ROCKLAND, MAINE
"Grocery and produce prices also
37 Elm Street, Camden"

effective at Belfast, and

1(243

-set

Evciy-OUier-Duy
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TALK OF THE TOWN

James A. Clarke, agent of the New

Primary Expenses

Paris Is Doomed

Expenditures and proposed ex i
penditures of political candidates
in Maine are here set forth:
Governor: Fernald, $1,708; Page,
$3,340; Payne. 4.994; Redman (un
opposed) $31; Sewall, $3,996.
Congress:
Beauchamp (unop
posed) $98; Bonney, $78; Buzzell.
$184; Lancaster, $109; Marshall,
Miss Barbara Blaisdell is clerk $469; Smith, $20.
ing at the Moor drug store.
Commander Donald B. MacMillan
The Industrial Accident Commis hs been elected trustee ot Emerson
sion will hold a hearing in tlie Mu College, Boston. Harold W. Dutch
nicipal Court Boom June 21 at 1.30 of Belfast graduated from the
school with high honors.
standard.
Pushed steadily backward by
armed German force estimated at
1,800,000, tbe French appear to be
making their last stand before
Paris falls. This disaster seeins
to be a matter of hours only.
Meantime Fascist Spain shows
symptoms of joining the coward
ly Italian premier.

June 8-14—Fing Week.
June 13 — Vinalhaven — Commence
ment exercise, at Memorial hall.
June 14—Northport—Play, "Listen to
Leon" a*. Orand view Grange hall
June 14 -Dedication of Huntley-Hill
Square, Ocean and Wa'rr streets.
June 14—Flag Day picnic of Lady
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett's
'Ot'age. Spruce Head.
June 16—Fathers Day
June 17—Primary Election.
June 18 Camden Opera House, Jim
mie and Dick Radio and Amateur Show
June 24—(Republican National Con
vention In Philadelphia.
July 9 —t Rockport — Garden Club
Flower Show at Lester P Shibles-.
July 18-1# — Thomaston — American
Legion fair
Aug. 30-23—Union Fair.
Aug 27-29-Damariscotta Fair.
Aug 31-Sept 3-Blue Hill fair.

Tire lobby of The Thorndike Hotel
has been made conspicuously at
tractive by the installation of new
Arthur W. Doherty ls having his furnishings.
vacation from the Woolworth store.
To save many questions next
Charles Jlllson Is on a fortnight's Monday we will state tliat tire polls
vacation from the office of the open at 7 a. m. and close at 7 p. m.
Maine Employment Service.
—standard time.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

A full attendance of Winslow-Hol
Diamond shaped signs at tlie en
brook Post is desired at tonight's trances to Thomaston should re
meeting, as there are important ceive the immediate consideration
business matter to consider.
of pedestrians. Between them the
speed of automobiles must not ex
Winslow-Holbrook Post, Ai. has ceed 26 miles an hour.
three prominent members who are
desirous of serving as department
The citizenship medals offered by
vice commander The Post will the S A.R. to pupil§ of the Junior
probably unite on one.
High School, went to Miss Martha
Leeman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
During the showing of "Lillian j Harold Leeman of Limerock street
Russell" at Strand Theatre on 1 and Lincoln McRae Jr. son -of Mr.
Bunday. Monday and Tuesday the and Mrs. L. E McRae, Maverick
evening shows will start at 6 30 and street, the recipients being hoi*ed
8.30 due to the length of show.
for dependability, honesty, trust
worthiness, scholarship, etc.
There will be contests aplenty at
,the Methodist Sunday School pic
More Talk of the Town on Page 2.
nic tomorrow at Oakland Including
bag race, baseball throw, egg carry
Thomaston has taken heroic
ing, sack race, plate tin-owing, pie measures to bring to an end tlie
eating contests, 100 yard dash, one extremely bad automobile fatality
legged race and a baseball game. If record of her main thoroughfare.
»he weather is stormy tiie picnic A strict enforcement is promised of
will be held Saturday.
the 25 mile speed limit regulation
through the built up section. State
All women of Knox County In Police will co-operate witli local
terested in the production of sweat police In bringing forcibly to the
ers and other garments for the mind of all motorists that they
American Red Csaft, are asked to cannot exceed the 25-mile speed
attend a meeting next Monday at limit with Impunity. A copy of the
2.30 in the tower room of the Com public notice and of the regulations
munity Building. This Is a very will be found on page six.
Important meeting at which chap
ter organization for production will
BORN
l-hllbrook At Vinalhaven. June 27.
be completed.

I have had five years’ ex
perience in criminal pro

The 132d anniversary of Andover
Theological Seminary, the 150th an
niversary of the Newton Theological
Institution and the ninth AndoverNewton Theological School were
celebrated June 5, with the largest
class in Its history. Highest honors I
went to President Everett C. Her
rick for hls masterly work ln bringign this school up to the greatest
usefulness and strength in its long
years of Divine teachings.
The spring
stock will be
duced prices.
Son. Furriers,
land.—adv.

coats remaining in
sold at sharply re
Lucien K. Green &
16 School St., Rock

Something new and deliciously
different is E. & M's new coffee Ice
cream. It could ,-tie called a "cup
of coffee" ice cream for it has all
the tang and rich satisfying flavor.
71-72

ROLLERSKATING
Ocean View Rollerway
ROCKLAND, ME.

boro, and well known In this city,
died yesterday in Portland, aged 59
years.
Considerable damage has been
done to the greens and fairways of
the Knox County Golf Club by tres- J
passers and those who, possibly,
without realizing the damage they
do In walking on the soft turf, |
cross the property for one reason
or another. Requests have failed,
so Proprietor McRae has officially
posted the property against all
trespassers and legal steps will be
taken if trespass ls continued.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

TO REPUBLICANS OF KNOX
COUNTY
cedure.
I studied in the office of
County Attorney Jerome C.

And Remember, We Deliver the Goods Right To Your Door—If Desired—Just Phone 1234

SMOKED SHOULDERS
HAMBBURG—Lean ..................... lb
STEWING BEET'................................ lb
SALT PORK....................................... lb
MINCED HAM................................. lb
FRANKFORTS ............................ lb
CLOVER BACON............................. lb

IT’S A WHOLESOME. HONEST,
TRUSTWORTHY PRODUCT—
WE'RE PROUD OF IT!

cases.

For the past two years I
have been Recorder of the
Rockland Municipal Court

I feel that I am the best

qualified candidate for

Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.

i Pilltbur, t
FARINA

HADDOCK

DIED

FOR

Representative

Beano in I.O.O.F. hall Saturday
at 8. Door and special prizes.—
adv.
•

70*72

2 tins 25c
IVORY

OX Y DOL med 3 pkgs 25c
POOR

PAINTS
VARNISHES

Thursday, Friday

PKGS.

41c

ICE CREAM

5/

WE WILL GIVE YOU

Every Wednesday

2

PALMOLIVE SOAP .. 2 bar. 11c
KLEK............................ 2 pkg. 31c
BLUE SUPER SUDS, 2 pkg. 39c
TRY PERRY’S ICE CREAM
R. & R. CHICKEN ......... tin 39c
—It is made from only the purest and freshest BORAXO.............................. tin 15c
DEVILED MEATS .... 4 tin. 15c Cream and other Ingredients.
BORAX....................... 2 pkg. 27c
RED CROSS TOWELS 3 roll. 25c WITH EVERY PINT PURCHASED AT THE DOG or CAT FOOD, 6 tin. 25c
MAXWELL HOUSE
REGULAR PRICE (25c Pint)
RINSO..................... 2 lge pkgs 39c
COFFEE .......................... 2 lb. 49c

STICKNEY A

SNIDER’S KETCHUP 2 bot. 25c

Tlie first sale ol mens and boys
furnishings put on by Ralph P. ConI ant, successor to Willis I. Ayer, will
start today and run lor one week. •

□ r IVORY

BARS

te® 2pkgs 3sc

BLACK PEPPER

PRIMARIES
JUNE 17

SALAD
DRESSING
Full
25c

In tomato sauce
That different
dish you’ve been
svaiting for

FLAKES

WILL APPRECIATE

IN THE

MEAT
BALLS

23«

FROM THIS CITY

YOUR VOTE

Make a really
distinctive salad
for dinner tonight
bv using
HOLSUM
Double Whipped

WHAT A TREAT!
Chef Boy-ar-dee

CHOCOLATE ea
LAYER CAKE

Legislature

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our friend, and neighbor, who In
our bereavement, kindly gave assis
tance to us, for the beautiful floral
offerings and to those who loaned cars.
Hazel amis. Dorothy GUlts, Harry
OUlls. Irving Gluts
,
Thomaston.
7
•

LBS

WE RE NEUTRAL

From a new and delir ious recipe.

whiter

2

25c
57c

On many things. but there is one arttrle of food on which we come out
right "flat-footed" (or. and that item is GOLDEN HEART BREAD
We serve it on our own table, like thousand, of other folk. In Maine, and
because we have always found It Sl'PERIOR in QUALITY and FRESH
NESS, we recommend It to our customer,. We want your food order and
suggest that you include GOLDEN HEART BREAD—"THE BEST BREAD
IN MAINE.”

21/

Gets clothes up to

TO

BETTY CROCKER

ROLL

lb

CREAM LUNCH CRACKERS

LARGE SIZE

COUNTRY

Cain’s Mastermixt Mayonnaise, pint 30c
Midco Ice Box Freeze.............. 3 tins 25c
Land O’ Lakes Milk................... 4 tins 26c
Nestle’s Semi-Sweet Chocolate, 2 bars 25c
Prudence Corned Beef Hash......... tin 17c
Gulfspray ................................. pint tin 25c
Wyandotte Cleanser .............. 2 tins 11c
THE HOUSEWIVES’ PROGRAM

LOOSE-WILES

IJbby—At Warren June 12. Charles
B Libby, aged 74 years. 3 months. 23
days.
Funeral Ss.urday at 2 o'clock
from residence
Simmons At Union. June 12. Stella
H. wife of John Simmons, aged 62
yearn. 2 month,. 14 davs.
Funeral
Saturday at 4 30 iD.ST.1 from real
denoe
Interment tn Skidmore ceme
tery
Conary A: Rockland. June 12. Nancy
J . wife of Ezra Conary. aged 73 years.
1 month. 25 day,. Funeral Saturday
at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral home
Beverage At North Haven. June 3.
Mae. wife of Frank Beverage
Burial
tn Crahtrae ceme ery.

-8/

DRESSED
AS DESIRED

ANGEL CAKES
BUTTER

WCSH AND AFFILIATED STATIONS

REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE

2 lb box 45c

SPECIAL

LISTEN DAILY. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
From 1.30 to 2.00 P. M.

Of Rockland

23c
lb 14/

FRESH PENOBSCOT

RADIO SALE
The Marjorie Mills Hour Specials

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Ib

—ALL OUR CORNED BEEF IS TOP QUALITY—CUT FROM ONLY
THE BEST OF HEAVY WESTERN STEERS.

Accepted by Council on Foods
Amotion Medical Association.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

16/

CORNED BEEFBONELESS BRISKET or MIDDLE RIB
NAVEL END CUTS
AMERICAN CHEESE,

easy to digest.

70*71

LB.

—BONELESS, CUT FROM HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF.

A delicious hot breakfast food, especially

FRANK F. HARDING

15/

LEAN

29c

GitnuLltd crMmy.white hearts of wheat.

COUNTY
ATTORNEY

LB.

lb 18/
CHUCK ROAST
MEATY
LEAN
POT ROAST
Ib 29/
BONELESS
FIVE RIB OVEN ROAST Ib 35/

17c
17c
10c
15c
15c
19c

PILLSBURY’S
FARINA

and have handled a large
number of criminal matters.

SHORT SHANK
LEAN

PORK ROAST

CUBE STEAK II

Burrows and helped him
prepare and try many

to Mr and Mr, Pearl Philbrook. a son
—Paul Stephen
Cassidy—At Knox Hospital. June 7.
to Mr and Mr, Albert Cassidy, a son
—Donald James.
Smith—A- Rockland. Mav 29. to Mr
and Mrs Stanley Smith a daughter—
Marlon Elizabeth.

Page Three

QUAKER OATS...... lge pkg 19c
JOHNSON’S GLO-COAT, pt 59c
MINUTE TAPIOCA 2 pkg. 21c

FREE
ANOTHER FULL PINT
Several Flavors to Choose From
(SATURDAY ONLY—PARK ST. MARKET)

BAKER’S

CHOCOLATE.........>/, lb bar
BAKER’S COCOA...... lb tin
JELL-O..........................4 pkg.
TOMATO SOUP......... 3 tin.

15c
14c
19c
15c

^SUPPLIES w”.

and Saturday
Nights, and
Sat. afternoon

7l-72*Th-S-tf
Fail flimr,

DANCE
Every Saturday Nite
GLENCOVE
GRANGE HALL

SEE OUR MODERN FRIUT AND VEGETABLE
DISPLAYS

Hal’. Rhythmaires

FANCY NEW GREEN

ADMISSION 35c and 25c
14-Th-tf

qts.

19X

2hes.

19/

3

STRING BEANS
NEW NATIVE

ICEBURG LETTUCE

FRANCS I. TILLSON
Carpenter and Builder
18 MEADOW RD., THOMASTON

PHONE 45-4
53Th-S-tf

RED RIPE

TOMATOES

C. F. WILLIAMS & CO.

Yacht Sailmakers
EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
41Th80

NEW CROP
As soon as your home is built, Nature's forces are trying to
destroy it. Paint is a protection that makes these forces helpless.

A well painted home is always new.

Its original value remains,

for paint takes the hard knocks of time and wear.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

t CLAREMONT ST.

TEL M2
ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

TELEPHONES
MO, 781-1 ar 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MB.
119-tf

But ... bo

POTATOES
FANCY NEW

PLUMS

sure the paint you select Is Good Paint, made from dependable

LARGE CALIFORNIA

materials. MOORE'S HOUSE PAINT Ls a pure linseed oil paint.

ORANGES

3u».25/
peck 45/
dozen 19/
dozen 35/

For color permanence, decorative beauty, general utility and
satisfaction it is unsurpassed.

Put your painting problems up

CREAM CHEESE

2 pkgs 15/

BURNETTS VANILLA, 2 oz bot 23c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF, lge tin 18c
FRIENDS BEANS,
2 tins 25c
CUT-RITE WAX PAPER,
5c
DAVIS BAKING POWDER, 12 oz tin 15c
RINSO,
2 large pkgs 39c
COCOMALT,
1-2 lb tin 21c
LUX FLAKES,
large pkg 21c
DOLE’S PINEAPPLE JUICE, 2 tins 25c
GERBER’S
FOODS, 3 tins 22c
BOSCO,
24 oz jar 35c
SALADA TEA BAGS 35 for 29c; 100,69c
SAVE MONEY ON
GRAND PENN MOTOR OIL
Grand Penn is 100S Pure Pennsylvania
Oil and Guaranteed to give SIMM) Mile,
of Motoring Satisfaction or
Your Money Bark

2 GALLON TIN $1.19

to us. W’e shall be glad to assist you.

Use

Paint

PERRY’S PARK STREET MARKET

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE I234J0R PROMPT DELIVERY* USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST. MARKET

BE SURE AND ASK FOR YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS—ALREADY PAID OUT $3,450.00.

WALDOBORO
MRS LOUISE MILLER
(Correspondent)
..
sft ft ft ft »• . , ,
Tel. 27

Every-Other-Day
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Page Fouf
as Electa; Beatrice Cowley. Gar
rison Hill Chapter, Wiscasset as
warder.
Past Grand Matrons Isabel Mont
gomery and Gertrude McTeer were
also present. Refreshments were
served at the close of the meeting.

Class Travelogue
Warren High School
Graduates Take Audience
On Scenic Tour in Fancy

WARREN
««««
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
££ £
Tel 40

Kept His Hat On
And Got a Piece of Angry
Woman’s Mind As the
National Anthem
Was Palyed

FirHUChsts
'4

Senter Crane Cempanj
Wives and Daughters! Attention!

Graduation exercises for a class
The annual State 4-H Club camp!
of 16. the largest for some years,
She stood in front of the Elks will be held at the University of!
The goods you want at
were held Friday night at the Con
Mrs. Jennie Benner had as recent
In town for commencement acti Home Tuesday night while the band Maine from June 26 to 30. Out-1
the price you want!
gregational Church, for Warren vities were. Mr. and Mrs. Roger was playing "The Star Spangled
visitors, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hyler,
standing club members from all
High
school.
The
first
four
honor
Miss Mary Peyler, Mrs. Addie Giles,
Burnell
and
Gary
Burnell
of
Con

Banner."
Waldoboro Had Prime
For Father's Day
counties attend the encampment.
were written as a travelogue way, N. H, guests of Miss Mildred
The man beside her failed to re
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wallace, daugh
• • • •
Success in Worthy Work; parts
through four National Parks, mak Jackson; Charles McIntire. Herbert move his hat, as all patriotic citi
ter Dorothy, son Raymond, Mrs.
Peas and cabbage will be added
Teachers Elected
ing an informative story, delivered McIntire. Miss Mary Haines and zens are supposed to do while the
SLACKS
Btrout and son of Thomaston, Mr.
to the list of surplus foods ex
as a visit to those sections.
and Mrs. Ralph Jackson, Mrs
A word of appreciation on behalf
changeable for blue food stamps in
Gertrude Lampinen, salutatorian, Miss Margaret Brooks of Bath, national anthem is being played
Men’s,
1.00, 1.25
Louise Jackson, Mrs. Winnie Kaler, of those who sponsored the school j tendered greeting to the capacity guests of Miss Bertha McIntire. Miss
Her ire Increased as the patriotic stamp plan areas of Maine, during
1.69,1.98
Mrs Mertie Booth, Mrs. Addie lunch program to those who co-op- I audience, and related outstanding Marion Campbell of Southboro, strains swept out over the harbor. the period June 10 to June 30.
°f North
the Great
Smoky
MounMass
,
and
Mrs
May
Starrett
of
Noyes of Jefferson and Mr. and Mrs. erated to make it a success may not facts (n
"Why
don't
you
remove
your
hat?"
CaroUna and Ten.
Thirteen other food commodities
Boys’,
79c, 98c
Harry Brown of Rockland.
be out of place on the closing week nesee She pointed out that Mt Portland, guests of Miss Marion she asked.
reamin on the surplus list for all
Howard Kimball, Floyd Benner of school, reports Supt. A. D. Gray Le Conte, 6.593 feet high is one of Wallace and Vernal Wallace.
The man made no response.
stamp plan areas.
Mrs Mansfield Robinson has re
and Capt. Ralph Pollard were of Waldoboro.
"Don't you know enough to re
20 peaks in the Smokies which rise
PAJAMAS
among those attending a M&sonic
The first to be thanked are the to 5.000 feet above the sea level. turned from a visit in Newport wi’h move your hat while 'The Star
The British government has de- [
Men’s 1.00, 1.29,159
meeting in Union Saturday night trustees and pastor of the Metho This sectiop contains the best hard Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson, and Spangled Banner' is being played?" cided to conscript farm labor and
wood forest and the largest red
when the degree work was done by dist Church who permitted the use spruce forest in the United States. attended the graduation exercises
The hat remained on, but the launch a recruiting drive to enroll
Boys’,
1.00
a team from Connecticut, 51 Con of the Vestry, and next, the Home Because of the dense vegetation of Newport High School of which man who wore it moved from the more thousands of women into the j
necticut Masons being present Makers Society for placing at thc and forest, so much moisture is Miss Eileen Kimball was a member. vicinity of the irate woman
land army, according to minister i
"The Universal Appeal of Christ
among whom was the Grand Master disposal ot the lunch staff their collected, that evaporation in the
Men who watch the American flag of agriculture Robert Hudson. No
SPORT
of the Connecticut Lodge.
kitchen facilities. The resulting heat looks like smoke from the dis ianity" will be the subject Sunday go by in a procession, without re farm worker will be allowed to deSHIRTS
tance and gives the section its morning at the Congregational
Eleanor Miller, daughter of Mr. benefits to the children served have name.
moving their hats, are also con- sert the soil in the future, and ex- j
and Mrs. E. G. Miller has returned proved both of these courtesies to
Men's,
69c, 1.00
Charles Stimpson in the first Church. Church School will meet spicuous.
perienced men who have left to
from basell Junior College to spend be excellent examples of Christian honor essay took up the thread at 9.30 a. m.
Right now, particularly
earn bigger wages in war factories]
Boys’,
59c
of the story to carry the listeners
"Midnight in a Oarden" will be
the summer vacation with her par ity in action.
will be brought back.
through
the
Yosemite
Park,
giving
Sponsored by the Parent-Teachers
the sermon topic Sunday morning KipjpTLi U A VFM
ents.
the high spots as the five great
Baptist Church, one of the “MR III tlAVtUx
Captain Ralph Pollard will speak Association the program was set up falls, and the Manposa grove of at the Baptist
DRESS
John Stahl is visiting at Pulpit GEORGES RIVER RD.
June 23 at the North Windham to supply a hot noon meal for any 550 trees, the largest of which is series on. "Night Scenes from the
Harbor
for
a
few
days
SHIRTS
Father's Day will be observed
Congregational Church. Two or or all children who lived, too far “Grizzly Orant." 93 feet. 7 inches Bible " Church school will meet
The
Straus
boys
who
spent!
sum

Sunday under the direction of Long
ders of the Eastern Star and Ma away to go home to lunch, or whose in circumference and the Wawona at noon. Topic for the evening
Men's 1.00,1.59,1.95
mers at Bartlett's Harbor arrived Cove members and friends of tlie
tree, with its 36 foot opening. The
sonic bodies will be special guests. parents might be away at noon. It, Yosemite contains 1.125 square worship in keeping with Father’s
Boys’,
Tuesday.
79c
church who will serve a dinner from
Charles Lilly Post, A. L., Jour was designed especialy to include miles, making it the size of the Day will be, “A Oood Father." At
11
30
to
1.30.
Following
the
dinner
a
the
meeting
Sunday
of
the
newly
children
who
came
in
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Stackpole
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Singing ot old songs with Bar recently took place.
classmates, after touching shortly ton. has been studying at the New
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returned from St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
High School—Principal,, Earle M on the class motto. “Life is What England Conservatory of Music and bara Joy at the piano was another
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We Make It. ’
entertaining feature. At the close nurse at Portland Maine General
where they attended the gradua Spear; staff—Sumner O Hancock
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Mildred Jackson was historian, the past season has been second of the program a business meeting Hospital, was recent overnight guest
COOK stove with gas connection for
tion of Anne.
Austin N. Miller. Richard W. Gerry. and chronicled events of the class. violinist in the newly formed Worn
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Mrs Mae Beverage, wife of Frank Mr gnd
Re- 8350, 1938 ’Ford
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*”° All reconditioned ING. 19 Birch St., Tel 212-W.
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East Boothbay served as worthy
Rurals—North Waldoboro, Miss two friends reading a local morning Austin Wiley of Warren, president j Beverage who had been ln ill turnlng
traded In on new Internaww ,cc0lnpanJed by Recently
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paper.
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A D NEISON Texaco Park
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Rachel Orff. Feylers Comer, Mrs.
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health the past few months died
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Many surprises were featured in of the Auxiliary is chairman.
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PALMER two-cyllnder engine for
Jetson Pattee of Belfast was a Monday.
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Following
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Diplomas were presented by Supt. morning at the Congregational
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condition, 8175
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by these juniors: Irene Simmons. children was under the direction of
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Eleanor Forbes. Mt. Pisgah Chap
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Gwindall of Leona Jones. Bertha Anderson, and Mrs. Clark French. Mrs. Elmer
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George Carter of Rockland; and
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Warren were weekend visitors at ground, was formed. Thc decora the 23d Psalm by Robert Wyllie; Moody, Junior, accompanied the
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Jefferson were supper guests Sun body was marshaled In by David Pease and Chester Wyllie; and buryport, Mass., at which address
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FLOWER trellises, bird houses, gar
It takes those good, old Carter*i Little
Mrs. Alma Mank. Helen Leven ing class wore beautiful corsage
MEN Women* Want Vlm7 Stimu
bouquets of red roses and fragrant of Miss Ella Simmons. Mrs Nor Monday at Hampton and Salisbury er of Gallilea ” Tlie bearers were den fencing for sale big assortment to lants, tonics In Oatrex tablets pep up
Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile
saller, and Emma Walsh were visi lilies of the valley, tied with silver, wood and Mrs. Edmund Oxton.
pick from or build to your order. bodies lacking Vitamin B 1. Iron. Cal
Beaches in New Hampshire; Tues
flowing freely to make you feel “up and
six nephews Hiram and Albert RAYES WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Pres cium. Phosphorus. Oet 35c size today.
up.” Amazing in making bile flow freely.
tors last Thursday in Augusta and which were made by Mrs. Frank
The Auxiliary to the Chester D. day afternoon the ball game in Bos
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70*75 First package satisfies or maker refunds
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1 flf and 256 Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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a
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erage. Murray and Leon Stone. must be sold at once. Apply to GIL CO
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Robinson. Boys wore single roses Austin Wiley is president will hold
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LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
iu their lapels, and were dressed a public supper at 6.30. and dance Theatre; Wednesday, an historical Burial was in Crabtree cemetery.
Tel.
DARK loam for sale. 82 load del tn paired. called for and delivered
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RETURN OF EXPENDITURES
Ironsides, Old North Church, FanWest Meadow Rd . Tel 23-W from 6 to able rates, dependable service. STAN
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p
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Mrs. Selden Robinson has been
I
Knox County
Organist was Mrs. Dana Smith,
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House, Boston Common, Trinity
BELT SANDER
FOX terrier pups for sale; also one station. Main and Winter Sts
Published by the Secretary of State
who played as prelude. Sibelius', ill.
Church, Public Library, Christian ln accordance with chapter 263 of the hand cultivator GUY JOHNSON. Lake
“Dear Land of Home" from Fin
Ave , Tel. 566 J
69-71
Public
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of
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as
amended
This
Science Church, Symphony Hall, Includes all expenditures and proposed
landia, before swinging into the Five-Day Class Trip
1938 PLYMOUTH sedan for sale, run
tiled cn or before June 457 miles DYER’S OARAGE. Tel 124 W 4
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The senior class of Warren Hirh Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Mas expenditures
school march. Rev. L. Clark French
sachusetts Institute of Technology, 11. 1940.
69-71
School
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16.
chaperoned
delivered the invocation.
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Harvard
Stadium,
Concord,
Lexing

HARDWARE store for sale or to let,
For Governor
Ushers from the junior class were by Principal and Mrs. Herbert Df- ton, Franklin Park Zoo and Aquari Roy L Fernald.
1.706 48 with fixtures, shelves, etc F M. TIB W*****we*a***a8
Elizabeth Oxton, Bowdoin Miller,
BETTS,
18 Washington St.. Camden.
Blin
W
Page,
3.340.20
um at South Boston; Wednesday
66-tf
FOUR-room cottage for sale on
4 994 50
Leona Jones, Virginia Moody. Leon evergreen. the foreground contain night will be left open to choice; Frederick G Pavne,
Pulton
J.
Redman,
31
65
COOK stoves for sale. $10 and up; George's River; furnished, lights, one
Mathews, Jeannette Overlock, Kath ing a garden fence, and trellis of Thursday, probably a trip down 8umner Sewall.
3.99628all kinds of heaters. C E OROTTON acre land; spring water; Rood road:
ryn Maxey, Bertha Anderson, Cur red roses. Lights were hooded in Cape Cod to Plymouth, and possibly
flo't and boat. 485 Old County Rd
Representative to Congress
138 Camden St.. Tel. 1091-W
66-tf TEI,
321 R_______________________ 70-72
Edward J Beauchamp.
9500
tis Tolman, and Madeleine Haskell. the fuchsia color.
as far as the Cape Cod Canal.
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for
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H.
H.
Frederick P Bonney.
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COTTAGE to let by month, season.
Glover hall had been transformed
The class roll was: Vella Bar
Class members on the trip are, Hodgdon C. Buzzell.
18427 CRIE OO . 238 Main St.. Rockland. 66-tf Ow’s Head; 5 bedrooms, electricity,
into a decorative ball room by the rett, John Boggs, Gloria Bridges, Vella Barrett, John Boggs, Gloria Arthur B Lancaster.
109 70
D. * H hard coal. egg. stove, nul
telephone: bath; private beach. Inquire
469 20 814 per ton, del. Household soft coal ---------- -70*72
class, headed by Verna Robinson. Mildred Jackson, Gertrude Lam Bridges, • Mildred Jackson, Gertrude John G. Marshall
YATES.----Owls
Head.
Margaret
Chase
Smith.
20.00
88
per
ton.
del
Nut
size
New
River
soft,
Weighs only 1311 pounds; uses 3 inch belt
Crepe paper drapes at the windows pinen, Bertha McIntyre, Margaret Lampinen, Bertha McIntyre, Mar
COTTAGE to let at beautiful In
State Senator
not screened 89 ton del.; screened. 81C graham's Hill; alx rooms, good beds;
1.25 ton del.
were in fuchsia, with silver stars at Nutter, Verna Robinson, Russell garet Nutter. Verna Robinson, Rus Arthur B. Elliot,
Ask for swap for cash city water
HARVEY DISTRIBUTING CO.
A. E BRUNBERG. Tel
County Attorney
tickets. M. B. * C. O. PERRY. 519 Mali 197 W or 151-W. CUty_____________ 69-tf
intervals, silver valances in ithe Smith, Ruby Starrett, Virginia sell Smith, Ruby Starrett, Virginia Alan A. Grossman.
14.67 8t.. Tel. 487 .
TELEPHONE 262-W,
GARDINER, MAINE
66-tf
centre of which had been placed Starrett. Charles Stimpson, Marion Starrett, Charles Stimpson, Marion Frank F Harding,
15.37
COTTAOE at Holiday Beach to let by
(CROCKER-WHEELER ELECTRIC MOTORS)
HARD wood per foot, fitted 81.25 month or season; lights, spring water:
Representatives to Legislature
a crescent. The stage depicted a Wallace, Vernal Wallace, Lloyd Wallace, Vernal Wallace, Lloyd Wel
60-72
Freeman L. Roberts,
3.30 8awed. 81.15. long, 81 05. M B & C O. shore lot. Tel 237-W or «2S tl5 Park
'’Wardeto scene, the background in Wellington and Arthur Wotton
lington ftnd Arthur wotton
7|.,t PERRY Tel 487
tie tf St. -Cits.
66*U

School Lunch Project

WANTED

?.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... :
FOR SALE
* * •**•«'•**•• ■

TO LET

WAKE UP YOUR
> LIVER BILE—

i MISCELLANEOUS ‘

♦ Summer Cottages ♦

who, in turn, will take it to the
homes. Offer the help of club wo
have rendered under this appoint
(Continued from Page One)
men, or others, competent and will
£ A « ft
Observe Good Manners ing. If desired to give in every might not feel 'Justified in arrang ment has justified that confidence.
“Although I am severing my of
schoolroom a talk on what the for ing hls personal and business af
MRS OQCAJR C. LANE
Outdoors and Preserve
ficial
relationship with your admin
Correspondent
ests
mean
to
the
prosperity
of
the
Nature’s Gifts
fairs to remain here only for an istration, my personal interest as a
nation; what trees and woods
private citizen will continue. It
We are confronted at the present ‘ mean t0 the happiness of all. Make other two years.
Bernard Erickson is home from
Moran was on the Merchant Ma- has been a pleasure, a privilege and
time by a combination of circum- ! It clear that it ls part of good cltl•Whitinsville. Mass.
David Moyer and* family of Ober . stances which calls for action by i sensliip todo all that can be done j rlne Committee of the House and an honor, both as a member of Con
1 all nature-lovers, by all thoughtful to Protectthem from being de- 1 had an influential hand in framing gress and as a member of this Com
lin. Ohio are expected Friday.
citizens.
stroyed.
j the 1936 Merchant Marine Act. mission, to have been a part of
Carolyn Dyer, student nurst at
your splendid administration, which
............
.........
The
glowing
use
of
the
automo6h°»"
them
that
the
wildflowers
which
Ied to bis appointment to
"Maine General Hospital in Portland
came Monday to attend commence- bile makes constantly greater the
belong toall and that to destroy 'he Maritime Commission for the have been so beneficial to the
ment exercises Her brother Burton throngs of those seeking outdoor 'hem Is robbing others of their en- Ave-year term That term would United States.
Sincerely yours,
pleasure, and we rejoice ln thc mul- Joyment as well as leaving our not be up until April 15 . 942. Moran
Dyer is a graduate.
Edward C. Moran, Jr."'
tiplied opportunities for happiness country poorer. ■Observation with- Plans a vacation in Ma ne. leaving
Fred Morong of South Portland
Accepting the resignation, the
thus afforded. But have you con- P"' destruction* should be the slo- here the end of June, after his son
was in town Monday.
sldered the destruction wrought by 8an for Boy Scouts. Olrl Scouts, Paul «ets out of school. Moran will President wrote Mr. Moran as fol
v
Ernestine Carver, Frank Peterson those who visit our parks and woods Campfire Girls, and similar organ- j n°' be able to come to Maine for lows:
and Hollis Burgess, returned Fri
'he trial of the America, largest Dear Carl:
and in return for the beauty they izations.
day from Orono where they are have enjoyed, leave behind broken! Essa>'» and original posters illus- j Merchant Marine ship to be built
“I regret exceedingly that a fam
students of University of Maine.
branches, flowers torn up by the * 'rating the subject may form an by the commission which arrived ily bereavement makes necessary
John Beckman and Francis Beck
roots. and perhaps an unextin- Interesting part of school work es- a' Boston today on the way to the your withdrawal as a member of
man went Monday to Bath.
the United States- Maritime Com
peclally during thc Spring term, Rockland trial course.
guished camp Are?
Regret over Moran's resignation mission. In the circumstances
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Brown and
Never do our people seem more and help to fix in the pupils' minds
daughter Betty went Saturday to certainly descended straight from the important fact that Outdoor was expressed today by the Maine therefore, I have no alternative but
Kents Hill where they attended the vandals than when they visit Good Manners render patriotic Congressional delegation, who are to accept your resignation tendered I
all Republicans.
under date of June 5, and effec
commencement exercises of Kents 1 ti,. woo(.,
There are nieasure service.
Senator Wallace H. White of tive Aug. 1. 1940.
Hill Seminary thelr son Phillip I grounds an over the country now
Already in thousands of school‘‘Happily, you had service in Con
Brown, being a gjuduate. They re-.
to the public because own- i rooms. especially during the last Maine was for years on the House
turned home Monday. Phillip will ‘ ers know what wm be the result1 Spring term, there have appeared Merchant Marine Committee, rose gress which gave you valuable in
enter Dartmouth College in Sep- lf these are thrown open without I (»"ritten along the tops of the to be its chairman, and wrote the sight into the problems which later
tember
employing custodians to guard— j blackboards*. the texts of our cam- first Merchant Marine Bill in 1928. were to confront you as a member
now on 'he Senate Com- of the commission.
Parker Moulton of Wareham was and then clean them tip! It is a P’ign. 'he first of which is known Wh*'f
“It ls unfortunate that circum
1 as "the ranger s rule and is com- merce Committee and has worked
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. humiliating thing.
in close conjunction with Moran, stances dictate your withdrawal all
We have not kept pace with1 mitted to memory.
H Carver
“Always leave a clean camp and both while Moran was in the House too soon from the work of the com
Tlie Night Hawks met Wednes-' many other nations in this respect,
and on the Maritime Commission. mission. My confidence in yofi has
day with Mrs. Cleo Shields.
j One or the leading foresters of the a dead fire . *
“I hear real regret of Mr. Moran's been thoroughly justified. You have
" Good manners and good citizenretirement from the commission." served in a difficult position and in
Miss Carolyn Calderwood. grad- United States wrote of going
Senator White said. “He was in a difficult time with integrity, in
uated Monday from University of through the forest near a large sh‘P' a
^mand from those who
woods, protection of their beauty dustrious. possessed of a large telligence and profound sense of
Maine
Miss Calderwood accom- Oerman city the day after 720 ent°y 'he hospitality of parks and knowledge of maritime matters, has duty.
*
and prevention of forest fires.”
panted by her brother Kenneth who school children had. with their
great ability and w’as intensely in
“
My
acceptance
of your resigna
"When
you
picnic
or
camp,
spare
woods for instruction, and added,
Orono
Her par
attendedarrived
the Tuesday.
commencement
at teachers, spent a half-day in the the wild flowers, the shrubs and terested in the development of our tion causes a distinct loss to the
“
there
was
no
trace
of
disorder.
ents also attended the exercises but
Merchant Marine. Many shipping commission in particular and to
owing to an automobile accident not even so much as a scrap of ^rees: leave them for others to en-, groups regarded him as the ablest
the public service in general. It is
Joy
as
you
have
done;
this
is
out
while returning home. Mrs. Cal- paper."
and soundest member of the com my sincere hope that events will
door good manners."
There
is
another
result
of
this
derwood is a patient at Eastern
"Our parks and forests, as well mission. His retirement will be so shape themselves that you may
national habit of thoughtlessness
Maine General Hospital with
in the not too distant future return
as
our homes, deserve from those universally regretted."
which makes it cease to seem a
broken elbow
Representative Ralph O. Brew to the public service.
Mr and Mrs Olarence Bennett m're negligible failing
We are «"bo enjoy their hospitality-good
ster of Maine said:
Very sincerely yours,
told that a large number of the ter- - manners
and Mrs. Andrew Bennett passed
"Maine will miss Commissioner
Franklin D. Roosevelt.”
"Lumber, fuel, beauty, joy.
rible
forest
fires
which
involve
the
the weekend at Southwest Harbor.
Moran on the Maritime Commis
Forests furnish, fires destroy."
loss of lives as well as of millions
DB.GM Eleanor Gregory, left
“He ls not a good citizen whose sion. Rockland and Bath and other WEST ROCKPORT
of dollars worth of property, are
Wednesday for an official visit with
shipbuilding centers in Maine have
started bj careless hunters and carelessness destroys the natural
A public supper is being held at
Brownville Junjtijn ^Eastern Star
lost a friend at a strategic spot in
beauty
of
his
country
or
endangers
campers.
the church dining room tonight.
Chapter.
the shipping picture. It is a mat
Twenty million dollars worth of its forests."
Henry Kontio will speak on the
Albert Osgood is home from standing timber went up in smoke L*arn to Enjoy and Not Destroy” ter of keen concern to Maine that Farm Program at 6 a. m.. Saturdaycircumstances seem to require Mr.
Half Way Rock Light, Portland in the year 1924-1325; over 90 per- Wha, Wf May „opp
Affomp|ish
June 22 over WEEI. Mrs. Kontio
Moran to give up this place of in
for eight days leave.
cent of these forest fires were start
In carrying forward this move fluence at this time, when the will accompany him on the trip.
School closed Wednesday. Tne
ed by human agencies. Every forest ment wc may do practical, construc
shipping program is being so rapid
The spring coats remaining ln fire makes our country poor, makes
pupils enjoyed a picnic Friday at
tive
work
for
the
preservation
of
ly expanded."
stock will be sold at sharply rethe price of lumber higher for every
South Pond. Warren and on the
Representative James C. Oliver of
duced prices. Lucien K. Green & citizen. It is clear that we shall our forest from fire and for the
return trip visited "Montpelier” in
protection
of
outdoor
beauty;
by
Maine, who is now a member of the Thcmaston.
Son. Furriers. 16 School St.. Rock render real service to our country
Transportation was
the help of the schools, the moving 1 House Merchant Marine Commitland.—adv.
provided by Mrs Elmer Starr. Mrs
if we can give to the rising genera
picture theatres and radio, the press i tee. said:
Henry Kontio, mothers; and Mias
tion a sense of responsibility, of
and the clubs we may give to the, ‘’The necessity for the resignaFeme Whitney, teacher Gladys
LINCOLNVILLE
obligation to respect the rights and
public a truer picture of what our !ion of Mr. Moran is regrettable in
Parker and Henry Kontio. Jr., were
A concert by the School Band I property of others.
; vlfW of the effective and efficient the only seven-point pupils this
* will be held Sunday at 2 o’clock at j It was with this thought that the splendid resources mean
Thus we may hope that our ( work he has accomplished as a year. Gladys Parker and Viola
the Old Church. Tlie public is, campaign was launched to enlist
children, growing up may take their member of the commission. Know- Starr were not absent or tardy for
invited.
[ clubs, schools and organizations of places as protectors of their coun
ing of his support and active par the whole year and Philip Carroll
Schools closed Friday with pic- ' every kind in an effort to promote try’s resources, not because they are
ticipation in the formation of the missed only one-half day.
nics as thc final attractions, several , the gospel of "Outdoor good man- hedged about with regulations and
Merchant Marine legislation of 1936
The Paige family of Lynn, Mass.,
students enjoying the day at the1 ners."
• warnings but because they have as a member of the Merchant spent the weekend at their Mirror
The movement has met with an, learnrd t0 slng ..Americ8 the Bcau.
Belfast City Park.
Marine Committee. I feel that it Lake cottage.
Mrs. Phoebe Gray and Mrs. Ber immediate response, far beyond tiful.” with the unspoken promise
will be difficult to replace him.*'
Elmer Keller was displaying a
nice Mahoney of Portland were vis- what we dared to hope. It has deep in their hearts that they will
Margaret Chase Smith, new mem bunch of ripe field strawberries
tors last Thursday at the home of i been endorsed by the American help keep It so.
ber from the Second District, which picked June 11.
Mrs Effie Dickey.
' Forestry Association, the national
Mrs. Francis Edmund Whitley
was Moran's own district when he
Mrs. Henry Kontio entertained
Mr and Mrs. H. A. Miller and Izaak Walton League, by the lead____________
was in Congress, said:
the Tuesday Club this week.
daughter Doris accompanied by Mr. ers in the Boy Scout and Camp Fire
straight-forward word of an
“Mr. Moran s retirement is a real
Among those from this village
and (Mrs Stanley CiUcv. motored1 Girls and kindred organizations.!
. ..
_ .
. _
'
I. ..
..
_
, _ .
, . upright man ls worth more in de- loss to the country and to Maine, attending the Rockport High School
Sunday to Oronn-URd Bangor.
besides the General Federation of'
elding the future of a nation than Bis experience and knowledge in alumni banquet Monday were: Mr.
Mr. and Mrs G F Dickey and Womens Clubs.
son Oeorge were recent guests of
In this movement every nature a"I tlve signatures of statesmen on marltlme. affairs- both htWaUve and Mrs. Xeith Crockett, Mrs. RobMr and Mrs. Melvtn Dickey They lover, every organization, can have written trestle* whose very loop- and •“"’““'trative. have been val- ert Heald Leman Oxton and Sid
ney Andrews, also Miss Blanche
returned Sunday accompanied by a part. See your school superin- holes usually render their signers" uable ln buildlng ”P our merchant
Miss Ethel Reynolds who, will visit! tendent your county superinten- efforts null and void in what is marine- whk:h is sec°nd Une to the Collins of the graduating class
Navy in our national defense. For
Mrs. Emma Leach has arrived at
them for a few weeks.
I dent of schools also; secure their often less than a single generation.
Maine it was valuable to have an her home after spending the Win
Mrs. Dora Moody has returned 1 co-operation in bringing this subunderstanding
and
competent ter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Read The Courier-Gazette
from Exeter. N. H.. where she ject to the attention of the children
friend
in
a
place
of
influence
In
passed the winter
i________________________________
shipping, which is peculiarly im- EAST FRIENDSHIP
Re, and Mrs. Hanford Wright !
i portant to Maine."
and Mrs. Georgia (Halli Mora ng of
Miss Nora Seaver of Stamford.
The text of Mr. Moran's letter of Conn., arrived Friday at her sum
Corinna. accompanied by Mr. and
resignation date June 5 follows;
AN ENCHANTING “IRENE”
mer home. She was accompanied
Mrs. A. D. Edmunds of Somerville.
Dear Mr. President:
by Miss Crane who will pass the
Mms., were dinner guests last ,
"For personal reasons I am here season with her.
Thursday of Mrs Carrie Hall.
by
resigning from the United States
Virgil Burns went Friday to Free
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dole of Fair- I
Maritime Commission, effective port with members of the Junior
field were visitors Sunday at the '
Aug. 1, 1940. and request that such High School.
home of Mr and Mrs Harry Dole.
resignation be accepted.
Alton Wallace and Walter Sep“In taking this action I recall palla have employment gathering
with deep gratitude the confidence peat mass for Sicfhey Prior.
you placed In me. by appointing me
Donald McLaughlin and family of
Virginia was reported yesterday
by R. F. W. The aoore is now 38
to tills commission. It is my earn Boothbay visited Sunday at Fred
down and 10 to go$t_
est hope that the public service I McLaughlin's.
Arizona
Arkansas
Colorado
Idaho
Kentucky
Mississippi
North Dakota
Oregon
South Dakota
Utah

VINALHAVEN
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Every-Other-Day

It’s Timely Advice

■HHHHHMMHmnn

MORAN IS COMING HOME

I

S

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

FIRST NATIONAL

Firzk National Stores approves of "(ussy" buyers, be

p

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

SALAM
TEA-BAGS

SPRING SERVICE
Effective May 20
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Anna Neagle, pictured above as “Irene,’’ is returning to the realm in
Read Down
Read IJn j which she first won renown as a stage star, in the title role of the RKO
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M. Radio filintisiCal based on the world-famous musical comedy of the same
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.15 name. Mils Neagle. long a favorite with the British public, despite her
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.25 youth, had' her Initial success in roles of a light character, and in comedies
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 4.15 with musks. Of great versatility, Miss Neagle has also scored heavily in
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.30 parts of more serious character, and has been seen in this country recently
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
in the name-roles of “Victoria the Great" and “Nurse Edith CaveU,” the
61-tf latter being her first Hollywood-produced picture. “Irene.” in which Ray
Milland Is co starred with her. Is her second—adv,

foods are the only kind that can satisfy the thrifty Yankee
So that’s just what they serve her daily in

housewife.

and dairy products.

PRICES EFFECTIVE
ROCKLAND. ROCKPORT. CAMDEN
STOKES ONLY

First National foods are good to

the budget, too . . they're always sold at the LOWEST
PRICE POSSIBLE FOR SUCH QUALITY.

LARD

BUTTER

OLEO

PURE REFINED

NEW GRASS
BROOKSIDE CREAMERY

MARGARINE

2 x, 13c 2 59c 2
2
Baked BEANS
2
KETCHUP
6
MATCHES
Finast APPLESAUCE 39c 3
Dole
Pineapple JUICE--23c 2
DAINTY-JELL
3
SODA CRACKERS
EVAP MILK
4
FLOUR =65c
FINAST
YELLOW EYE. PEA
OR KIDNEY

20c

28 OZ.
TINS

LARGE

EIN AST

BOTS.

STRIKE
ANYWHERE

LGE.
NO. 10
TIN

LGE
BXS.

NO. 2
TINS
18 OZ
TINS

ASSORTED

FLAVORS

MAYFLOWER 2 LBPKG.

EVANGELINE

TALL
CANS

23c
25c
18c
25c
23c
10c
14c
26c
63c

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
2414 LB. BAG

PILLSBURY FLOUR
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
■EM
Wa■
MILLBROOK
■ ■ 'B B^fl
I■ W

241, LB. SACK
24*j LB.

SACK

97c
99c

4 29c
SUGAR—$5.20 10 53c
ASST

|

|

FLAVORS

LGE.
BOTS

Contents Only

LB.
BAG

MILDLY SMOKED
4 TO 8 LB AVE.

SHOULDERS
WHEAT or RICE

RED ALASKA

FANCY
TIMBERLAKE

eat CESFklS Ma

LB

15c

finast string

SALMON 1
ACC
U
S

PUFFS

TALL

f

TINS

j

BEANS
2-“27c

WHOLE
REFUGEE

FRESH ROASTED

PURE SHORTENING

COFFEES

THE NEW SENSATIONAL VALUE IN

AT DEFINITE SAVINGS

VEGETABLE SHORTENING IS MARVO

Richmond 2b.l,*27<
John Alden 2 Bags
a.L° 33c
iiywv better • B.g ,35c
iLBS9r
Copley VACUUM
PACKED
Ti.

Save Several

Graham
ml
PKG17c
,1. 85C
Pride Aitertment pj^
Premium c’kan
;i„ PKG
«’J6c
.LI OO,
PKG •»*
Saltina
Royal cis»nMioti pkg 21c

Rinio
2^32c
Oxydol
2 plkgs32c
LUX Tallat loa» 4bARs25C
Lifebuoy 4;ai>s25c
Lux Flakes
pkg22c
Borax >omuie ,!es15c
Boraxo cisanm tin1S«

For Real Toast Satisfaction Ute
Thia Home Quality Bread

"OLDE STYLE"
NEW ENGLAND LOAF

WHITE BREAD

2

LARGE

T| # P

LOAVES

m

3

LB

TIN

NATIONAL BISCUIT

SPONGE CAKE
FOR ALL FRUIT SHORTCAKE

2 Layers
Box Size
Supreme

i.«i. 11c
9t

RAISIN BREAD
2k?'19‘

FRESH BAKED
Specially Priced

MAPIE BUNS
12«

s

mv/r^ncmeus

WINESAP TABLE

pe.Uc

-J

&eple°- BANANAS
NATIVE

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle An Haut, Swan*i
Island and Frenchboro

First National maintains that the freshest, most flavorful

meats, vegetables, fruits, fish, groceries, bakery goods,

APPLES

ROCKLAND, ME.

cause they’re mighty particular purchasers themselves.

nuutamtm

Spying Auto Plates

They Make Delicious Tea

,

g

5 29c

NATIVE

4 lbs 27c ASPARAGUSbch17c
FRESII

CABBAGE 3 lbs 13c CARROTS 2 bchs
CALIFORNIA SCNKIST
GREEN BEANS 2 lbs
doz 29c NATIVE
LEMONS
FANCY
RHUBARB 4 lbs
TOMATOES 3 lbs 29c FRESH, CRISP
PINEAPPLES 2 for 23c SPINACH 3 lbs

15c
19c
10c
19c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

*

Eveiy-Qilicr-Dajr
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On A Good Will Tour Will Graduate

A Banquet
In Camp»
a

ROCKPORT

NSchools
orthport
closed Friday

APPLETON COMMENCEMEN T

Camden Alumni Meet

The graduation exercises for
I
with plcSidney Miller, young son of Mrs.
•
Continued
from
Page
One*
|
nics
at
Ule
Bei
rast
city
Park.
The
Appleton
High School were held
John Miller has returned from
Assembly At Yacht Club
Peter McGrath of Cam
Knox Hospital where he was a sur speakers dealt with actual "bones graduation for the grammar school ln Riverside hall before a large
Re-lived in Memory
of contention” rather than in vague pupUs was held Tuesday with a crowd. The hall was beautifully
den Going To Hi-Y Con
gical patient for several weeks.
decorated
with
fir
boughs
and
white
Happy School Days
generalities.
j large interested audience of pargress In Ohio
Walker Philbrook of Los Angeles
Toast master Weeks managed
j ents and friends Tlie graduates lilacs, carrying out the colo- scheme
has been in town this week calling informative couple of hours when were: Richard Morse. George PalTlie annual banquet and business
Peter McGrath of Camden.
of green and white. Tne class
on friends while Mrs. Philbrook he called to the fore these speakers: ,rter Laurence Drinkwater, Lillian
meeting
of Camden High School
flower
was
the
white
carnation
anl
Hickey
of
Jay.
Samuel
)
Harold
and daughter were visiting rela John J. Breslin. inspector in charge, Pettigrew, Walter Hodgdon, Robert
the motto "Alw’ays Leal, Never Alumni Association held Monday
ham arrived Horne and Robert Daggett of
tives in Bangor. This is Mr. Phil- Boston; Patrick J. Good, executive
Cornell. Betty Woodbury, Lucille Follow " placed as a background, night at the Yacht Club was attend
and will spend WaterviUe and Aloert winchell of
brook's first visit to his home town committee National Association,
Smith. Kathleen Drinkwater, Kath provided a fitting setting for the ed by 170. A turkey dinner was
in 25 years and he received the New Haven; John J Dinand. super
Bangor will represent their Hi-Y
leen Elwell, Malcolm Carver and 12 seniors who made an impressive
Miller
served, Mrs. John Wadsworth cater
glad hand from many old acquain intendent railway mail service. Bos
Clubs at the Third National Hi-Y
appearance in their green and white
Irmo Flanders.
Marjorie Woodcock have been ap
tances.
ton;
Edward
J.
Winston,
inspector,
ing, and sophomore girls acting as
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Prescott caps and gowns.
pointed a committee to conduct a Congress scheduled at Oberlin Col
Tire Garden Club met Tuesday Portland; Helen C. Donahue, post called Sunday on Mrs. Melvin E.
waitresses. The tables were deco
The
program
was:
Theme,
"Maine
lege.
Oberlin,
Ohio,
June
20-24.
food sale Saturday at 1.30 at Don
Portand;
ex-Governor
night at the home of Mrs. Mary ( master,
the
Land
of
Opportunity,"
proces

These
boys
will
have
a
unique
ex

rated with bouquets of while lilacs
Wood
aldson's Store, the proceeds to go
Spear. Plans were discussed for , Louis J. Brann; Thomas S Mc
sional, orchestra; Invocation, Pro- and tulips, and were arranged by
Miss
Gertrude
Smith
of
Rockland
to the fund for sending delegates perience in international goodwill
the next meeting which will be the, Donough, central accounting offlce, and New York City has arrived at Iessor Godfrey ; salutatory, essay.
to the Epworth League Institute at and opportunity to consider under
Mrs Edwinna Cross and Miss Wini
annual club flower show and will, Portland; Mr. Gallagher; Mrs. Bet Bayside for the summer.
the guidance of exceptional lead, Industries in Maine.
Richard I fred Burkett. During the dinner
Kent s Hill this Summer.
ty
Foxwell.
secretary
Camden
be held July 9 at fhe home of the
_
.
.
.
Sukeforth; prophecy, Freddie Zach- I selections were played by the High
Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs. Jose- I ers the responsibilities of American
Miss Laura Oxton who has been 1
.,
.
c
Chamber of Commerce; and Percy
president. Lester P Shibles.
,
.
t
i owskl and Maurice Morang.
High
School
students.
They
will
phine Stone, Mrs. Margaret Stone.
School Orchestra under the direc
employed
at
McLellan
Stores.
Inc.,
_
.
.
_
R.
Keller,
town
manager
Mrs. Frederick F. Richards re
First honor essay, "Famous Lav tion of Roger D. Calderwood.
Mrs. Dorothy Libby. Emma Green also have an unusual chance to
Among the other distinguished; in Belfast for two years has ten
turned
Wednesday
from
Communii
ing Women in Maine,' Eleanor Ful
leaf, Mrs. Marion Grafton. Mrs. meet boys from all over the country
The business meeting was called
ty Hospital where she has been a guests were: Lillian Guptill. Na dered her resignation.
ler; address to undergraduates, to order by the president, Miss
and
get
the
feel
of
youth
needs
—
—
—
Lura Libby. Mrs. Faye Stetso.i. Miss
tional
director
of
the
Maine
Chap

Mrs.
Hattie
Miller
and
Miss
Len

surgical patient the past two weeks.
Robert Hall; second honor essay.
Helen Stetson. Miss Helen Studley. from national rather than local
Oliver, and she introduced the
Lillian Whitmore
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook will ter for third and fourth class post ora Miller of Dedham spent tlie Famous Livi lg Men in Maine.'' Ethel
viewpoints.
‘
members of the graduating class,
Mrs. Blanche Vose and Edgar Ames.
.
i ... .. go to Gorham Saturday to attend masters, Augusta; Rev. W. E. Ber weekend with Mrs. C. O. Woodbury.
members of Grace Chapter OES
The boys will
W>11 >
ave next
LUhan Whitmore will graduleave
next Tuesday.
Tuesday ateMlas
Dorothy Gushee; will, Warren Who were guests of honor, and welmemDers or urace enapter. utu
from Becker College of Busi- the graduation exercises at Normal ger of St. Thomas Church. Camden,
Miss Ardis Woodbury was a week Moody; poem, Keith Mink; history, ’ corned them into the association.
and Edgar Crawford of Ivy Chap- June 18 with Richard H. Bond., npss Administration in Worcester, I - hoo, lh , daU2hter viss Rober. who invoked the blessing; Ernest
end visitor at tne home of her par Marion Philbrook; presentation of Response was made by Elisha Richter Warren, attended the Guest secretary of the Camden \ MCA Mass June 21 Mlss Whitmore is,
H.1hrnnl. h„ln„ ‘
Officers'
Night observance
of The party plans to go out byway of enrolled in the Executive Secre- ta Hclorook being a membe of th Poulin, national director for the ents Mr. and Mrs. C. O Woodbury gifts. John Gurney and Freeman urds, class president. Members of
Maine Chapter of first and second | mi&s Woodbury graduates June 21
W»u,„,
Tuwday ■„ W.
«•
Gushee; valedictory. "Always Lead two classes holding reunions were
Prin. Clayton Smith and family class postmasters. Waterville; Har from tlie Bangor School of Com Never Follow." Esther Wadsworth; introduced by David Nichols and
doboro. Mrs. Stetson took the of- o Niagara Falls, they will make Unlon street
Miss Whit-I
will occupy the George Cunning- old Foster, superintendent Camden merce.
conferring of diplomas, Supt. Merle Herbert Payson, president of the
fice of Adah.
a stop-off there for sight seeing. On
graduflted Wjth honors from
_.hn. Hills Project; am^John R McDoug
, _ ,__ i_ ______________________ 'ham house for the Summer while
Miss Irene Butler of Quincy, S. Jones; recessional, orchestra.
Prof. and Mrs. Edgar Lineken : the wa>’ back the Party wU1 st°P Rockport High School in the class
class of 1930. and Mrs. Marjorie
Mr. Cunningham and family are at all. commanding officer 1130th Com Mass attended the graduation of1 Mention should be made of Philip
and daughter Nancy of Burlington, at Gettysburg. New York City and of 1938.
Hoffses, a member of the class of
pany.
•
Whitefield.
her sister Miss Charlotte Butler 1 Maddocks who completed hts course
Vt. arrived yesterday for a visit: the Worlds Fair, arriving home Fri1935. responded for these classes.
A
closing
thought
of
counting
Officers of Harbor Light Chapter
from Belfast High School. Miss In February and Joined the army Thc secretary's report was given by
with Prof. Lineken s parents. Mr day afternoon or evening.
versary of the Hi-Y Movement,
one's blessings was expressed by
and Mrs Alvah Lineken.
During the four-day conference.
Hon. William O. Douglas is honor- O.E.S. are a.sked to meet at Ma- Toatmaster Weeks who said. "Dark Charlotte will return with her sis so that he could not be present at Mtss Burkett and the treasurer's re
ter to Quincy.
Mr and Mrs Guy Lermond and the 1200 delegates, representing ary chairman. O. Herbert McCrack- sonic haU Friday night at 7 30 for
his graduation exercises. Lawrence port by Miss Helen Dougherty.
as may be the international picture,
rifliurhter Olrnire are visitlne in ' some 200.000 members of 6500 Hi-Y en. chairman and Branch Rickey, [reheaAal.
Mrs. Lon Crapon of Boxford. Pease of the Freshman class acted
While the nominating committee.
here at least we have (Post Officesi
Hanover N H and Boston ° this Clubs in the U. S. and Canada, will chairman of the sponsoring com-!
Mr. and Mrs.Lester Blake ofYarMass . and grandson. Brent Khunle as marshal for the seniors and the composed of Mrs Sara R Young
Union.
Harmony,
Freedom
and
has arrived at Bayside for the underclassmen who occupied front' Mlss Helen 8tone. and Dr Judson
wpe){
spend most of their time in group mit tee for the Congress. Oeorge mouth were weekend guests of Mr. Hope."
Summer.
| seats.
Lord of Warren, and the committee
Members of Oeneral Knox Chap- discussion on such subjects as B. Corwin is national Hi-Y secre- and Mrs Leman Oxton.
Skowhegan was elected as the
Kenneth Wooster of Bangor was
Tlie graduation ball followed the J on by-laws, composed of David A.
Mrs
Frank
Beach
has
returned
ter, D.A.R. are invited to attend Citizenship. Pan Americanism, war. j tary.
site for the 1941 convention.
an overnight visitor Mongay at the
-----------------frem a visit with tier son Harold program with music by Deane s or Nichols, Adin L Hopkis, and Mrs.
ceremonies at the old fort at Pcma- ' propadanda. narcotics, inter-faith 1
home
of
his
mother
Mrs.
Charles
chestra of Camden.
and
inter-racial
differences.
Beach
in West Pembroke
Henrietta Martin, were preparing
quid. Sunday, at 3 p. m.. at which
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Wooster coming to attend the
The only national conference of
The
Senior
Class
accompanied
by
their reports, there was group sing
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
Wood
and
time Pemaquid Chapter will place
Miss Louise Burns accompanied Alumni Association meeting.
Mrs Emma Woods have arrived ] Principal W. C. Darroch and Miss ing led by Austin Rankin, Jr., with
a bronze tablet on the fort, and a its kind for High School students., ;he Thomaston graduating class
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah E. Smith of
Edwinna Gross at the piano,
ftftftft
(Yorn Shoshone, Calif , and will Hilda Weymouth left Sunday for
stone at the grave of John Cartland the Congress will draw such out- , Monday on a two days’ trip to Bos
Presque Isle. Murlin Smith of Wal
standing
youth
leaders
as
Hon
Wil

a five-day trip to Quebec. Liberty T*11' *** officers elected are: David
spend the Summer here.
who was for many years historian
JUNE COTE
ton.
tham. Mass., and Miss Sylvia Lam
liam O. Douglas. U. 8. Supreme
Senior Class also went to the same A Nichols., president; Austin Ranof tlie Fort.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Orne spent
Correspondent
bert of Madison were recent guests
place.
kin. Jr., vice president; Miss Wini
A A ZN <
A A A A
A letter from South Lyon, Mich., Court Justice. Branch Rickey, vice a few days recently with relatives
SUNSET
of Rev. and Mrs. F Ernest Smith.
• • • •
fred Burkett, secretary. Miss Helen
president
of
the
St.
Louis
Cardinals;
ln
west
Boothbav
dated June 11 says: Boni to Mr.
Lucy Bruce has opened her cot
Tel. 713
Douglierty,
treasurer; and Miss
The
Orammar
School
had
as
mot

Dr
Ernest
Hatch
Wilkins,
president
Everett
Russell
of
Vermont
is
at
and Mrs Melvin Shephard a son
tage at Salmon Point for the sea
The best sort of bravery' Is the
to: “A Oood Citizen Is Proud of His June Cote. George H. Thomas, and
Ronald Eugene at Havashaw hospi- , of Oberlin College, G Herbert Me- Ibe Russell summer camp on WadsMegunticook Encampment. IO. son. Rosamond Robbins of Moun- Country ' These teachers are to L*i-oy Alley, executive committee.
courage to do right —Louisa M Altl. May 23. Mrs. Shepherd is a Cracken, editor of Scholastic Maga- WOrth Point for the season,
OF.wtU meet tonight <Thursday i tainville is employed there.
cott.
be congratulated on the excellence 1 A memorial service was conductgranddaughter of W. M. Trenhohn zine and Paul Harris, well known i Robert Starrett. student at the
for its only June meeting since the
Earle Cole is able to be out after of u,eir program—Mrs. Elizabeth '
b>' Charles C Wood for the mem
lecturer.
u. of M.. i- passing the summer vaof Thomaston.’’
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette summer schedule begins this month. being confined to the house with sprowl of the Appleton Village
wbo bad died during the past
Opportunities for experiences in cation with his grandmother. Mrs
Nicholas Anzalone went to Port
The Rotary and Lions Clubs held pneumonia.
School.
Miss
Ruth
Arrington,
thc
>
ear
and th«s«
Mrs. Elizabeth
land Tuesday and on return Wed international goodwill will be pro- william Lermond.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
a Joint meeting Tuesday night at
School closed Friday with a pic- Burkettville and Mrs Helen John- ^“Tfy, Frank S. Sherman, Everett
vided
the
delegates
through
the
—
—
nesday was accompanied by Mrs.
the Yacht Club Alter a program nic. Virginia Billings and Barbara
of the North AppleU)n sch^ N Duffy, Thomas E Dodge. Miss
Anzalone who had been guest since Presence of Hi-Y representatives
F.xrerpt from By-Laws
of singing led by David Crockett and Perez were guests.
Town of Thomaston Me.
,
The
program follows: Procession- Dorothy Oray, Miss Oeraldlne B.
Sunday of her brother, Harry from ®°utb America, who will
Adopted Mir. 25. 1935
Gilbert Laite, tlie entertainment
Marjory. Era and Russel Tuck al the orchestra; congregational Annis, Abraham L. Bryant, Ralph
HI.
Morse. Mr. Morse had spent las!
and the spectacular "Fire Street TrafficChapOer
Herniations and Rule*
was furnished by Lion Wilbur Sen are visiting on the mainland The J singing of "America'; invocation S^Mon. Howard Anderson and
for Driving
week with Mr. and Mrs. Anzalone
Friendship at which boys repter of Rockland, who showed col Tucks leave for their new home.
Article
1
Mr Godfrey; greeting Methyl rranU1n Manning.
here.
resenting every- state and territory
Vehicles In Motion
ored movies of his recent travels soon
Kimbah; essay. "Life of Thomas' Amon« ^e graduates and others
Svetlan 1
A vehicle, except when
Mrs. George Davis is passing the
tbe
®
b8ht Friendship
across the continent. The films
passing a vehicle ahead shall keep to
The James Knowltons. Miss Whit Edison, ' by Robert Pease; essay. Iwho were called upon to &Pealc
week in Portland with her parents Torches and pledge co-operation in the r ght and as near the right curb
were interesting and educational. ney and Stephen Knowlton arrive “Life of Louise Mav Alcott." bv briefly by Miss OllvCT were MrsMr. and Mrs. Michael Ney.
promoting goodwill and friendship
A vehtc,e
„n
Dr. R. L. Stratton of Rockland and Saturday to prepare the Firs for
Grace Grinell; poem. "Nobility," Blanche Kimball, Burnham Small.
Mrs. Oeorge Potter of Needham among b°y» of all countries. Other other vewele shall pa«« on the right
E Stewart Orbeton of West Rock Summer occupancy.
1 See’lon 3 A vehicle overt*klng an*
Edna Aldus; essay. “Life of Robert Lou Tiffany, who presented an ori
highlights
e\ents
of
the
Congress
other
veh'cle
shall,
in
paaaln<.
keep
Mass., arrived yesterday to visit
port were visitors. Gilbert Patten
Mrs. Sally Ollliland and friend Peary," Robie Robbins. Jr.; essay, ginal poem. Supt. Charles Lord, and
her mother. Mrs. Clifford Clark lnclude a Sports
afld a
was a guest. s
will occupy the Sellers house for the "History of Our United States," Principal Carlton P Wood.
until tomorrow.
I mony marking the Fiftieth Annl-’<"»«• way of *t Yen: one hundred < tool
OF APPLETON
Both Boy Scout Trocps were season.
feet j-> advance on the left.
Tiie remainder of the meeting
Carleton Wetherell.
S-cti n 4 A vehicle in turnin'’ to
Clinton Kelley. Russell Kt lley
proud to return from the annual
Dorothy Dunham and Anna Mc
Republican Candidate for
H* LeRoy Whitten were Boston I night the occasion celebrating the 2*nVf’hth?H«M0^rt
State of Maine Song, by the was devoted to Edward Williamson,
Camporee of the Pine Tree ( ouncil Veigh have returned from New York
Svim 5 A vehl-le ln turn ng to
visitors Monday, going io attend birthday anniversary of Albert AnNorth Appleton School; essay. "Life Jr., of Rockland, who entertained
Representative to
at South Paris with Grade A rat where they were employed for the
lef In o another street shill pars
the ball game.
; derson. The honor guest received a the
of Clara Barton." by Mary Miller; with sleight of hand tricks.
to th** righ* - f and beyond, the c*nter
ings. Tlie 30 boys from this town past winter.
Mrs. Clifton Morse returned Sun- ; gift from the group, and the evenin’’ of •!
Legislature
intersecting street before
"The Farmers Creed of Right Liv
had one large tent and ten small
day to Port Clyde after a visit with was spent playing "Rook " Mrs.
The Leon Harts have had elec ing.” by George Little; essay, "Jane NORTH WALDOBORO
Sertlnn 6 A vehicle crossing from
from
the
Class
Towns
of
Mrs. Aletha Thompson.
W. G. Maloney and Weston Yeung one side of the street to th® o her shall
ones. Saturday night the Sea tric lights installed.
Raymond Bluxton who has been
Adams of Hull House,” Pauline
Chesley Adams went Monday to received prizes for high scores, and 1
by turning to the left, en ac to
Camden, Hope and
Scouts attended a dance given by
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ott were Johnson; class poem. Royce Miller; attending school In Portland Is at
head In the treners! direction of trafRangelev Lakes where he has em- s
Warren Knights and Stanley fl'* on that side cf the etreet.
the Norway Sea Scouts. Sunday weekend guests of the Earl Perez
Appleton
ployment for the summer.
Macgowan those for low. RefreshSection 7 Slow moving vehicles
essay. "Life of Louis Pasteur,” by Everett Shuman's for the ummer.
morning the entire group attended family.
clo>e as possible to thel
Glenn Simpson is in Belfast for ments included a beautifuly deco- shi’.l ke p
Mrs. Elva Borneman has employ
Walter Fuller; essay, "Life of
irb on the right so as to allow faster
outdoor church services which were
the summer, employed by the raied birthday cake. The other ■
Earle Cole was dinner guest Sat Robert E. Lee," Raymond Gushee; ment at Sunset Camp in Jefferson.
vehicies free psssage Ln the
Cushman Baking Co.
guests were Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. left,
broadcast.
urday of Raymond Haskell.
Mr. and Mrs. Gross of Union
3 No veh'cle shall turn on
song. "God Bless America," by the
These pupils were not absent dur- I Young.
Mrs.
Macgowan,
Mr. Main ion
Mrs. Ruth Perry's house on High
Stree* where it becomes neces-1
Mabie Powers has arrived after graduating class; conferring of di were guests Sunday of Mr. and
ing the school year: Eighth grade: Maloney and Charles Knights.
sary to reverse In eo ng »o.
street was rented this week to Sir spending the winter in Boston. Mrs
Mrs. W R WaltJ?.’»
Article >
Phyllis Hall Mary Luce. Peter; Mlss olive
went Monday
8‘Ctlon 1 Police. Fire Department ’
Robert Mayer of New York City, and Powers will be hostess at the Coun plomas. by Supt. Merle Jones; re
Lynch, Rose Mitchell, Audrey Sim- to Elliot where she is guest of her emergency
repair wacohs
United
cessional.
the
orchestra.
"Cedar Lodge” owned by Mrs. T. try Club as usual.
mons, and Ida Watts; Seventh J college room-mate, Miss Mara Frost. States mall vehicles and ambulances.
*ha 1 have the right of way In any
Grade: Roy Bell. Maxine Foster.' for several days.
Charlton
Henry was rented to Cur
a^d through any
procession; j
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weymouth
Barbara Hunt. Loren Jordan. Wal- | James Creighton came last Fri- street
and on the approach of a fire engine
tin Windsor of Edgemont, Pa.
of Beverly called on Mrs. Maurice APPLETON MILLS
ter Robertson, June Robinson and ; day from Hebron to visit his grand- or vehicle containing fire equipment
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Fay Mrshall and Gray recently.
Miss Hilda Weymouth, assistant
members cf the fire department)
Audrey Torrey; Sixth Grade: Jean , parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. F. An- and
NORTH HAVEN
which la proceeding ln response to an
daughter.
Norma
of
San
Bernadmo,
teacher at the High School md
Cushing, George Grafton, Marjorie drews.
a'arm of Are. all vehlc'es shall forthLeave Daily Except Sunday
Jordan, Philip Kalloch. Donald
The Garden Club meets June 29 wl’h get on ‘.he extreme right of the
Calif., have been recent guests of
the result is a beautiful modernis William Darroch. principal were
atld no vehicle shall precede a
Standard Time
Reilly, Carleton Sawyer; Fifth at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. firoad,
Mrs Marshalls aunt. Mrs. Mae Hal
supper
guests
Tuesday
of
Mr
arc
e er.jlne on Its wa? to an alarm
tic barber shop with up to the
Grade: Dorothy Brazier. Frederick May Cottam. The topic for discus- of fire.
Rocklam*.
8. A. M„ 2.15 P. M.
ford.
Mrs.
Maynard
Brown.
Article 3
Prazier. Alfred Frankowski, Robert sion will be "Irises." and each memminute equipment. Mr. Collemer
Vinalha ten. 8.15 A JH.. 2.30 P. M.
Speed of Vehicles
Miss Madelyn Fogg of Patchogue,
Hall and John Spear
ber is requested to take to the meetGeorgy Peabody is ill.
North Maven, 8.25 A. M.. 2.M P. M.
built the barber cases of California
Section l Any person driving a
N. Y is visiting Mrs. Evelyn Hale.
Mrs Kate Smith went Saturday ing any outstanding iris bloom she vehicle on a wav shall drive the same
$2.00 EACH WAY
,
ted wood and trimmed them with
Mrs.
Carrie
Sherman
has
recov

at
a
careful
and
prudent
apeed
not
.
to Boston to spend a few davs.
, may have in her garden.
*han Ls reasonable and proper,
,
,
j , 3.
block
Unoleum
and
chrome
metal.
ered
from
recent
illness.
Mrs.
Cas

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rowell I Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe of greater
ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
IPTC Friday
H*’ tHftV Zorina r»r»rf
having due regard to the traffic, sur
offers
and Ui/sfanr*'!
Richard i
Two new chairs have also been sie Paul who has been caring fcr
entertained the Rock Club Friday, Camden were guests Sunday of Mr. face ard width of the highway and of
Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
Oreene
in
"I
Was
An
Adventuress."
any
other
conditions
then
exls
’
lng.
and
’ and Mrs. Ralnh Crawford.
66-tf
purchased. To give the patrons of her has .eturned home.
no p< r on shall drive any vehicle upAlso a battle of music. Today the
-------------------------------------Frank McManus of Bangor was a
7
m
the shep the best in service is the
din rer any person or property: and
screen feature is "Til We Meet
j Thomaston visitor Saturday.
motto of the genial proprietor. Wil
at no t‘mc ^hall a person drive a
Again" with Merle Oberon, and
’ ehicle at a ra e greater than 25 mUea
liam Carr has been employed as as
The
spring
coats
remaining
in
an hour.
For Weymouth Grange
George Brent. Tlie Boy Scouts will sistant.
Artirl® 4
stock will be sold at sharply re
Successful
Business
Man
for
23
Stopping, Standing, and Turning
present a stage attraction.
K. P. HaU, Thomaston
8ert*on 1
No vehicle ‘hall stop with
Years.
duced prices. Lucien K Green &
Its lef side to the curb
The New “Collemer’a”
TONIGHT
Son. Furriers. 16 School St.. Rcck- , Section 2 No vehicle shall remain Ten Years a Town Selectman,
hacked up to the curb except when
71* I land.—adv.
seven years as chairman of
After seeing several Camden
actually loading or unloading, and
board.
GJ APHi; <
Fancy Native Pullet*...................................... lb .28
then only for a rea.sonablt time
stores
remodelled recently, Ralph
OMIQUE
S '••ion 3 Unless ln an emergency
Chairman. Republican Town
Nice to Roast or Fricassee.
or to allow another vehicle or pedes
Collemer,
who
operates
a
barber
Committee.
trian to cross I s way. no vehicle shall
New
England Dressed Pork Roasts ....M.... lb .22
shop over Brown's Market felt the
stop In any public street except close
Member. Republican County
THEATRE
These are selected ribs; sweet and tender.
j to th*» curb
urge
tc
dress
ud
his
place
of
busi

Committee.
i Section 4. No vehicle shall stop in
Squire’s Sliced Bacon..................................... lb .18
ness. Inasmuch as Mr. Collemer Ls
such a way as to obstruct any street
At Present in Lumber Business.
or crossing lor the purpose of taking
Daisy Hams.......................................................... lb .30
himself
a
master
craftsman,
and
on or settling down a passenger, or lor
At Present. Deputy Sheriff,
FRIDAY—ONE DAY ONLY
loading or unloading freight, for a
did
all
the
renovations
personally,
ieight
years).
Ailington Small Fancy Sausage..................... lb .35
period of more than 10 minutes at any

CAMDEN

NOMINATE

HARRY C.
EDGECOMB

Seaplane Service

BEANO

WEEKEND SPECIALS

C

THOMASTON DRIVES ON'

SPEEDERS
,

At a recent meeting of the town officials and members of

the Board of Trade it was agreed, alter consultation with thc
State Highway Traffic Engineer and the State Police, that thc

■

only solution to reducing the severe traffic record in Thomaston
was to reduce the speed of vehicles traveling through the built-

up section of the town.
New’ signs have been erected emphasizing the twenty-five
mile per hour speed limit provided by the State Law within
built-up sections of cities. These signs are of such size that thc
rate of speed in excess of twenty-five miles per hour within the
area limited by its signs must therefore be considered as an indif
ference to the law.

This limit will be strictly enforced by them within this
section. Thc State Police will assist in enforcing the limit. All
motorists should take warning in order to avoid violation of the
law and subsequent measures.
It is believed (fiat this drastic step was necessary in view of
the fact that four people were killed in the past two years within
the town limits, three of wrhich were pedestrians. Although pedes
trians are oftentimes greatly negligent, extreme caution on thc
part of the motorist would prevent severe personal injury or
death.

|

}

one time or Tor any purpose except
in ca'-e of an accident, or when di
rected to do so by a police officer
Section 5 No vehicle shall stop or
s'ar.d within ’he intersection of any
streets, nor within ten (10) feet of a
s re't crossing, or fire hydrant.
St ction 6 A person having charge
of a vehicle shall not stop the .same
abreast cf another vehicle lengthwise
of a street ln anv public street, except
in case of accident or emergency.
Section 7 No person having" charge
of a vehicle shall place the aame In
any public street so as to prevent or
ob true- the parsing of other vehicles
Section
8 When a horse-drawn
vehicle ls backed up to the curb, the
horse or horses shall be turned so as to
stand parallel wi’h the sidewalk and
he tded ln the general direction of
travel for the side of the street on

! which the vehicle is standing.

1
I
<

l
j

Section 9 Ar all times drivers of
vehicles must stop at a signal from a
police officer.
Article fi
Definitions
Section 1 The word “vehicle” lneludes equestrians, horses hitched to
vehicle* led horses, moto vehicles of
all kinds and everything on wheels
and runners except street cars and
baby carriages
Section 2 The word “driver" Ineludes the rider or driver of a horse
the rider ut wheels, and the operator
of a motor vehicle.
,
Article 7

Section 1. Whoever violates any of
the provisions of the foregoing rules
and regulations or disobeys a police
1 officer In the performance of his dutlei
I in directing traffic. *hall be punished
by a fine no1 exc edlnig twenty (20,
dollars for each offense, or by Im
prisonment not exceeding twenty days

At Present, Master Medomak
Valley Grange.
Member, Appleton Lodge, I.O.O.F.
Member, Union Lodgr, F.AA.M.

If nominated and elected 1 will
work hard for my constituents.
A Selectman serving as Repre
sentative should be of special
value to the town he represents
bv keeping in close touch with
affairs.
Your Vote on June 17 will be
greatly appreciated.
II. C. EDGECOMB.

71’72

ZORINA

RICHARD GREENE

in

COLLEMER’S
BARBER SHOP
CAMDEN, ME.
NOW OFFERS

The Best in Service
Two Barbers
No Waiting
Completely Renovated
and Modernized

“I WAS AN
ADVENTURESS”
FRIDAY NIGHT—On The Stage

A Swing and Sway Battle of
Music
Hal's Rhythmaires of Rockland
Ernest Munro, vocalist
vs.
Last Week’s Winners
Parker's Swing Kings of Camden

Phyllis Leach, vocalist

Fresh Native Eggs.......................................... doz .28
Leadership Smoked Shoulders........................ lb .19
These are outstanding quality.

16 oz. Jars Pure Crab Apple Jelly......................... 15
Canned Apple Sauce ................................. can .10
Large Can Pumpkin or Squash................ can .15
Makes two large pies.

Corton’s Ready to Fry Fish Cakes......... can .15
Crosse&Blackwell’s Date and Nut Bread, can . 15
Orange Marmalade................................. 2 jars .45
Ginger Marmalade............................ 16 oz jar .30
Shoe String Carrot*...................................... can .15
Nice for garnish, or vegetable salad.

TONIGHT—On The Stage

JIMMIE AND DICK
BIG RADIO AND AMATEUR SHOW
Featuring
CORA DEANE. THE K,ANSAS CITY KITTY
LOUISE PEARSON. THE SUN FLOWER GIRL
Plus
A BIG AMATEUR CONTEST—THREE CASH PRIZES
Amateurs Report at 6.30. Two Shows, 7.00 and 9.00 P. M.

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE, TUES., JUNE 18
Admission: Adults 35c; Children 15c

S-Th-S-69-71-72

American Youth
Demonstration
By the Camden Boy Scout Troops
On The Screen

Whole Kernel Com...............................2 can* .25
Fresh Shipment Famous Chocolates, lb pkg .35
Taste like more money.

DuPont Paints, Varnishes, Duco, Dulux
You make no mistake when you use
DU PONT PAINTS

“ ’Till We Meet Again
MERLE OBERON. GEO. BRENT
PAT O'BRIEN

J. A. JAMESON CO.

Added: America’s Youth in
March of Time

743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17
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Every-Ollier-Day
Mrs. Marjorie Kenniston of War
ren was guest this week of Mr and
Mrs. Ernest Gray.

OC I ETY.

Favors Mrs. Smith
“Taxpayer and Voter”
Wants To See Her Sup
ported For Congress

Bath Pilgrimage

Owl’s Head Girl

Rockland Sir Knights
Will March On St. John’s
Day In Civilian Garb

Rockland Lions
This And That

Invade Headquarters Of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baker, Jr. of
Sea Scouts and Get
Chicago are spending a vacation
Fine Reception
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland Lions sought change
Harry Bake,-. Masonic street.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The stirring strains of brass bard ,
! of venue yesterday, holding their
Mr. and Mrs. Scott F. Kittredge
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Folwer of
Next Monday the voters of Maine marches will resound through the i
have Just returned from Washing- ' Springfield, Mass., and Mr. and
Ivy Chapter OES. of Warren will will go to the polls and nominate streets of the Shipyard City, Mon
. meeting at the Oen. Berry engine
ton, D. C., accompanied by their , Mrs. Anthony Longo of Meriden, honor its 18 charter members, June candidates to be supported at our day, June 24, when Dunlap Com- 1
house, as guests of Troop 209 Sea
son. Ensign George W. Kittredge. Conn., were guests Sunday of Sir 21, at a special ceremony, supper election in September. The Re mandery of Bath entertains nine
Scouts. Their youthful hosts put
While in Washington, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Charles Heino. having to be served at 6.30. Tlie local publican party has four candidates visiting Commanderles in St. John’s
on a flrst class baked bean dinner
By K. S. F.
Kittredge attended the graduation come to help celebrate Mr Heino's chapter has been invited to attend. who aspire to be Governor of Maine Day festivities In the parade will
supplemented by a variety of good
of their son from the United States birthday.
be:
ies, Including ice Cretan. There
all
are
capable
and
efficient
and
Members of T. and E. Club en
The plaintiff in a suit in Greens were two guests. Alan A. Grossman
Naval Academy.
Maine, No. 1. Gardiner.
either
will
make
an
excellent
Govboro, N. C.. with his answer to the
Mrs. Eugene Stoddard was hos joyed a thimble party and luncheon
Dunlap, No. 5. Bath.
and James A. Moore.
yesterday afternoon at the home of, ernor if nominated and elected. Two
defense attorney’s question, made
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear go tess to her Tuesday Contract Club Mrs. Donald Cummings, North candidates for United States SenaTrinity, No. 7, Augusta.
Announcement was made of the
a sensation by saying it was a mat
tomorrow to Moosehead Lake on at her home on Grove street.
Claremont. No. 9, Rockland.
zone meeting which will be held
tors
—
Brewster
and
Barrows
—
both
Main street.
ter he "wot not of." After some I at Tlie Thorndike Hotel on the
their annual fishing trip.
De Molay, No. 10, Skowhegan.
are very capable men for the offlce.
consternation, the Superior Court
Mrs. Seth Low of New York and
St.
Omer,
No.
12,
Waterville.
I night of June 26. Sam Savitt ls
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gay, who for Republican Congress we have
Mrs. Sarah Thomas of Camden j Dynamite Beach arrived for the
Judge ruled that the Shakespear
Palestine.
No.
14,
Belfast.
chairman with Duke Annis as as
four
men
and
one
woman,
Mrs.
have been at Norridgewock for the
ean expression was quite legitimate
street is attending commencement Summer season Tuesday,
Pilgrim, No. 19. Farmington.
Mary Bray of Owl's Head, who, and mpant ,hp plalntlff „did not sistant. Zone Chairman O. V. Drew
Winter, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith who was
at Gorham Normal School.
Strathglass, No 21, Rumford.
graduates from the Eastern State
, and that „anythlng shake. offered his good offices in ihe plan
_____
Looks good to see so many young Clarence Barnard. They will later , elected June 3 to fill out the unCamden. No. 23. Camden.
go to Hobbs Pond to spend tlie sum- expired term of her late husband,
Normal School next Monday •»«' spparp said may be used by my ning of the entertainment. Supper
Mr. and Mrs. Warner B Phil- , ft)lks hame from college and other mer in a trailer. Mr. Gay plans Mrs. Smith is a candidate for the
Claremont Commandery of Reck-| participation in extra-curricula ac- ' court ..
will be served at 6.30. and it will
brock announce tlie engagement of schools, and joining the throngs
land ls certain to attract a lion's! tivities includes: Delegate to Boston
be
a stag affair. The Belfast
to attend the summer sessions at: long term and her name will appear
• • • •
their daughter, Barbara Leonia, to that are gradually filling the streets
share of the attention as the Sir I Alumni Association, May, 1940:
Lions have been invited.
Bates
College.
,
on
the
ballot
next
Monday.
I
sin

Did you ever realize how many
Knights will Appear In civilian garb Senior Class Play, Dramatics; Glee
Donald A Saunders, son of Mr. and with Summer gaiety.
John Trott was appointed Sea
cerely hope voters in the Second
birds are spoken of in the Bible?
Mrs Ansel C. Saunders. No date
Many
onlookers
will
ask
why,
and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Hall, Jr. District will support her. It is true
Scout chairman, and celebrated his
Club. Athletics; Art Editor of Year
Mrs Raymond K. Greene is
The dove, the raven, the swallow,
they will be told it is because the!
has been set for the wedding.
spending a week with her daughter. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin attended that she ls the flrst lady to repre members of the local Commandery’ 1 book, 19:19. She has been elected to and then comes the cock. Who advent into offlce by presenting the
Sea Scout charter.
teach in East Newport next year.
Mrs. Warren Hamilton in Portland. graduation Wednesday at St. sent Maine in Congress, but it ls
can name any others?
The Kennedy Cranes, now in their
Almon B Cooper. Jr., who attend
Josephs Academy, Portland. Elea- apparent that more women are elec- lost their uniforms in the fire which
• • • •
lovely and much improved cottage
ed the recent charter night meeting
T H E. Club met for cards and nor J. Hall returned with them j ted now than ever before as Repre- destroyed the Masonic Temple build RED CROSS IN THE SCHOOLS
“My dear, are you very fond of
at Dynamite Beach are not the only luncheon this week, with Mrs. A. R. after a successful year at the school sentatives. It is admitted by some ing.
The American Red Cross War
of the new Bath club gave a very
music?"
Following
Is
the
official
program
I
ones wishing for warmer days and Havener. Mrs. Fred Veazie and She will spend a brief vacation > Judges of our Courts that women
Relief Drive conducted in the city
interesting account of the affair
"Not
very,
but
I
do
much
prefer
nights.
of Rockland School System for the
which was attended by 200 Lions
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz won high hon with her parer ts in Rockland and are just as capable of filling such of the day's celebration.
it to popular songs."
Parking at Masonic Temple,
benefit of the children in the warand ladies.
ors and Mrs. John M. Richardson with her grandmother at the Luf offices as men. We occasionally
• • • •
Assemble at Masonic Temple, Bath, stricken areas of Europe result^! In
Mrs. Oladys Jameson. Depart- Uje travpJ pri2p
kin cottage Coopers Beach.
Dr. J. P. Burgess was nominated
From France came varnish which
hear that in these perilous days we
at 9.30 A. M. D S. T.
ment president of Bangor, assisted
_____
the following contributions by was flrst produced In the 17Jh Cen as an additional director of the
need a man to represent us. but
Parade at 19.30 A M.
by Adah Roberts, acting sergeantMiss Doris Borgerson and Miss
Mrs. Evelyn Moody of Thomaston
schools:
local club.
such is not the case. I think with
tury.
Parade
at-arms. installed the officers of [ Marion Ludwick are home from entertained at noon luncheon and
Rockland Senior High School,
• • • •
Dr. Donald Leigh, the new sklpthe experience Mrs. Smith has had
Marshal, John Freeman
Winslow-Holbrook Unit, American Bates College for the supimer. two tables of bridge Tuesday at
$12.58;
Rockland Junior High
Thls year Mexico is making plans per, announced the program which
in Washington during the last four Aids—Langdon E Oreen. F II Col
legion Auxiliary. Monday night. Rockland has two boys ln the grad Mrs Matie Spalding's cottage. Holi
School. $8.19; MoLain School. $13 70; (jor entertaining many tourists. Ini was brief because of the lateness
years a.s secretary to her husband
pitts, Ralph A. McCourtney,
The newly installed officers are: uating class this year. Wilbur Oon- day Beach. The-guests were Mrs.:
Tyler School. $7 64; Purchase St-1 fact they feel now it ls becoming of the hour.
makes
her
far
more
competent
to
John J. Faas, Elmer E. Joyce
President, Mary Dinsmore; senior non and V. James Pellicane. Mtss Enoch Clark, Mrs. Charles Smith, j
School. $3.72; Camden St. School. „ major Industry in the State and | Arthur Sullivan smuggled timeful
I represent us ln national afTalrs than
Bath Band
vice president. Amelia Kenney; ju Dorothy Frost and Miss Ruth Mrs. Dawson Brewer, Mrs. Vernon |
$1.15; Grace St. School. $1 65; The are doing much to make every item ' music from a magic box known as
either of her opponents, who ha.s
Reviewed by Orand Commande’y Highlands School, $.29; total. $43 19. lllOrp attractive
nior vice president. Delia Day; Thomas will remain until after Achorn. Mrs. Alton Grover and
an accordion. Milton Robarts told
I had no national experience. Mrs. officers. Reviewing stand at City
chaplain. Ella Hyland; secretary, commencement exercises.
Tlie student committee directing I
• • • •
Mrs. Alice Cunningham.
High
Ingenuously of the recent camporee
i Smith is public-spirited, being par- Park, West Side. Alter parade,
Bernice Jackson; treasurer, Susie
the drive were: Elizabeth Clough,
Such a nice way to stop gossip at South Paris, attended by 1303
scores went to Mrs. Smith, Mrs
,
ticularly
Interested
in
the
labor
bill
change and take boat at 12 at City Ernest Dondls, HarrLson Dow. Mir- is to say. “She is a friend of mine,
These students have arrived from Spalding and Mrs. Clark.
Lamb; sergeant-at-arms. Mildred
Boy Scouts. Tlie .Red Jacket Sea
1 before Congress as well as a more Pier for Boothbay Harbor for clam
Wallace; historian, Minnie Smith; Uie University of Maine, Eleanor
riam Dorman. Alice Bolin, Donald you know' or "He Is almost a rela- Scouts of Rockland were honored
bake.
Mr. aud Mrs. Bertram Hannon,, at*e(iuate defense.
past president. Grace Kirk Guests Ixwk, Barbara Orff. Betty McAlary.
Fogg, Margaret Havener. Dorothy tive." I Isten to the silence that by having the right of the line in
Program at Boothbay Harbor
^rst act
^rs
after
were present from Williams-Brazier Clarence Peterson, Frederick Perry, who visited friends here over the •
Peterson. Charles Huntley, Carol lollows.
the big parade. James Moore, Press
Clam Bake at 1 P. M.
Hall. Artnur Sullivan. Jason Thursra»t and Auxiliary, Thomaston, also Paul Horeyseck, Meredith Dondls. weekend, have returned to Mount ta^ng ^he oath of office was to sign
Herald correspondent gave the low
Menu
Vernon,
N
Y.
the
General
Wel'are
Act
which
| ton. RutTi McMahon. Oloria With
John Ruskin said not to think of
Charles Lilly Post and Auxiliary, Grant Davis, Richard Karl, Don
down
on a recent incident at Cam
Pickles am. Lillian Johnson. Louise Veazie, one's faults, still less of others'
_____
' made the 173d signer to bring the Crackers
Waldoboro. Mrs. Corwin Olds was ald Marriner, Oordon Thompson
den which may have had to do
Lobsters
Clanis
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Crosby
F.
French
pension
bill
before
the
House,
and Raymond Chisholm. Every faults In every person whocomes
cdumn"'^^
a guest. Commander Albert Wal and John Blethen.
Frank forts
Eggs
announce the engagement of their
Women have always been loyal
I room was contacted personally by near you look for what is good and whJch
(0
lace of the local post; Past Depart
Carolyn and Sandra, daughters daughter, Lucy K French, to Dr. t0 men running for offlce and I
Coffee, Etc..
one or mere of the committee and strong. Honor that, rejoice in it
jeast
ment
Command^,- Hector
G.
of Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Harriman, Freeman F. Brown. Jr., son ot Dr. hope that the men, as well as the Leave Boothbay Harbor at 4 P M.
a mass meeting was held in. the and as you can. try to imitate It j
meetlng ypstprday furnlshpd
Staples. Austin Day and Harold
gave a party Monday afternoon at and Mrs. F. F. Brown of this city. women, will reciprocate by support
for Bath
high
school
auditorium
for
thel
•
•
•
’
•
I
...lf .. ons
Taylor were also present. Gifts
combined junior-senior high group I Hint—Many do not take salad a.s '
■
’
| the Duncan cottage, Holiday Beach, No date has been set for the wed ing Mrs. Smith next Monday.
Buffet Lunch at Masonic Temple
were presented to th* Department ]
at 6 30 P M
Taxpayer and Voter
1 The committee is grateful for the
vinegar is not easily digested
President, past president, retiring^ blrthdays A largp ublp wa.s ding.
lee Cream
Cake (or Cookies)
Lemon
Juice will hurt no one and j
splendid
cooperation
received.
treasurer and acting sergeant-at
spread on thc piazza and two gaily
Chicken Rclls
Thc last regular meeting of Des
greatly .dds to the sub’le taste
Miss Betty Fraser of Lawn avenue
Mrs. E. W. Freeman. Mrs. Pearl
arms by the new president. The
Coffee
decorated cakes were served with sert-Bridge Club was held yestervalue of any salad. Try it.
ils visiting lier aunt. Mis Caroline
WISTFIT.
Look
and
Mrs.
H.
R.
Mullen
were
following committees were appoint sandwiches, ice cream and cookies ' day when Mrs Rupert L. Stratton
| Vaudeville at High School Building
'B Schmitz in Skowhegan.
(For The Courier-Clave te|
prizewinners when Chummy Club
ed for the year: Activities. Amelia Balloons and lollypops were given
at 7.30 P M.
The third President, Gen. An
j entertained at luncheon contract. met Tuesday night with Mrs. Emer
' Would 1 were a bio- o-n cn
| Tne ru ; ted apple tne
Kenr.ey; Membership. Mildred Wal- as favors, the children enjoying va- | Honors went to Mrs. Thomas C.
I W.icie Spring Is biuwmg wei t perfume drew Jackson, whose head ls one of
SPRING IS THE
lace. Welfare and Rehabilitation, ] rious out oj door gamts Those Stone, Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron son Sadler.
u
Mrs. George Littlefield of Port 1 Orr gra * in h.irmor
the four gigantic figures now being
1 Buzzing bee on airy wing.
Permanent
Wave Season
Bernice Jackson; Legislative. Anne bitMen wprp
Nancy
land visited IMiss Phyllis Watson A11J bll.teri.y
carved out of solid rock in the
and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.
I
Arthur W. Doherty and family
Gel Yours Now At
]
All
Its
loveiy
colors
rite
t
Snow; National Defense. Catherine Edgar McBrine, Jr.. Ervin and Social gatherings and picnics will
over the weekend
Black Hills of South Dakota by
) ' > ecs’asies that flow
are visiting in New Hampshire and
Libby; Americanism. Betty Vinal; j Helen Mae Chase, Neva and Betty be held during tlie summer.
KATHERINE’S
; Into my heart, awakening
Outzon Eorghum; others compris
Massachusetts.
j
.
,i
—
s.j.inni
anu
(u.411.
Mrs. Harry Rogers of South Wal
666 MAIN ST.. t BLAKE BLOCK
Community Service, Dorothy Sun-, Cuthbertron, Merita Danielson,
ing the Mt. Rushmore Memorial
That winter cold and n'eik and vl Id
ROCKLAND—TEL. 1120
doboro has been spending a few Has passed us ln Its High
‘mons; Finance Committee; Grace Murie Halstead. Betty Fowlie. ChrisThe Arthur K Ornes of Wilming
are Washingion. Lincoln
and
70*71
Mrs. Richard Lee and Mrs. Eliza days at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ai.d wc can sip the e nuinionles
Kirk. Geneva Richardson and Alice tina Mank. Joseph Phillips, Carol ton, Dela., are here for their an
R freshing, rare, inspiring,
Theodore Roosevelt.
beth
Smith
cf
Port
Fairfield
and
i
To
live
In
beauty
ever,
with
Alwin
French.
• • • •
Walker. A delicious lunch was Elwell, Jean Moran. Reger Grlndle, nual Summer visit, Mr. Orne at the
I hujh puipose worth desiring.
served by the retiring officers. Hos-j Jackie and Carolyn Snow, Estelle heme cf his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Miss Ruth Gahagan nf Caribou are
The National legion of Mothers
K 8 F.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Arthur
Mcore
of
tesses for next meeting are Amelia , Rieka. Robert Sayward, Dennis Arthur L. Orne. Broadway; and the guests this week of Mr. and M:s Augusta and Miss Margaret Waltz I Rockland.
of America are not planning to take
Edwin Kenrick. Oak street.
Kenney, and Dorothy Simmons Flint and Carol Huntley. Miss Eliza children Judith and Peter are at
of Falmouth Foreside were ln the ’ Miss Madalyn Roger: of Boothbay up arms, said Mrs Kathleen Norris,
The oldest and the youngest mem-! Steele. Red Cross nurse, with sev- the home cf their grandparents, Mr.
Harbor is the guest this week of the popular author.
Philip Howard has Joined Mrs. city Tuesday to attend funeral
bers, Mrs. Anne Alden and Miss j eral of the mothers, were special and Mrs Blanchard B. Smith. Mrs.
m. , BOM lyn h urn
....
services for Mis. Cora Moore.
Howard
in
New
York,
where
they
_____________________________ • | Arizona Is often called the "Val
Georgie Jackson were present at. guests. The little hostesss were the Orne comes later.
are visiting their son, Conrad
the meeting.
I recipients of many lovely gifts.
Golden Rod Chapter O.E S. meets
entine State" from the fact that
Seven birthdays have cnm» to
Friday night in Odd Fellows
lt was admitted to the Union, Feb.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Schmitz of hall. Mrs. Bessie Church, worthy
Dale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred M.
14. 1912
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLlTfcAL ADVERTISEMENT
I Knight, Grace street. In honor of Skowhegan were weekend guests of matron, has been Invited to b?
Senior; "You mean to tell me you
, the latest anniversary he enter Mrs. Charles Bodinan
guest Electa at visiting officers
have been shaving for four years?'
tained 16 young friends Monday, his
night of Queen Esther Chapter In
Freshman: “Yep. and I cut my
guests being Herbert Baum, Jr.,
Hallowell June 18 Supper will be
$
Friday and Saturday
self both times."
Carol Kent, Jeannine Leach, Manserved at 6 30 Members of the lo
ley Hart, Ann Ludwig. Beverly Bur
cal chapter who plan to attend will
* • I •
Combination Coal and Electric
"Fears mostly spring from ignor
gess, Esther Munro, Florence
notify Mrs. Church.
TWO LNIVFRSAL ELECTRICS
ance and he who fears being con
Knight, Regina Dickinson. Madeline
The
Chapin
Class
picnic
sched

quered is near defeat; while half
TWO GENERAL FI ECTRICS
Munro, Milton Glad, Freddie Jcruled to take place tonight, has been
our fears are baseless and the other
pinen. Justin Cross, David Altshu
ONE HOT POINT ELECTRIC
indefinitely postponed.
half discreditable." So said wise
ler. Robert Annis and Mont Train
ONE WATER COOLER
men of the past. Let's take courage
or. A special guest was Dale's
ELECTRIC
and with it take care for our future.
grandmother,
Mrs.
Alice
Knight.
* ‘ft ». r } tT - 1• • • •
Jeannine Leach won the prize for
Republican Candidate For
ONE RE1RIGERATOR (ICE)
Who ever ln this day and genera
pinning on the donkey's tail, while
Representative To
ON
TODAY
ONE 50-GAI.. WATER HEATER tion has heard of soft soap? And
Herbert Baum. Jr. won the kiss
Legislature
JAMES ELLISON
DRESSED
BROILERS
(electric)
did you who have, know that they
hunt. Birthday cakes figured ln
Born in Roekland. son
“YOU CANT FOOL YOUR
are manufacturing it now, not from
30c lb at the farm
the refreshments.
ONE UNIT HEATER (steam)
WIFE"
of the late Arnold IE
lye and wood ashes and gtease but
If you want to know who's
32c lb delivered
Jones, and always an ac
ONE 42-IN. I. L. G. FAN
from herring scales? Previously sales manager of Father's Day
Plus Tally-Ho, $25.
The spring coats remaining in
tive citizen.
these were used for the manufac
HEARTH ROCKS
stock will be sold at sharply re
. . . we'll tell you . . . It's Mother.
A lifelong, earnest Re
ture of what is known os pearl es
duced prices. Lucien K. Oreen &
POULTRY FARM
publican, who never be
sence. Tills is a silvery fluid used
163 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
Son, Furriers, 16 School St., RcckShe was here all day yesterday
fore actively sought pub
365 BROADWAY. ROCKLAND to cover pearl beads extracted Irom
TEL. 875-J
and—adv.
from
every section of the city and
71-tf herring scales. What next?
71*lt
lic office.
• • • •
In
many
eases, she brought the
Prominent in loral fra
Now
comes
a
book
that
may
be
as
children along.
ternal life. Past. D. D. of
useful as "Care and Feeding of In
Friday and Saturday
Grand Ixidge of Elks.
fants," and It Is "The Care nnd
Our slock Is chuck full of (ine
Not too proud nor too
Feeding of Adults.' This may lead gifts for Dad's Day.
MAINF
S
LITTI.E
RADIO
CITY
soft to get under the wheel
Gay Romance From
to better health all ground.
TEL. WM.DOBOKO inn
B'way Musical Hit I
of a truck when hard
• • • •
Shirts, Ties, Slacks. Sweaters,
(Formerly Saunders')
times eame.
SHOW TIMES
A nn.t
Tom: “I wonder how old Mrs.
Hosiery,
Palm Beach Suits and a
Two Shows Every Evening, 7 anil Smith Is. Do you know?"
NEAGLE
hundred other stylish presents
9.
Matinees
Saturdays
and
Sun

Ray
Jim? "She must be pretty olo.
days only. Sat. 2.30. Sun., 3.00.
MILLAND
They say she used to teach Ceasar.' trom
Republican Candidate For Repre$entative To
• • • •
50c to $20
Camden Street—Opposite Bear Hill Road
THLRS.-FRI., JUNE 13-14
Legislature In the June Primaries
Not many babies arc a.s helpless
SPENCER TRACY
Mrs. O. G. Kalloch, Mgr.
when they come Into the world as
Bryson Pipes $3.50
tlie baby kangaroo. He is born
“EDISON THE MAN”
blind and little more than one Inch
Middleton Pipe and two
in length and weighs but an ounce
SATURDAY ONLY, JUNE 15
a
Wood VOUNC- Alan MARSHAL
When he ls able to get out in the
packages Walnut Blend
1
Moy FOKON- Billie BURKE:
BING CROSBY
world firm his mother sac and have
GLORIA JEAN
Arthur f«F*C«It : ;
$1.00
Help tbe Maine Fisher
CHARLES WlNNINGEIt a bit of care on his shoulders he
OKO OADIO
*
PictUI.
I
still sticks close to mother and ii
men by buying a
ra
and don't forget the
lie wanders afar is back at the fust
“IF 1 HAD MY WAY”
dir.rl.d
bv
HERBERT
WILCOX
MAINE LOBSTER
sign of danger. Isn't this difficult
Ensemble
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY. to understand, ween this animal
Canadian Lobsters may
NOW PLAYING
JUNE 16, 17, 18
grows to such a wild heavy being1
Shirt, Pajamas and Shorts
"I WAS AN ADVENTURESS”
be cheaper, but money
• • • •
with
With Cover
“REBECCA”
for $3.95
Tlie American people have been
. RICHARD GREENE
spent in Maine circu
with
all
along
;ar
ahead
of
the
Govern

ZORINA
LAURENCE OLIVIER
lates in Maine.
ment in wishing aid for the Allies.
and
Joan Fontaine, George Sanders, They l.uie really been almost un
Judith Anderson
MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED
friendly nnd now when the heads
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock
FULL
PAYMENT
TO
ACCOMPANY
ALL
ORDERS
In Washington see defense ne»-dfd
TWO CLAWS—Alive or Boiled
TEL. 294
for ourselves they Jump to action.
Coming: "My Son. My Son."
416
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Not
nil
of
our
legislators
have
been
Shows: Mat. 2: Fvg. 6.4} and S.45
"Lillian Russell." “My Favorite
HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
Continuous Saturday 3 15 to 10.45
thus.
All
honor
to
Senator
Wal

Wife,
”
“
New
Moon,"
"Irene.
”
Sunday Mat. J— Dayli(ht Time
328 MAIN STREET.
‘ ROCKLAND, ME.
TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 56-W
lace White.

BARGAINS

LET A NATIVE SON

ELECTRIC STOVES

REPRESENT ROCKLAND NEXT TERM

ALBERT C.
JONES

Sunday is Father’s
Day, but Mother’s

Weekend Special

going to run it!

Francis E. Haveper

HALLS RESTAURANT
-

WALDO THEATRE

ANDCABINS

VOTE FOR ALBERT C. JONES

Open for Business June 14

PUBUC NOTICE!

SPECIAL

Thursday, Friday and "Saturday
20 GALLON GALVANIZED ASH OR
GARBAGE CAN

ONE POUND MAINE LOBSTER

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.

9Ar
fcVv

$1 .39 each
H. H. CRIE & CO.

..

1 ;» ■

Strand

GREGORY’S

Flag Week Notes

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, June 13, 1940

Page Eight

Tibbetts Explains

ASSIGNED TO FLAGSHIP

TEST WILLKIE SENTIMENT

Ended With Picnic

Knox County Supporters Ask for |

Prominent At Colby

UNION

Nazarene Church Notes
Children's Day was observed Sun
day morning with a program by:
Mrs. Dorothy Howard, Mildred Best,
Ivah Howard Mrs. Cora Mank, Mrs.
Helen Cramer, Dwight Howard,
Marlon Best, Donald Cramer, Nehemlah Ames, Edward Cramer, "Ju
nior” Mcody, Dorothy Howard,
Helen Cramer, Evelyn Danforth.
Bertha Moody and Wesley Hilt. The
song “Onward and Upward" and
other selections were sung by the
Rainbow Class. The congregation
sang “Jesus Saves." Thc superin
tendent of the Sunday School read
the Scripture and prayer was said
by the pa?tor.
Tlie Bible School hour followed
this program. Tlie closing hymn
sung was "The Church ln the Wild
wood."
The evening service was ln co
operation with North Waldoboro
Church in a special Revival Cam
paign.
Darold B Hocking of St. Oeorge | Next Sunday at 10 o'clock. Rev.
who rates the distinction of being W. H Minor Qf Kansas City. Mo.
the first Junior to become business who is evangelist in the revival al
manager of thr Colby Echo, thr col- North Waldoboro, wtll preach. The
lege's smart weekly newspaper. He Bible School ftour will follow th'.s
Is a member of Delta I'psilon frater. service. The evening service will
nity and is engaged in many college again be in North Waldoboro for
activities. A son of Mr. and Mrs. the closing day of the Campaign.

The Flag Week pro
Demonstration of local Interest
McLain “Attic” Pupils
Says Proposed Camden
gram in Rockland,
in Candidacy
Also Had Happy Day
Station Will Not Interfere
sponsored by the Elks'
finds as tomorrow's
With Luisa Franceschi
With Local Reception
The amazing political develop
feature the Flag Day
ment
of Wendell L. Willkie. during
The Fifth Grade McLain (Attic)
Camden, June 10
exercises conducted by Rockland
the
past
two months, from bare
had
the
pleasure
of
hearing
Mrs.
Lodge, B.P.O.E. at the Elks Home Editor of The Black Ca*.—
Luisa Franceschi and singing with mention as a possible compromise
I ha> ? a clipping from your
The program alrdbdy published in
her when she was a visitor in that candidate for Presidtntial nornnathis paper, contains a history of the ealumn in which you state that you
grade
recently. A short playlet. tjon to the most prominently dlshave
had
many
ask
what
effect
Flag by Gilford B Butler, a pa
"The Toy Shop; was given by the cussed of all Presidential possibilitriotic address by Judge Elisha W. the proposed broadcasting station
children.
Mrs. Franceschl con- tiPS, pas been t’v »"st conspicuous
Pike, vocal music by Lillian F. in Oamden would liave on the re
ducted a question and answer phenomenon o' Atierlcan politics
Joyce and Lydia T. Storer and a ception in this vicinity.
period on “Italy.' which was much jn 1940.
I have delayed in my reply to you
concert by the Rockland Band and
enjoyed. Remarks were made by I in the Gallup polls and simitar
in
order
that
I
might
better
be
Sons of American Legion Drum
the visitors, Mr. Connellan Mrs , preferential tests of public sentlCorps. The exercises will be held able to answer more concretely.
Cliurch.
Mrs. Merchant. Donald ment. Willkie has leaped from a
at the Elks Home, commencing at There are. as you of course know,
Merchant and Mrs Bourget.
fractional percentage to 17 percent
7,30. when Mayor Veazie will read many angles to consider and in
• • • •
or more of popular preference for
the Flag Week proclamation. The vestigate in thc promotion of such
Miss Louise Harriet Thurston, the Republican nomination. This j
Home will be open to visitors after a large station as we plan and as
one of the popular Sixth grade confidence in his ^jjility. courage'
noon and evening and buffet lunch the type of broadcast ts entirely
teachers in the McLain Building, and fundamental Americanism ls
will be served after the iFlag Daj lifferent than the present system,
was given a surprise party after reflected also in the Democratic
exercises. Exalted Ruler Percy L. much investigation and data there
school. She was presented with party, of which he was a member ]
*
McPhee is chairman of the com fore had to be obtained.
sterling silver teaspoons by her co until the non-Socialistlc elements |
This new system transmits on
mittee of arrangements.
workers. Ice cream and delicious of the New Deal program compelled
At 5.30 p m, Friday Huntley-Hill ■ he ultra high frequency bands, the
little cakes were served by the hos him to recognize that this trend
Federal
Communications
Commis

Post. Veterans of Foreign Wars
tesses. Mrs. Phyllis Leach. Miss wlthi'i the party no longer repre
will dedicate their Huntley-Hill sion having recently allocated
Mildred Sweeney and Mrs. Nellie sented his sincere beliefs.
Square at Water and Ocean streets wavelengths for this service. Hear
.1
Hall. If you ask Miss Thurston
A non-partisan and non-politi
The Rockland Band and Sons o ings of a highly technical nature
she will tell you the decorations cal group In Knox County, deeply
Legion Drum and Bugle Corps will have just been completed by the
tasted delicious, too. Her mar- impressed by Willkie s rise to na
Commission
and
from
these
have
furnish music, The public is corraige to Harvey Kelley of Bar Har tional consideration as a Presiden
dially invited to attend. Good been formulated rulings governing
bor and New York City will take tial prospect, has decided to submit
:his new service.
speakers.
.
place in the late Summer.
to the voters of the County an op
I have before me. Report on Fre
The flag-raising at the Publi
• * • •
portunity to express their own Alfred C. Hocking.
Landing Tuesday night was at quency Modulation, by the CornOne purposeful action is better
Misses Dorothy Fullerton. Emma views on the subject. None of the
tended by a large crowd, whlcl j nission. Docket No. 58C5 which I
than a world lull ot goodly lntenJohnson. Kenneth Morang have group originating this action are
heard with approval the patriotii ' juote:
1 tions.
not beeh absent for the entire year; , offlce holders actlvely eugaged in
"Frequency modulatiqp is highly
words of Mayor Veazie.
Oordon Anderson. Norman Bourget.,
nor has
Qf thfm „nv
Netted Maine Fishermen
"This week." said His Honor "we , developed. It is ready to move for
Helen Fickett, Dorothy Fullerton aspiration for any elective or apcelebrate the 163d birthday of the ! ward on a broad scale and on a full
Far Less Than Year
Anna Heino Madeline Hoffses,!
offlce
are moved
Ensign George W. Kittredge
American Flag. It comes to us this commercial basis. On this point
Emma Johnson
Joan Lachance,1 solely by their admiration of Mr I
Ago April
YOU
is complete
agreement
year in the midst of a word-wid< ! there
Maine was represented by two Lucky Bag. the Year Book ot the Richard Ludwig. Beverly Merchant.I wlUkies BchlevemenU t n puWlc
t
A
MAY
tragedy of war. That tragedy has ] amongst the engineers of both the 1 midshipmen in the graduating Class of 1940 said of him:
Maine fish landings and income
Kenneth Morang. Mary Ristalno. I and prlvate We and by . wish that
to fishermen for April was nearly
stirred us to the depths of ou: manufacturing and the broadcast-1 ciass of 1940 ai the U. S. Naval
"His readiness with a humorous Meredith Shapiro. John Sylvester,
nearts. We know something of the ing Industries. A Substantial de-I Academy One was George W Kit anecdote is remarkable as early as Barbara Ulmer, have not been ab both major parties be represented 40': less than for the same period
miseries of such a conflict. Our1 mand for FM transmitting sta- tredge. son of MrZ and Mrs. Scott reveille, enjoyable at mid-day. and sent for the entire Spring term. by the strongest possible candiates in 1939. according to the monthly
statistical report of the Department
sympathies go nut to the millions ' tions for full operation exists to- F Kittredge of South Thomaston still amusing at night—never a dull Donald Elliot and Gertrude Robi- ln the coming national election.
of Sea and Shore Fisheries, re
Knox
County
voters
who
are
in
of innocent victims of this new day A comparable public demand Out of a total class of 875 entering moment with George around. His shaw would have been on the honor | accord wlth the
y,,, Mr port of the Department of Sea
and Shore Fisheries. released by
World catastrophe, even as we take for receiving sets is predicted. It the Academy, only 456 were gradu interest is centered in aviation, roll but one day's absence pre
Willkie would represent the strong Commissioner Greenleaf He said
Increased precautions lest our coun can be expected, thei^fore. that ated. and of this number *396 re which wiU someday profit by his vented
est choice at present available for that labor disputes and poor
try again be swept into its mad 1 this advancement in the broad ceived commissions.
ideas; although other subjects.
A picnic to Crockett's Beach end- the Republican nominal lot/ are fil weather were mostly responsible for
casting art will create employment
condition. Total returns to
whirlpool.
During his four years at the, ranging from hobbies to the in- ed the year s work. From the quan- j
t0 glve expression to their this
the fishermen amounted to $151."As we read the news and lister for thousands of persons in the Academy. Midshipman Kittredge tricacies of politics, are not slight- tity of food consumed and the
246 as against $233,976 in April,
to the hourly reports of the horrors manufacturing, instaUation and held the rank of midshipman ed. Quick to grasp Academics and lusty cheers, we may safely say a views by signing the attached slip, 1939
checking
it
in
one
or
both
squares
FIND THEM IN
of the war abroad, we raise our maintenance of transmitting and I guidtji petty officer, and midship- always ready to aid others. Kit is good time was had by all.
■ Practically every specie showed
to indicate how actively they wish 1 a big decrease with groundfish
eyes today to the American Flag receiving equipment and the pro- man nrst petty officer in the regi- a helpful friend indeed Kit will go
TELEPHONE OIRECTORY
to identify themselves with the leading
Blood and sandworm
with a profound emotion of thank gramming of such stations."
1 mental organization. He was one a long way and make a real shipAlways think before you act, but movement and mailing to Willkie
were niore than 50r'' off due
fulness Our emotion springs from
To quote further: "After extensive of the youngest in his class and mate. So a toast to—Kit."
don t think too long about an-1 committee, care of Tlie Courier to the late sport fishing seasen but
our faith in the promise of America investigation and hearings, the becomes one of the youngest comat the present time are much hlghImmediately upon graduating, swering intersting classified offers
Oazette.
er tban iast year, according to
which thus far has sheltered us Commtssion has concluded that I missioned officers in the Navy.
Midshipman Kittredge was com
(
1
I
favor
the
nomination
of
Greenleaf.
frequency
modulation
has
advanced
from this current calamity.
During the midshipman cruise missioned Ens.gn in the U S. Navy,
RADIO REPAIRING
Wendell L. Winkle for President; APr11 landings included: 700.000
“America holds peace, security, to the stage where broadcasting on I last year Midshipman Kittredge and received hls assignment. FolAll nukes serviced and recon
thn ITnif.a
in llUf,
I
C(X,1 490.000 lbS. haddOCkl
of
the
United
States
in
1940
1
47.000
lbs
hake:
112
000
lbs
pollock:
ditioned. Estimates free. Tabes
freedom and happiness in sharp a commercial basis is desirable in won the honors for the Academy lowing a brief vacation, he will re
1 1 I wish to enroll as a member 163.000 lbs. cu.sk. 884 000 blood and
tested free of charge. “Swap Fer
est contrast with the horrible the public interest The Commis in the yacht races at Marblehead port to the navy-yard at San FranCash” Tickets given.
of a Knox County ' Willkie for sandworms; 151.000 lbs. lobsters;
fruits of the alien ideologies over sion believes that this is one of the and received a medal presented by cisco. July 1st. where he has been
56,000 lbs. scallops and 49.221 bush
■ AID
MAINE MUSIC CO.
President" Club.
most significant advances that has the Corinthian Yacht Club The assigned to the flagship.
seas.
els of clams.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
'O.' these blessings which we been made in aural broadcasting in
Dept.
3Th-tf
Read The Courlar-Osxette
Subscribe tn The Courier-Gazette
cherish, the American flag Is the recent years."
terfere with each other; each sta
It is planned to have a coverage
symbol!
tion will come in perfectly distinct
“Other flags may mean a glori of approximately 50 miles radius
ous past
The American Flag from Camden and within this area and clear — there will be no
American Bureau of Ship
TRADE NOW ON A NEW PLYMOUTH
AND GET A BETTER DEAL ALL AROUND
means a glorious future. It is not there are about 226.000 persons not whistles or howls or cross talk as
ping Reports 281 Vessels
so much the flag of our fathers as including our Summer residents. As we call it when you hear part of
Under Construction
it is the flag of our children, and this is in the approximate center another program while trying to
of our children’s children yet un of the Summer colony of our State listen to a station.
Merchant shipbuilding in the
born It Is the flag of tomorrow it is quite safe to say there will be
F M broadcast will require a new United States continues to exceed
It ls not the flag of empire, or of nearly 100.000 more potential lis receiver or an adaptor for your the l.CDO.CCD-ton mark, according to
king, or of president. It Is your teners during the Summer months present receiver. Already there are the American Bureau of Shipping,
which announces that on May 1 a
flag, and my flag, the flag of the The transmitting station itself will several makes o' receivers on the total of 281 vessels aggregating
be erected on the top of one of the market in which both the present 1387.635 gross tons were building or
American people!
“Let us during this Flag Week mountains in the Camden area broadcast band is covered together contracted for. as compared with 365
rededicate ourselves to greater serv with the studio located in the busi with the Frequency Modulated vessels of 1.311585 tons on April or
a gain of 16 ships of 75.650 tons. The
ice to country and our flag. There ness part of the town. An aerial band, thus by simply turning a knob figures cover merchant vessels of
is work for all of us in the safe tramway will be erected from the you will be able to enjoy both. 1CC0 gross tons or mere.
guarding of our democratic insti base to the top of the mountain Standard national programs will of
According to latest returns. 276
making it possibly to have access I ,.0UrM> pe broadcast from the F M. vessels aggregating 1319385 gross
tutions and our liberty.
'Let us draw inspiration for this to the station at all times and un station and it is expected a new tons of the May 1 total were intend
ed for classification by the American
service from the flag itself. It der all conditions of weather, it service will also be available: this Bureau of Shipping, as compared
TURN IN YOUR OLD CAR ON A GRAND NEW PLYMOUTH I Forget
will also be used to transport con is called facsimile transmission and with 256 ivessels of 1.269.375 gross
speaks to every American.'
about tires, brakes, lights, upkeep . . . step into an eager 1940
The parade to and from the Pub struction material to the summit. will make available ln your own tons on April 1.
Plymouth and leave your troubles behind. Your old car will prob
Of
the
big
fleet
of
vessels
now
lic Landing was headed by a squad This tramway is considered far home by the addition of a relatively
building oi contracted for and in
ably
cover a large part of Plymouth's low delivered price . . . bal
of sailors from the destroyer Hara more feasable than a road since Inexpensive device, the reception of tended far bureau classification. 155
ance
in low monthly instalments. Make a date with your nearby
such
a
road
would
be
difficult
to
den. which had been sent to this
still pictures and drawings—these of 1.249.369 gross tons are seagoing
vessels;
117
cf
48.C35
tons
are
miscel
Plymouth
dealer! Plymouth Di vision or CuKYSLERCduroRATioN.
port through the efforts of Senator keep open in lie winter.
will cover almost ihe entire field of
laneous craft; one of 6000 tons will
Now about what you can expect pictorial news of current events.
Hale lo take part in the (Flag Week
be opented on the Great Lakes. The
from this new system of broadcast
program.
This should not be confused with list includes two wooden vessels and
Your Money Never Bought So Much!
SWITCH AND
Tlie commanding officer of the ing. As I have stated, the transmis television, as facsimile will give a composite ship.
sions
are
on
an
ultra
short
wave
—
The
report
shows
that,
of
the
total
Haraden is Lieut. W. E. Verge.
More pleasure... more
you a picture, drawn, so to speak
SAVE
Other commissioned offlcers on far removed from the present before your eyes, while television number of vessels covered by the rcreal motoring satisfac
turns,
five
of
32,250
gross
tons
are
board are Lieut. J. I. Cove, execu broadcast band and in no way will will be more on the order of moving under construct ion but nre not buildtion are yours in this
PLYMOUTH
tive navigator; Lieut. (J. O.) E. A. interfere with the reception of pictures. Incidentally in connec ing to bureau classification.
big Plymouth Coupe!
Niclirl. engineer; Lieut. (J. O.) I. these stations. The new system will tion with television, transmissions
The latest report shews that virtu
And its low price will
Ntwa-rASS
G. McCann. Jr., gunnery officer; however be almost if not entirely will be required from a high point ally every shipbuilding section in the
astound you!
United
States
i.s
participating
in
the
ONLY'
Y ou enjoy the riding
Ensign J. R. Zullinger, assistant free from static and interference and will require somewhat similar
program High-speed modern ves
smoothness of a 117and the receiver will give you the equipment to the FM. transmitter, sels of various types and sizes are
gunnery communications.
Delivered In De
inchwhcelhasc— seats
troit,
buy* thi* Coup*, delivered InDrtrnlt,
Behind the smartly stepping finest tone yet attained in radio. therefore in all probability much in various stages of construction.
eluding lederul
Including federal rase*. I raniporra
You’ll Want Its Extra Size and Style
a full 51 inches w ide.
taw* lr*n,t"L
sailors were local patriotic .bodies There will undoubtedly be several of the equipment of the proposed When they join new vessels that
tion and atate. local tales, eitra.
Summer
trips arc thc best fun in a car that’s
and many schoolchildren, some of stations transmitting with the new station will be available for tele have entered service last year, the
eat taws, eitr*.
American merchant marine will be
100% right. Trade now for a Plymouth—the
them too young and too small to system but even these will not in- vision when it is ready for com well on the road to rehabilitation.
easy to bu*
low-priced car most like high-priced cars!
realize the possibility of a war on our
Largest and fastest of the vesmercial distribution
shores, but, all fortunately very tor ln the flag-raising exercises
this
1
sels
listed
by
the
American
Bureau
Our mountain tops make
with her effective rendition of "The broadcasting possible and we are I of Shipping is the United States
happy.
__ _ new flagship America, now
! Lines'
Mis.-, Bertha McIntosh was a fac- Star Spangled Banner."
indeed fortunate that this is so. All I rpcelvlnx her nnishlng touches. A
we need now is the necessary co vessel of 24.800 gross tons, with a
TWO GREAT
operation, with which we can al speed in excess of 23 knots, she is
most be assured of one of the fin expected to be turned over to her
owners in July. The company has
est broadcast stations in thc state, applied to the Maritime Commission
For Fun and
and have for our entertainment for permission to operate her be
Sun Lovers
this remarkable advancement in tween New York aud Italy, one of
thc few trade routes left open to
radio.
Plymouth’s Con
ROOmieSt car in the field • 117-inch Wheelbarie
American ships of her type
Raymond W. Tibbetts
vertible Coupe has
• Amola Steel Coil
The list of ships new building also
the famous powerSpringe
Includes six combination passenger• $-Cyllndsr“L-head”
Plymouth is the biggest of “All 3” low-priced
operated top...aux
cargo liners for the Mississippi Ship
Engine with Floating
ping Company; eight cargo vessels
cars. Its wheelbase is 4 inches longer than
iliary seats inside...
Power
Mountings
one, 5 inches longer than the other! Yet it’s
and white sidewall
The three-act play "Listen to for the American Expert Lines; six
•
Double-Action
Hy

cargo vessels for the Seas Shipping
a joy to handle, and wonderfully thrifty!
tires are standard!
draulic Brakes
Leon' will be presented Friday at Company (Robin Llnei, 15 C-3 type
Grand View Grange hall. Dancing passenger-cargo liners ordered by
' will follow with music by Phil- thc 'Maritime Commission for vari
THE MORE ROOM INSIDE-THE MORE
“Tally Ho!”
ous operators; 18 C-3 type cargo ves
1 brook's orchestra.
COMFORT FOR YOU _ MEASURE A .L 3'
sels ordered by the commission, and
MUTUSMCAI
Plymouth’s hand
49 C-2 cargo ships for the commis
PITMOUTH
curr
Eleven members of Meenahga sion.
DIMENSION*
CAR*'!**
some Station Wagon
Your Dodge, De
Grange of Waldoboro attended Po
body is built on thc
The commission also has ordered
Soto or ChrysFRONT SEAT CUSHION WIDTH
Icrdealerianow
long-wheelbase, De
mona Tuesday night at Seaside 34 C-B cargo vessels, and four S-1A
offering wide
Luxe Plymouth
Grange in Bristol Those making ; cargo ships
selections of
REAR SEAT CUSHION WIDTH
Also lnscluded in the list are 20 oil
high-grade
chassis. Auxiliary
a trip were Mr. and Mrs. Alton Win | tankers of various sizes and speeds.
used cur*.
seats are removable
chenbach. Richard Gerry. Mrs.
WINDSHIELD TO REAR WINDOW
************
and interchangeable.
The Aristocrat of Station Wagons!
Ralph Stevens, Mrs. George Dus- MONHEGAN
wald. 'Mrs. Alexander Sokolcsky,
Leave lt to Lavender
Herbert Johnson. Mrs. Isadore HofKe will insure.
House, barn add auto
ses. Mrs. Arthur Genthner Mrs. E.
James Newill and Dave O’Brien are buddies in "Fighting Mad." the
And furniture.
Ashley Walter and Mrs. Elmer
Monug.am action drama based on the famous Renfrew of the Royal
Thomaston, Telephone 225.
Wentworth
Mounted ■ lories—adv
68 72 ,

Fish Landings

SEEK BEAUTY?

BEAUTY SHOPS
HAIRDRESSERS
BARBERS ARD
DRUGGISTS...

CLASSIFIED PACEF

Kool-Aid Q

Over Million Tons

L BBK4I

Get Set Now for a
Great Summer

*699’

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Our Grange Corner

51“ 49" 50"
51" 481" 47"
loir 1001" 95i"

SEE YOUR PLYMOUTH DEALER TODAY

Evety-Other-Day

ixun iiirtiiu vuunci-uafcuc, i nurscay,

Leola Smith, organist, the 18
seniors, in caps and gowns marched
to the front pews.
They were marshaled by Willie
Vinalhaven In Midst Of Olsen,
his baton adorned with
Commencement Ac
class colors, red and white satin
ribbons. The auditorium was filled
tivities—The Program
with relatives, friends, undergradu
Kenneth Cook delivereS the bac ates, Supt. George Bragdon, Prin
calaureate sermon Sunday at Union cipal Theodore Nutting and asChurch in a most impressive man-. istants. Miss Phyllis Black and
ner. giving good counsel and advice Miss Margaret Kinley.
to the graduating class of Vinal- I Church decorations were of the
haven High School. His theme was ' c‘ass colors, red tulips, poppies,
-The Fork in the Road.' To the | white daffodils and illy of the valstrains of Aida, march, played by
vested choir, sang a
special anthem “Singing in the
Shadows." The soloist, H. L. Coombs
sang by request “The Holy City."
Prayer and benediction were pro
nounced by the pastor.
Commencement exercises will
take place Thursday night with
this program: Processional, Mrs.
Leola Smith; invocation. Rev Ken
neth Cook: "Seniors at the Bar,"
Ruth Lyford. Carl Nelson, Fabian
Rosen, Edward Smith, Ambrose
Peterson, Jr„ Burton Dyer, Harold
Haskell, Rebecca Duncan, George
Lawry, Jr.. Kenneth Calderwood,
Willie Olsen. Constance Orcutt,
TAXICAB SERVICE
Alma Wahlman. James Webster,
Norma
MacDonald;
prophecy,
FLORISTS • THEATRES
Evelyn Dunlap;
gifts. Miriam
Greenleaf; will, Newman Walls.
RESTAURANTS * CANDY
The class motto ls "Tonight we
take off, where shall we land?”
Following the presentation of di
plomas. the ode will be sung and
Editorial Board—Back row : Marilyn Carver, Ada Bray, Evelyn Dunlap. Ruth Lyford. Miriam Greenleaf.
then the recessional played by Mrs. Front row: Helen Aisla, Mildred Brinkworth, Willie Olsen, Harold HaskeU, Mary Maker, Doris Ebner.
Leola Smith. A dance will follow. (Mont Roberts absent).

Island Graduates

nuMOH
cussmw

Vinalhaven High Publishes “The Exile”

F

THEY CALL IT "THE EXILE'
fei&Mlflf
MIMES
4y i
Thit Bi(j t940
But There’s Nothing Lonesome Or
Excluded About Vinalhaven’s Fine
School Magazine

Speed Queen
THERMOMETtR
Thi* thermometer in
dicate* whether or not
your water it of the
correct temperature.

TIMER
With thi* timer your
washer slop* auto
matically according to
the time you set for
earh batch of clothe*.
Tliese are ju«t i»o of tl»c manv n*w feature*
included on the 1M0 SPEED Ql fcFV Be
•ure to »ee them Before vou even think of
purrhamng a wither. Speed Queen ha» always
lead in VALLE OFFERED — and thit year
it lead* morr than ever Come in thi» wrrk.

This Model, $99.75.

Others from $49.95 up

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND

(Opposite Perry’s Market)

MATCHED SHIRTS - PANTS
■■

Pants are Covert Cloth and

Sanforized;

Good

Shirts

both

Quality, full cut (not preFOR
shrunk). True work clothes
value!_________________________________________________

MATCHED SHIRTS-PANTS
Extra Fine Quality Tans and Green. Sanforized Shrunk.
True Work Clothes Value. Shrinkage Not More Than 1%
Herringbone Weave—Vat Dye
Buy Your Correct Size
^A
PANTS .................................... $1.37
■ >
SHIRT.............................................. 97
A Matched Outfit For.....................
Worth $2.90.
Hat to match 49c

J

TAN. WHITE
BLUE, GREEN
MIXTURES
EXTRA VALUE

SPORT
SHIRTS
SUMMER
Wash Pants

.SSySK,

DUNGAREES
REGULAR OR SAILOR STYLE—WORTH S1.00

SPORT BELTS

97c
77c

S5JS5 47c

PLAIN OR STRIPES—EXTRA VALUE
ny

|

rs A |T*PO

Wash PAMS

COOL—SANFORIZED

■«

PW

=nc^nbel^ave1-37

White Flannel SLACKS

SPORT COATS

97
w 50

KEEP COOL!
LOOK COOL!
LEGHORNS
and Genuine
BANCOR’S
Waterproof
Special Value

7.87

WORK SHIRTS

49c

Worth $1.50

BLUE OR OLIVE GREEN—EXTRA VALUE!

SPORT JACKETS

GREENS, TANS, BLUES
ALSO TWO-TONES—LARGE ASSORTMENT

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

1

From the press of The Courier. lap, Everett Tolman, Helen Asiala,
Gazette comes a very attractive Betty Brown, Miriam Greenleaf,
school magazine called “The Exile” Constance Orcutt, Ada Bray. The
and published by the students of poets are Norma Phillips, Doris
Vinalhaven High School
The Eisner, Gloria Skoog. Floyd Rob
frontispiece is a fine portrait of ertson, Jean Strachan, Ellen Bur
Supt. George A Bragdon and to gess, Richard Libby, Marian Webb,
whom the Edition is dedicated in Helen Asiala, Marlon Brown, Mari
lyn Geary. The muse of poetry is
the following paragraph:
"To Supt. George A. Bragdon.' thus seen to haw more followers
who has won the high esteem and than mere prose.
The school’s activities are inter
friendship of every High School girl
ar ’. boy, we do with sincerity and I esUngiy told, there is a good supply
gratefulness dedicate this 1944 Edi of laughter and a very complete
alumni department. The adver
tion of our Exile ."
Editorials are contributed by tising members of the staff did
Evelyn Dunlop, Mary Maker. Mil not solicit in vain.
dred Brinkworth and Marilyn The Editorial Board
Editor - in - chief, Evelyn Dun
Carver.
lop,
'40.
The Senior Class officers are
Associate Editor, Helen Asiala,
listed thus: President, Ruth Lyford;
vice president, Rebecca Duncan; •41.
Class Editors. Miriam Greenleaf.
secretary-treasurer, Miriam Green
40: Mary Maker, ’41; Mildred
leaf.
Under the classification of "Lit Brinkworth. '42. Marilyn Carver. '43.
Alumni Editor. Ruth Lyford. '40.
erature" are some excellent offer
Personal
Editor, Doris Eisner. '40.
ings by Marion Webb, Evelyn DunAthletic Editor, Harold Haskell,
40
Joke Editor, Ada Bray. '42
Business Managers. Willie Olson,
'40 and Mont Roberts, '41
Faculty Advisor, Phyllis Joan
Black.

ECONOMY cls°„tohpes
435 MAIN STREET

STONINGTON

WE PAY POSTAGE

Thanked Lermond
Curator of Knox Ar
boretum Visited By
Grade Children Who
Were Grateful

In Which Mrs. Andrews
Reviews Matters Which
Are Being Discussed
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Through thc colurryis of your
pnper. I feel that I should thank
Allison M. Watts tor the beautiful
poem. “Beauty" which he sent me.
I should also thank Nancy Savage
for congratulations to me on the
success of my poems. I am always
hoping for her health to return.
Regarding the mud scrapers and
bootjacks. I have not seen or heard
Kenneth B. Calderwood, “Ken”
George Burton Dyer,
tell of them since I was a child
visiting my uncle. Albert Robin
son in Cushing. I can remember
the mud scraper fastened to the
back door step and I remember
seeing my uncle using the bootjack
to pull off his long, black boots.
I was surprised to .earn that
Fannie Gushees home in Appleton
contained these articles. She was
a student at Kents Hill when I was
there. Another girl I knew while
there was Nellie Davis of Friend
ship on whom I called recently.
I should like to have H. S. Labe
of Waldoboro know that I have an
abridgement of lectures on rhet
oric by Hugh Blair, D. D, One of
the ministers of the High Church
and professor of rhetoric and belles
lettres in the University of Edin
burgh. This book is over five
inches long, contains 336 pages, is
bound in calf, published by Thom
as Carey and sold at his book store
on Essex street in Salem in 1818,
which makes the book a year older
than Mr. Labe’s Bible.
I have a coin the size of a cop
per cent. On one side is a head
with the word "Georgiys" on one
side of it '(the head) and on the
Evelyn M. Dunlap, ‘‘Dolly
Harold II. Haskell,
other side a word which looks like
"Ilrex.” The other side of the
coin has the figure of a woman “Br—" and ends with “N." Tlie I also older than Mr, Labe's copper
with a word either side of her. The second word ends with “la." The cents of 1818-1854
Mrs. John H Andrews.
word on the left side begins with date is very clear, 1752. This is I

Mrs. Helen Keenan and daughter
Katherine of Portland are guests
of Mrs. Lillian O Eaton.
Linwood Williams and family
have moved to Geneva Tracy’s
house.
Mrs. Margaret Anderson, who has
been visiting her son Gleason Flye
at Northeast Harbor for a few
weeks, has returned home.
Arnold Richardson is guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Richardson.
Arthur Carter has employment
in Portsmouth.
Mrs. Vesta Webb recently enter
tained Mr. and Mrs A. M. Joyce
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Conary I
and son Lvndon of Brooklin and
the S N Fifields.
Mrs Holga Gross is visiting Mrs
Nina Gross.
Mrs Vera Donnelly Ls employed
at Noyes Pharmacy while Galen
Noyes is on vacation.
Eleanor Cousins. Edna Couham. |
Margaret Drew. Hilda Avery and i
Zetta Smith of the teaching staff
have returned to their homes.
Mrs. Shadie Hutchins is visiting
her daughter in Portland.
Mrs. Josie Sellers has employ
ment in Dexter.
Mrs. William Billings Ls home
from New York where she passed
the winter.
Alvin Lord passed the weekend at I
his home in Hermon where he act-1
ed as best man at the wedding of i
his brother.
Mrs. Jessie Pray is employed at I
Young's Sea Grill and is boarding I
her daughter Erlene with Mr.s. Mil- '
dred Blood.
Stonington School Band and their
party left Monday for the World's
Fair.
The Stonington High School
Alumni held their banquet and An
nual meeting June 5 at Masonic
hall. Tlie banquet was served by
the Eastern Star and members of
the Junior Class served as wait
resses. About 90 Alumni were pres
ent. Earle Snow, class of 1939 was
toastmaster. At the business meet
ing following the program the fol
lowing officers were elected: Mrs.
Florence Wallace, president; Mrs |
Sadie Spofford, vice president; Mrs.
Mary Gray, secretary; Mrs. Lucy1
Collins,
treasurer;
toastmaster, j
Harry Colby; banquet committee
chairman, Mr.s. Lucy Williams; en
tertainment chairman, Mrs. Mac J
Williams; decorating chairman, Mrs.
Alda Small.
Constance Betts of Sunshine and
Kenneth Conary of this town were ’
married Saturday night by Rev Fr. |
Poliquin. Mrs. Conary is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Betts ]
of Sunshine, a graduate of McKin- !
ley High 8chool, class of 1939 Mr j
Conary is the son of Mrs. Stella |
Conary, a graduate of Stonington j
High school and Is employed on
the Goss quarry. They will make I
their home in this town.

The Thomaston Fourth Grade
and teacher. Mrs. Libby, enjoved a
visit at Knox Arboretum Tuesday
and in a letter of appreciation to
the curator. Norman W. Lermond,
the class secretary, Vera Chapman
wrote: "Of special interest were
the birds and collections of shells,
fish and coral. The trip over the
grounds was also much enjoyed. Farewell to High School
We liked the yellow lady's slippers
Graduation exercLses were held
as they are rare."
in the Opera House Saturday with
thLs program: Processional, orches
I Mr. Lermnnd's Reply
Repling to your kind and tra: Invocation, Rev Fr. Poliquin;
I thoughtful letter of the 5th: I am Salutatory. “Accepting thc Chal
lenge of Citizenship," Millard An
■ glad that all you 31 school children derson; First Honor Essay, 'Science
I had a nice time on your recent and Its Application of Citizen
visit to the Knox Museum and ship," Ralph Henderson; second
1 Arboretum, and learned Just a few Honor Essay, "Address to Under
I facts about nature and nature's graduates," Callie Thurlow.
| children; the birds, insects, fish,
Prophecy. M. Benjamin Billings;
j shells, corals, sponges, rocks and Claris Cousins; third honor essay,
i minerals, trees and shrubs and wild “Indirect Teaching of Citizenship
flowers.
Through Extra-Curricula Activi
You see how much more inter- ties,” Martha Grass; fourth honor
| esting life becomes when you begin essay, "How Our School Trains for
I to study the structure and habits Citizenship," Vernette Noyes; vale
of the wild life all about you; in dictory, "Citizenship—Our Hope of
I field and woods, ponds, rivers, and Realization," Mary Coombs.
Class ode. Class; awarding of di
the seashore.
‘Full many a gem of purest ray plomas, Supt. A. H. Tuck; presen
serene, the dark
unfathomed tation of school award. Prin. R. H,
Howell; presentation of Lions schol
caves of ocean bear.
arship trophy, King Lion Oordon
"Full many a flower is born to MacKay; benediction. Rev. Law
blush unseen, and waste its sweet rence Staples; reception to Gradu
ness on -the desert air."
ates.
Flowers soon die and wilt and
loose their lovely colors and odors
when picked. Leave them in their
natural homes to gladden other
visitors to these and other woods.
Norman Wallace Lermond,
Curator and director.
ENJOYS OUR PAPER
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I want to tell you how much I
enjoy the paper when it comes to me
from some kind friend or relative.
I have been residing in Boston for
the past three years and The Cou
rier-Gazette is like a voice from
home with its news from Knox
County in general as well as my
home town. It has been in our
family for many years my father
having been a subscriber when I
was a child.
Mrs. E. C. Wright
82 W. Walnut Park,
Roxbury. Mass.
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A Chatty Utter

AT SEARS CONVENIENT ORDER OFFICE

Now! get extra savings
0/f

Summer Needs for

FAMILY, HOME AND CAR

See This...
BOOK-OF-BARGAINS
AT OUR OFFICE and SAVE!
Come in and thumb through the many pages! Articles
you purchase will be delivered to our store or your home,
whichever you prefer. A small delivery charge but—NO
money order or C.O.D. fees. Courteous clerks will help
with selections, write your order and mail it.

HERE ARE BUT A FEW OF THE MANY OFFERINGS

A CARNIVAL OF PLAV SHOE VALUES
SIDE-LACE MONKS
Worth *l49
Cool duck (washable)
upper*. Thick featherlight Kork-Krepe aolea.
Newest wedge heels.
Smart color*.

If you have an exrem of acids in your blood
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may he over
worked. Three tiny filters snd tubes sre work in*
dsy and night to help Nature rid your system ol
excess acids and poisonous waste.
When disorder of kidney function permit*
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, low of pep and energy, getting un
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head
aches and dixziness. Frenuent or scanty pas
sages with smarting and burning sometimes
ahnwa there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowel*,
so ask vour druggist for Doan’s Pills, used suc
cessfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happv relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous wnste from
your I4>xsl, Gut Doau’n PiUa,

98:

LAYER CAKE WEDGIES
^•2|88
New! Smart 1 Low priced I
Light weight. Leather
aolea. Oay colors.

fr.

TOTS’ SUNSUITS

SHIRTS AND SHORTS
Each
Carman!

29c Value

loch
Swiss ribbed
cotton shirt*.
Percale shorts
wjth elastic
aides. Assorted
patterns. Save,
buy several
pair nowl

Sturdy cotton
broadcloth. As
sorted, cute
styles and Phil
ippine embroi
deries. Choice
of blue, white
or yellow.

SAVE ON THESE
79c LAUNDERITE SHEETS,
SI x 99-in..................................

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

Purchases To
taling Ten Dolla rs or Mora
May Br Made
on Sean Easy
Payment Plan.

1 8x 36-inch
fluffy cotton
turkish towels.
Fast color,
pastel shades;
blue, gold ,
green or rose.

ALSO REDUCED
MUJU

KCVVVCM

PRICES

r ft

SI0.9S CRAFTSMAN
LAWN MOWER, 14-ln.

07‘
S8.95

S9.4S ALLSTATE COM
PANION TIRES 6.00-16

S8.75

•4< HERCULES
WORK SHIRTS

,, 74‘

S7« ROYAL PURPLE
"CAREFREE" HOSIERY, pr

69c GENUINE LL
SHEETING, IG-yd. bell .

. 74c

.. 59<

FULL FASHIONED HOS
49' Value

39:
First qualityl
Ringfree! Pure
ailk chiffon ray
on tops; rayon
reinforced feet.
Charmant,
Sunlit, Sunni
Beige.

GARMENT BAGS
3 for Only

25
Strong paper
impregnated
with cedar
scent. Copper
plated sliding
clasps give
tight closing.
Swivel hanger,
60x27 in.

FLASHLIGHT and Batteries
Compl.t. Onlp

SHURLITf
BATTERIES

2 for 5«

GENUINE BALL BROS.
"Psrfost Seal"
JAH RINGS

48 for

13C

Mason
JAR CAPS

12 for

Rieriobrators ... .ranges .... sinks ....

2OC
bathroom outfits
..radios

WASH)NO MACHINES.... IINOLEUM.. ..RUGS..

ON:— ....

furniture

....

tiris .... ANO many othkr ARTICLES

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

SPEEDf DEUVERf

CATALOG ORDER OFFICE

—brings your merchan
dise to our office or
your home.

Every-Other-Day
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A Club Is Formed In
Kennebec County—What
Prof. Libby Said

•w

EALM OF

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

Music

Tlie Kennebec County ‘"Mrs.
Smith Goes to Washington Club"
by Gladys St. Clair Urittad
the first of its kind in the Second
District, was formed at a large and
Jorge Bolet. Cuban pianist, whose hall. Boston. New England has
enthusiastic meeting of supporters
brilliant
Rockland concert Winter reason to be proud of this musical
—————of Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith of
before last, still lingers in memory, institution which over a long period
Vicki Baum, whose books always Skowhegan in her campaign to sucElizabeth A. Breene. ‘■Betty"
was given a special award at the of years has Held to an exceptional
make intriguing reading, gives a ceecj herself in Congress, which (gas
Elizabeth Mary Beach, “Betty"
Civic
recent commencement exercises at ly high standard ln instruction and
brief autobiography of herself as held Monday evening in Coburn
Classical
follows:
J Auditorium.
Curtis Institute of Music. It was achievement.
• • • •
the Josef Hofinan Award and was
"I was born ln Vienna. I was a
Prof
q Libby of Waterville,
When
Doris
Doe. who has been a
won
by
Mr.
Bolet
"for
the
pianist,
child prodigy, playing the harp in ' who appeared on tlie program as
who. over and above his technical Rockland visitor .in the past, cele
concerts at eight. For five years One oi tlie principal speakers was
proficiency has, In tlie practice of brated her birthday on March 23,
I was harpist in tlie opera orchestra elected as president of tiie organi
his art, arrived at spiritual and site entertained friends with a
st Darmstadt; then I married the zation. Other officers elected were
artistic maturity." Mr Bolet is a guessing game whicli Involved iden
conductor, Richard Lert. 1 am still Will C Atkins of Gardiner, vice
member of the faculty having grad tifying a dozen of her roles from
married to him. When I came to president; Mrs. Maybelle Brown of
Finnish Congregational Church, St. Georges River road,
uated in 1934 alter studying with as many Easter eggs made up as
Rev, S. Nevala, pastor.
America for the production of Watervilie, secretary: and Edward
—Photo by Dow.
David Superton. A second award, lieuds, with clever head-dresses and
Grand Hotel. I didn’t know a word B Perkins of Augusta, treasurer.
the Curtis Award, was won by wigs The eggs were designed and
of English. Grand Opera is my
Prof Libby spoke in part as fol
U illiazn J. Buckminster, ’Burk"
Kelsey A. Benner, “C larky”
Lynne Wainwright, harpist. <pupil made by Paul Engel, couturier and politan, a critic whose opinions this will be his first visit In more
first story written in English. I'm lows;
Civic
Civic
have been published in leading than 25 years.
of
Carlos Salzedo.) Miss Wain friend of Miss Doe.
"Such an organization as this
still troubled about whether people
• • • •
• • • •
newspapers and journals, and as
wright, was a member of the Cam
should not only serve the highly
sit on or at the table!'
• • • •
Philip
A.
Jones,
well-known (and
author
of
several
books
and
many
den harp colony last summer tf
useful purpose of giving great as
Deems Taylor, noted composerMacmillan has issued another sistance to Mrs. Smith now and on
my memory serves me correctly. critic and author who is music con articles.
well-liked) ln Rockland and vicinity
• • • •
charming garden
book—“Three the day of election, but it ought to |
I will act as song leader for the
Her award was a cash prize of $100
sultant of the Columbia Broadcast
A pleasant message conies from [ Alumni banquet at University of
Acres and a Mill, by Robert Ga- to serve as . an example to all the 1
and was made to her as "an out
thorne-Rardy. botanist and novel- people of the district and of the
standing member of the graduating ing System, has been re-appointed Miss Annie Frost, and it is written Maine, on Alumni Day being held
again us Intermission commentator on a card bearing the picture of the today (June 8), and also will be
ist, who ln this story masterfully i state of tiie interest whicli voters |
class."
for tlie New York Philharmonic Benedict Temple of Music in the song leader for the traditional
• • • •
combines both arts. This is not j are still taking in the affairs of |
Symphony
broadcasts on GB8 Mr. Roger Williams Park. Providence. : Alumni-Sentor sing on Sunday
| the usual type of gardening book government and there are those who j
When giving a recital in Port
• • • •
I evening. June 9. Mr. Jones is a
I Here ls. an extraordinary variety of have implicit faltli in the demoWorth on her birtliday. Lilv Potts Taylor will enter his fifth year of
association
with
the
program
when
Tostjgninl,
100
members of tlie member of the Class of 1019 at the
I information, presented in a delight cratic system under which, thank
was
gTratly
surprised
and
consid

Gurdon Burgess, Budge"
William Bicknell. “BUI"
ful manner. Here you have Uie God, we still happily live.
erably delighted when, at the end the orchestra’s 11th season opens NBC Symphony Orchestra, and a University. Music, playing a large
Civic
Inlin Scientific
quiet atmosphere of a remote Eng
"The fact that you rpen and worn- ,
of her program, the entire audience on Sunday. Oct. 13. Since his first group of co-travelers such as the portion in the activities of Com
lish garden, as well as thc excite en are willing to give your time,
arose and sang: “Happy Birthday Philharmonic intermission talk on orchestra librarian, baggage master, mencement weekend, will Include
Nov. 8. 1936, Mr Taylor has given and officials of the company, left at group singing of university songs
ment of travel and adventure; ab thought and money to elect Jo of
to you!“
100 These 100 commentaries, ac the end of last week for South I and old time favorites by both
• • • •
sorbing information on rare flowers fice citizens who are worthy to hold
Reports from Soutli , Alumni, seniors, parents and friends
as well as excellent hints on land it is the best lesson you can teach
"Tlie Keystone," tlie school paper cording to estimates, have totalled America
to those who are weak of heart or !
scaping.
of Crosby High School, has Just more than a quarter-million words, America have told of the tremen at the Alumni-Senior sing sched
.».•• •
i discouraged over tlie fate of popucome out in its 1940 edition, and consuming about 20 hours of time. dous advance excitement about Uie uled at 6.45 p. m. ln the oval on the
Among tlie writings of Susan Erte jar government We need to relias special Interest ln that it is The variety of hls subjects has been Toscanini tour. Six hours alter j campus. The community singing
I there is a novel, published several member that there is just one price
Besides tlie pickets went on sale ln tlie I will be accompanied by several con
dedicated to Elbridge 8 Pitcher, exceptionally extensive.
lyears ago, entitled "Woman Alive." ' to be paid for the glorious blessings
former supervisor of music in the discussing a seemingly endless num four cities where the orchestra is cert selections by the student RO.
I which commands attention at this of a people's government and that
Belfast schools (recently resigned*, ber of music topics, he has inter to play, the seats were all sold out. , T.C. Band of the University.
I time. As all the world stands ; is eternal vigilance. It is this
and a familiar figure in Maine mu viewed the leading players ln the Sixteen concerts will be performed
I breathlessly waiting to see what thought that should lift this orHelene Carnes. “Carnsey"
Barbara L. Bodman. “Babe"
The National Forest Reservation
sical circles, particularly in those orchestra, given analyses at tlie in Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, MontImay happen to Great Britain ln ganization and this meeting far
(cnunercial
( •.mmen ial
pertaining to schools. The front piano of compositions programmed, tevideo, and Buenos Aires. Tos commission has approved the pur
I the next few weeks, the contents above the political or whatever may
ispiece is an excellent picture of and has even presented a series of canini has not conducted in Rio in chase of 233 acres in York county,
[of "Woman Alive" appear in a re- concern any single individual
Mr. Pitcher, with the following in treatises ou the art of composing 54 years His return to that city Muiue, to be added to the MassaI markable degree to foreshadow the
"Let me say Just a word about'
music
will be. in effect, a visit to the scene besic Experimental Forest This
scription;
I dread aspect of tilings to come. Its J her qualifications: When I was ln
Taylor lias an informal, almost of his youth, for you will recall that land, mostly supporting second
“To Elbridge S. Pitcher, in ap
I scene is Britain after a war ol , Washington some months ago I was
preciation of all he has done during confiding manner, in broadcasting it was in Rio tiiat be as a 19-year- growtli pine, is said to be particu
[annihilation and the central char- , greatly impressed by tlie position
hls years of teaching ln the mu which has won him acceptance by old youngster proved that he knew larly important for carrying out
|acter is the only woman left living . Mrs. Smith occupied among the
sic department of Crosby High the listening millions. iBut don't a thing or two about conducting, scientific experiments relating to
• • • •
political leaders of our party. She
school, the class of 1940. in sincerity think lightly’ of Taylor—he speaks by taking over a performance of management of white pine stands.
An unusual feature of the Bates gnew intimately very many of the
and gratitude, dedicate this issue with an authority reinforced by his "Alda' at short notice. While he The Maine purchase was part of
[College Commencement this year (important figures in Congress, and
record as a composer who has had was a frequent visitor ln this city 132.217 acres in 26 States approved
of the Keystone"
will be the presentation to the that she had been a tower of
two operas produced at the Metro- ln the earlier phase of hls career, by the commission last week.
[Bates Library of a collection of , strength for her husband especially
HEARD AT NIGHT
-------------------------------- . 1 . j ==»■=•
Beverly
F.
Bowden,
“
Buttons"
IRirothy Cassidy, ' Dot"
[signed first editions of books by ]n handling the difficult problems
Aiu-r the thick tkirllng ot crickets
Commercial
In the tlelds
Commercial
[and about distinguished persons ln' connected with his membership on
The measured drum-hewn of frogs
[many fields. These books are the , the important Labor committee.
,
Come marching up out of the marsh
lands.
STATE OF MAINE
nucleus of what is to be known as
"Many of you have met her per-ind l«au»e she is already
A new high-low method of placing In .Ingle file. at. first.
And then ln long unbroken ranks of
Xworably known among fertilizer is being tried by
the William Lyon Phelps Collet- sonally. You found her
’ •••■ modest, |wel1
well and favorably
sound
leaders, I sincerely hope Aroostook potato growers this year, Which follow one upon another.
tion. Its establishment this y ear by considerate, kindly, intelligent and our
the nl<ht falls back before them
, that we may on June 17 return her One band ot fertilizer is placed Until
the presentation of the first con wise.
Anil silence lakes refuge In the dark
Republican Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Ejection June 17, 1940, in
hllia.
tributions will be in honor of Dr.
"Tlie truth of the matter is tiiat:to the 8reatest deliberate body in slightly above the seed piece to one
KNOX COUNTY
By Blzabeth-Kllen Long
iJde and
other band u Placed
(Chrlatlan Science Monitor) Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen ballot, Five to One
Phelps’ 75th birthday . Among au when our people approved the right the worid •"
Hundred Dollars Fine.
thors contributing autographed of women to vote, by the same act
-----------------about two lnches **low the se*d
FREDERICK ROBIE. Secretary of State.
I am appreciative of the invita
Tlle worst disappointment you piece on the other side. Each band
first editions of their own works to they approved the elevation of
tion
extended
by
the
President
and
honor Dr. Phelps are noted: Presi women to public office. And ln- , can experience is disappointment is about two inches laterally from
the seed piece. Experimental work Trustees of the New England Con
dent Roosevelt, Mrs. Roosevelt Mrs. creasing numbers of them are hold-|in yourself.
-----------------.ln sorae states indicat” that this servatory of Music to attend corn- MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH TO
Dwight Morrow, Anne Morrow ing public office and holding public
COUMER-GAZETTE
WANT
ADs
method of placement increases mencement exercises on Tuesday VOTE FOR. FOLLOW* DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED FOR EACH
was
also
office
well.
Lindbergh (her volume
WORK WONDERS
‘ yields.
| afternoon. June 18. at 2JO ln Jordan OFFICE. ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK CROSS
signed by her husband* Thornton i "We might as well admit it frank
(XI TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE: NAMES.
[Wilder, Helen Keller, Sir Wilfred ly and honestly: Women possess
Grenfell Dorothy Canfield , Fisher, certain mental and moral attributes
FOR REPRESENTATIVE, to the LEGISLATURE
POR UNITED STATES SENATOR Vote for ONE
Eugene O'Neill, Louise and Sydney tiiat many of us men do not; they
□’ AI-BFItT C. JONES. Rockland
STATE OF MAINE
Homer, Walter Damrosch, and have a profound sense of intuition;
LEWIS O BARROW’S Newport.
JOHN W LANE. Rockland
Lthers of note. Other Items al they have indomitable courage,
ROBERT E PENDLETON, Rockland
RAIDH
O
BREWSTER
Dexter,
□
ready received include a volume suffering when we would surrender;
CLEVELAND STEEPER JR . Rockland
lrom Helen Hayes signed by her they see things largely from the
Democratic Candidates to be voted for in the Primary Election June 17, 1940 in
FRANK
A TIRRELL. JR . Rockland
mother, her self and her daughter; humanitarian angle, while we see
KNOX COUNTY'
El BERT L STARRETT, Warren
Llgned first editions of William and largely from the commercial. My
FOR GOVERNOR,
Vote for ONE
CHARLES F. DWINAL, Camden
Henry James; a 1648 edition of long experience with young women Hundred Dollars Fine.
HARRY C EDGECOMB, Appleton
j
ROY
L
FERNALD.
Winterport,
FREDERICK
ROBIE.
Secretary
of
State.
In
the
classroom
leads
me
to
be

□
Religio Medici given by Dr. P.
WTLLIAM T. SMITH. Thomaston
prookc Bland of Philadelphia; a lieve that they measure high in
BLIN W. PAGE. Skowhegan,
LLOYD F CROCKETT, North Haven
n
their
appraisement
of
human
action
volume of Edwin Booth's personal
ALBERT J. RAWLEY, St George ’
library. The books received before and human progress.
FREDERICK O PAYNE, Augusta,
□
FREEMAN L ROBERTS. Vinalhaven
1
the Bates commencement on June
AJJ5ERT J. SMALLEY, St. George
SUMNBR,
SEWALL.
Bath.
□
B7 will be exhibited in the College
(X) TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
Library during the commencement sentatives of our people who possess
1
□
•
the
finest
qualifications
to
be
had.
weekend. It will interest book lov
I OR UNITED STATES SENATOR, Vote for ONF
FOR REPRESENTATIVES to the LEGISLATURE
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS
ers to inspect this collection should Because Mrs. Smith has these qualiIAURENCE
J HAMLIN, Rockland
Vote for for ONE
they be in the vicinity of Bates Col
LOUIS J BRANN, Lewiston,
□ PHILIP HOWARD Rockland
lege around June 17. Each year's coming 92d birthday of her hus
FREDERICK P BONNEY, Augusta,
□
kddltions. I might add will be for band, Henry E. Richards, on July
□ WTLLIAM F. OOOK, St Oeorge
15,
covers
the
approximately
65
mally accepted by the library on
HODGDON C. BUZZEID, Belfast,
FOR GOVERNOR,
Vote for ONE
□
ban. 5, the birthday of Dr. Phelps. years which have elapsed since they
« • • •
first came to Gardiner as a young
ARTHUR B IANCASTER, Gardiner,
□
FOT,’PON J REDMAN, Bar Harbor,
□
| The Readers Digest annual award married couple with three children
JOHN G MARSHALL. Auburn,
□
lor scholastic acldeveuient has been in 1876. The volume has three di
□
|von by Mias Sylvia Whitney of visions. The first, "In Gardiner
MARGARET CHASE SMITH, Skowhegan,
□
EOIt REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
y, the valedictorian of the class Town," contains Mrs. Richards' ap
Vote for ONE
□
940 of Ellsworth High School peals and statements concerning
i year the Readers Digest pre- town welfare to which both she
EDWARD J. BEAUCHAMP, Lewiston,
FOK STATE SENATOR
Vote for ONE
□
) this award to young men and and her husband have always been
en throughout the country devoted. "In Memoriam” is a col
□
AIJJERTJ? ELLIOT, Thomaston,
□
by successful records in school lection of obituary notices written
Vote for ONE
FOR
STATE
SENATOR,
t give promise of attaining by her for friends and fellow work
□
irship in tlieir communities. ers. In the third are three fables
SOtYPT F KITTREDGE, South Tliomaston,
□
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE.
Vole for ONF.
Whitney will receive an en- from her pen and a few verses
□
led certificate of uward upon chosen a specially characteristic of
HARRY E WU-BUR, Rockland.
□
uation.
The educators of the writer. The book combines an
Vote for ONE
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE,
I
-1
forth use material in current interestingly picture of Gardiner's
tzines as an aid to modern civic history with intimate personal
□
FOR CLERK OF COURTS,
Vote foi ONE
room work.
glimpses of a Maine author who
□
MILTON M GRCFFTN, Rockland,
□
I I am wondering .f any studente lias been dear to generations of
readers.
ONE
FOR
CLERK
OF
COURTS,
Vote
lor
lrom this section—Rockland, Tiiom□
e•• •
fcston, Rockport or Camden- have
Books about America, about its
n
FOR
SHERIFF,
Vole
for
ONE
Ivon this award. It would be in
traditions, the land and the people,
teresting to know.
□
C. EARLE i UDWICK, Rockland,
and the problems and possibilities
n
• • • •
of
our
living
culture,
are
to
be
re

Vote
for
ONE
FOR
SHERIFF.
| A copy of tlie lately issued volume
□
['Laura E. Richards and Gardiner, viewed by Prof. John T. Frederick
n
on hls four "Of Men and Books
ONE
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY,
Vole for
compiled and printed by tlie au
Q
thors friends and neighbors and broadcasts over Columbia network
STUART C. BUHOESS, Rockland,
□
I'opyriglited by the Gardiner Public and station WGAN ' Portland) dur
for
ONE
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY,
Vote
ALAN A GROSSMAN, Rockland,
[dbrary Association, has just been ing the month of June on Tuesdays,
□
front
4
to
4.15
p.
m.
Emphasis
will
presented to the library of the
□
‘ A
PRANK F HARDING, Rockland,
□
J
htalne Historical Society, witli this be placed by Dr. Frederick on books
1
which
reflect
actual
“
Living
in
.
J
□
Inscription: "With special thought
□
|>f the long friendslup beiwim America "—the general title of the
FOR COUNTY (OMMISSIONER,
Vole for ONE
Junc broadcasts, rather than books
FOR
COUNTY
COMMISSIONER.
Vote
for
ONE
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and
of abstract or controversial nature.
•'
□
Mrs. Richards’ uncle, Samuel
CLARENCE I DON ARD, Union,
□
Tlie program for Tuesday, June 11.
IWard” The book, primarily a trib■
□
lite to Mrs. Richards’ 90tli birthday is "Foregrounds;" for June 18,
□
1
"Places;" for June 25, "People.’
—... ——
■ 1. '
■■■
............... ..........
Ini Feb. 27 ot tliis year and to the

KNOX COUNTY

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES

REPUBLICAN STATE PRIMARY

LIST OF CANDIDATES

KNOX COUNTY

DEMOCRATIC STATE PRIMARY

LIST OF CANDIDATES

I

n

The Preacher Says

25 YEARS AGO
review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested
Kocklaud and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1314

Mrs. William N. Knowlton,
daughter—Barbara Arnold.
Bout!) Thomaston. June 5. to Mr.
and Mrs Clifford E. Goulding, a
son—Edwin Eugene.
• • • •
The marriages for this period
were:
fcockland. May 29. Soter Vasso of
Oreece and Mrs. Alice J. Halstead
of Rockland.
Rockland, June 2, Clayton R.
Clark of Rockland and Nina A.
Butler of Thomaston.
Rockland. (May 22. Ansel C.
Saunders and M-ss Pauline Lind
sey. i
Rockland. June 1, Nels Benson
and Minnie Peterson, both of St.
George.
Rockland. June 2, Alfred N.
Smith of Pittsfield and Leonora D.
Loring of Gardiner.
Thomaston, May 27, Clifford Al
Men miles from Matinicus on
eturn trip to Rockland Str. W len and Miss Ruby Jameson of
lutman suddenly filled and Waldoboro.
Tliomaston. Mav 31. Alfred 6 Os
The mail and passengers
crew were rescued. Among the good of Vinalhaven and Alice
ngers were Elmer E. Jameson, Hastings of Thomaston
Rockland, May 19. George H.
ge Ring. Horace Young. Mrs.
k Ames, and Miss Catherine Williams and Mrs. Nellie M Gil
s. The steamer s roster com- chrest.
Jefferson, June 1, John Hilton
d Capt. W. G Butman. Ernest
tan. Wallace Weed and Dennis and Rosa Overlock, formerly of
1. IThe full story of the dlsas- Washington
Albany J4 Y. June 2, Frank H.
ras recently told ln J.M.R s
Jacobs ond Regina iM. Breen.
iboat column.)
Rockland, June 5. Daniel A. Mc
e body of Otis M Bills of
in was found by Alderman Loud and Hattie B. Hyler.
Deer Isle, May 26, Harry M Beck
■rt C Bicknell floating near the
nell wharf. Hie deceased was and Rose H Thompson.
• • • •
na E Coughlin was re-elected
Union High School graduated a
•ipal of Rockland High School. class of five students—Margaret A.
assistants were Oeorge P. Thurston (salutatory», Harold S.
mson, Anna W Cobb, Gwendo- Fossett (historyi William C. Glea
Perry, Lloyd B Ham. Hazel E. son, Helen C. Ripley, (prophecy*
dward, Charlotte Hazelwood and L Marie iMesser (valedictory >.
Helena Blethen.
Franklin F. Phillips was the Me
new fence was being erected morial Day orator in Appleton.
nd the Broadway baseball
Mrs. Harriet H. Gray, 79, died in
nd.
Rockport
e tulip bed at Oakland Park
Algernon Castner, Civil War Vet
a center of attraction. Trolley eran from Warren, died at the Sol
, were being run directly into diers' Home
'Park.
Harold Peyler of Tliomaston was
lliam E Landry. American promoted to day clerk at the Con
ess driver was badly bitten by gress Square Hotel ln Portland
Cliarles Brackett of Thomaston
las Nassar's barn on Pleasant resigned as Maine Central section
jt was burned.
foreman.
e frame for I. L.Snow& Co's
Ralph T Spear opened a grocery
machine shop had been erected store in Rockport.
pt. J. A Flynn of Machiasport
lit a master's interest in the
oner Henrietta Simmons which DEER ISLE
as to run in the lumber trade,
Mrs. Vida F. Sylvester went
derson Camp S of V received Monday to Great Spruce Head
pplications for membersship
Island for the Summer.
Warren
be remains of Woodbury R.
Addie May Hardie ot Stonington
billon killed on board the steam- is guest of her grandparents the
Missourian in St. Nazaire,
ice were brought to this city and Rodney Philbrooks.
red at Aehom cemetery,
Mrs. Lucy C. Bruce of New York
vah B Clark was appointed City is at her cottage “Stony Beach"
ation officer
for the Summer.
• • • •
Mrs Charles L. Brace of New
|iese births were recorded:
aks Island, May 28. to Mr. and York City has opened her cottage
Bert F. Elwell, a daughter,
on the North Shore
ickland. May 27, to Mr. and
Mary OToole who has been
spending the winter in Framing
ham. Mass, arrived Saturday for
tbe Summer.
Ella Johnson is home from Bos
ton for the Summer.
Dorothy Dunham and Arma Mc
Veigh who were employed ln NewYork City the past nine months
arrived home Tuesday.
Mrs. Helen Ormsby and Miss
Marian French who spent tlie win
ter in Texas are at the Ormsby
cottage for the Summer.
Josie Shepard and the Hardie
Boys are at Bear Island lor thc
Summer.
Mrs. Mabie Powers, hostess at the
Island Country Club arrived home
riHO THEM IN
from Somerville, Mass., this week.
ELEPHONE DIRECTORY
Mrs. Vivian Lufkin is home from
Stonington where she spent the
Winter.

Henry E. Dunnack delivered
Memorial address ln this city,
necrology list showed that EdLibby Post had lost 14 jnemduring the year, the oldest beWilliam H. Hyde. 87. Herbert
ullen was chief marshal of the
le. which included a battalion
the USS Rhode Island,
ii George M Seiders. a native
nion, died in Portland. He was
mer attorney-general
dson Bird Simmons died at hls
on Mechanic street,
marquise was being erected
the entrance to the ThornHotel. and work was begun on
lew grill room
formed quarter of an inch
i May 25i
pmas Anastasio opened a new
er shop in the basement of the
ndlke Hotel.

I
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Sewall Is Confident

By Kenneth H. Cassens

Bath Candidate For
Governor Sees Victory
Within His Grasp

One of the tragic losses of the
generation Just past, tlie genera Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tion that led us into two world wars
Entering the last lap of the hotly
and the chaos of several major de contested race for the Republican
pressions, is the loss ot belief ln nomination for Oovernor, Sumner
the Bible as the Word of Ood.
Sewall. president of the State Sen
The Oermany of Rationalism be
came the Germany of Hitler, of ate, reports complete confidence of
Blood and Soil. A cynical England victory. Hls long and Intensive
became an appeasing and then a campaign, bused squarely on his
frightened England, brought at personal, business and government
last to bay by her own policy of records plus a platform calling for
"Muddling Through.” The Rus good low-cost government found
sia of a suppressed Bible became tlie ed on successful business principles,
j (Soviet of remorseless terror. And has produced Statewide support.
Voluntary endorsements of hls
j so might one call the roll of na; tions; noting down the bitter fruit candidacy have come from people
of Sodom tiiat might never have In virtually all walks of life who
been plucked If the principles of the know thut he Is sincere when he
Word of God had been sought and ■ays:
"Good government at low cost,
| followed.
The attack on tlie Bible began through sound business administra
with the question as to its histori tion and close application to official
cal accuracy. In iny own college duties.
days I was taught what I refused
"More Jobs nnd opportunity for
to believe: that the Bible was a col Maine people through research and
lection of myths, and half-truths, promotion of the products of our
I almost without historical founda factories, farms, forests and fl&htion. If the archaeologists had re- erels.
I nfiuned at home, my faith would
"Social security for the aged and
still be without pillars of founda those without opportunity through
tion; but the God of the Book was aji adequate State program ef
able to bring home with utter clar ficiently administered in conjunc
ity and force the truth of the book. tion with the Federal law.
Moses was not supposed to have
“Effective
education
through
been able to read or write—yet now equalization and vocational train
writing is proven to have been in ing.
Mather Goose murals bv Ihe Maine W.P.A. Art Project are mounted on the walls of the Children's Ward of Knox Hospital. In a continuous 40 use before, and by Abraham Tlie
"A highway system adapted to
inch hand around thc room arc illustrations of the Old Woman Who Lived In the Shoe: Hi Diddle Diddle: Jack and Jill: Little Bo Peep: Tom, Tom Israelites were supposed to haw
the growing needs of our people,
the Piper's Son: Mary. Mary. Quite Contrary: and Kub-a-Dub-Dub. The paintings were designed and executed by Rosamond Gray of Portland, invented tlie story of the Conquest
engineered for greater safety und
•ire lovelv in color, gay and charming, and do much to brighten and cheer the days of the small occupants of the ward.
of Canaan—until Dr Kyle und many soundly financed through current
The Maine Art Project of the Work Projects Administration employs about 16 artists to do art work for public non-profit organizations and
institutions. Any type of art work from stage scenery to pen and ink drawings can be acquired by such organizations for the cost of materials only, others demonstrated tlie truth of highway revenues.
the Book of Joshua by digging up
laist fall the Art Project painted scenery and backdrops for the Rockland Community Building.
...
"Continued development of our
The Project is also engaged in making with other States a pictorial survey in photographically accurate water color drawings of early American incontrovertable proof of its ab
summer trade, natural resources,
solute accuracy. Only the limita
* rjtMrs' A. U. Merchant of Rockland, a member of the project, has made a good many drawings of old wood sculpture, ship figureheads and cigar
and industrial life through active
tion of space prevents adducing
eo-operation of State agencies."
store Indians, for this Index of .American Design.
many similar instances of verifica
Descendant of a family long en
tion of the Word.
gaged in business In Maine. Sena
HOPE
Since it is historically true, we
Miss Katherine True returned find fresh faith tiiat Uie prophecies tor Sewall lias made his own suc
cessful way in business. Since en
Friday from Seal Harbor aud will
Disputed Points Made By go Tuesday to Boston where she of the Word are true. Bible believ tering public service he has been
ing ChrisUans are not surprised,
in five successive elections, each
Son-in-Law Lindbergh
attend Miss Pierce's Secretarial
though they are panted and horri
School for a few months. Miss fied by the tide of anti-Semitism time for a higher public office, and
Help the Allies
True and Mrs Alice True attended ln the World; for Ood had forebold has won every time.
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow, widow commencement Monday at Uie U.
He has stood unswervingly for
It. Nor were we for a moment
of former Senator Morrow, of New 0{
aghast at the present quasi-union sound, progressive legislation to
Jersey, and mother-in-law of Col.
mfs Cordelia Bartlett is passing of Germany with Russia. Ezekiel meet modern conditions; he has
Sir Wilfred Grenfell. InternationIf he comes over here it must be
Charles A. Lindbergh, urged in a the summer at her home here
foretold it in unmistakeable terms. won outstanding success as a lead
er during hls years of government
ally known, and famed especially with every available resource. He recent radio address over CB S. that
Mr. ant* Mrs. Ralph Brown go Nor will we be caught ln any mis
for his missionary work in Labra- would be away from home some the United States send munitions today to Bowdoin College to attend taken opinion when Italy swings in service; and while only 43 years of
dor, recently spoke to members of time—no weekend holiday, conquer - and other supplies and do every- j commencement festivities for three with Britain and France, probably age he has crowded Into life an
extraordinary amount of successful
the Press Club in Washington. It' ing the United States.. It would be thing possible "short of actually de- days, their son David E Brown being after the close of this present war.
activity in both business and poli
ln
an
international
Dictatorship
daring
war"
to
aid
the
Allied
cause
1
a
member
of
the
graduating
class.
was my privilege to enjoy more in- ' difficult to make a "surprise" attics.
Mrs. Brown will leave there Satur with Its head at Rome.
against
Germany.
lormally a personal conversation ,ack The prospect of such a visl.
A Follower
day
for
Waltham,
Mass.,
with
her
Moreover
the
guidance
of
the
Mrs. Morrow disputed point by
with him.
lor wouid necessitate a reception
older son Walter M. Brown. While Word ls true.
Every personal
point
the
major
assertions
made
by
Greenland has eotne to out a.- tommjttee of imposing proportions,
in Massachusetts Mrs Brown will problem; every need of the spiritual BUILT AT CAMDEN
tention through reading of Arctic
Hitler would be met some distance Col. Lindbergh in a radio speed!
attend tire wedding of Miss Con fife Is met. We may, lf we will,
explorations The realization that Qut
the Atlantic guch of Jjij May 19. He advised the nation at
Krhoonrr Helen Barnet Grins
stance Lincoln and Will have as found our lives upon a sure and
that
time
to
avoid
meddling
in
Is Going Into Coastwise
through this bleak island, less than forces got |,y the reception line
Trade Again
European affairs in order to keep weekend guest Miss Katherine True certain Rock by turning to the
lo09 miles from Maine, we have CQUjd not reyre t0 Kiel or other
who will also attend tlie wedding. Bible as the Word of God. making
become near neighbors to Germany frlendly harbors for sympathy and out of the war. Mrs. Morrow did
A war-time demand for shipping
Miss Margaret McKnight, her it the center and light of our lives
not
mention
Col.
LindbeTgh
by
is most unwelcome. Tlie surrren- repairs; they must
nurse their
—following its guidance trusting has brought from retirement the
sister
Mrs.
Brown
and
Miss
Estelle
name
in
her
speed!
.
tier of Denmark, last month, makes troubks Qn thf high
Qr cap.
four-masted wooden schooner Helen
Mrs Morrow emphasized tiiat it Bartlett of Rockland attended the God's promises—and rejoicing when Barnet Oring.
Without power
Greenland subject to Hitler's dom ture some Atlantic shipyard and be
was her desire and that of the annual meeting of Hope Corner we see His face in thc wondrous other than her canvas, the Grlng
ination.
able to defend a considerable area
Sunday School teachers and offi guidance He has given us through was towed to an anchorage down
The situation makes it Impera-I around R He could do us some American people to refrain from
Boston Harbor to wait a shift in
cers Tuesday at the heme of Mrs. the doubtful valleys of earth.
five that air bases be provided in harm, of course, but all ln all, the sending an army abroad. She dis
the wind which would permit her
Mabel Wight. These officers were
to shape a course for Norfolk. Va.,
the Northeast and logically, in prospect of his overrunning any agreed sharply with her son-in-law
social
hour
with
refreshments
elected:
Mrs.
Etta
Fernald,
super

there to load 2.000 tons of coal for
Maine, the outpost of this country. considerable part of the United however, as to the best means of
intendent: Mrs Evelyn Brown,, as served by the hostess was enjoyed Bermuda.
Such a base, if or sufficient magni States would be hopelessly remote. insuring this end.
The Gring, 202 feet in length and
'As the best means of avoiding sistant superintendent: Mrs. Mar after the business meeting
tude, would make it improbable that However, we must not be caught
Mr. and Mrs. “By" Gould of Meth 40 ln beam, and built at Cainden.
this type of involvement in the jorie Beveridge, treasurer; Mrs.
Hitler could use Greenland as a unprepared.
like other wooden sailing vessels,
conflict in Europe," she said "I urge Abbie Baird, recording secretary; uen. (Mass., were supper guests Sat has had few charters since the last
threat to us. If we fail to take
To the contrary It assumes that immediate aid to thc Allies—thc Mrs. Mabel Wright, social seretary. urday of Mr. and Mrs Willaid world war found work for wind
that defensive step, he might well we shall proceed to arm, promptly
sending of munitions and supplies, Home Department; Mrs. Georgia Brown. They also called at Mr and jammers. Now, her agents say. she
consider it an invitation to move II and vigorously. We should do it
can choose her cargo and on her
food, money, airplanes, ships and Brownell, cradle roll, Mrs. Evelyn Mrs. Herbert Brdwn's.
ln.
return will carry logwood from
! so thoroughly that Hitler will never everything that could help them Brown and Mrs. Abbie Baird. A
Haiti for the U. S. or salt from
Opinion is sharply divided as to even talk of becoming America's
win in their struggle against Ger
TENANT’S HARBOR
Turks Island lor the maritime
whether or not we should continue uninvited guest.
many. . . I believe that everything every possible aid be given at once
Miss Spalding of Brookline ls at provinces.
to sell planes to thc Allies. Tiiat
In his recent message to Con we have which wc could give with to the Allies."
The Gring Is commanded by Cap
the
Christine cottage, Gardner's
we should do so is based on the gress. the President emphasized out impairing our safety should go
Mrs. Morrow said she had met shore, and Mrs. V. A Gates is en tain William F Plummer ot Bath,
thought that we, in sympathy with that the European war has demon to help them win on the field of
veteran sailing master, who said he
opposition from another source to tertaining friends from Brookline ( had no difficulty finding'■"* ^jw ot
Democracies, can hardly do less, as strated the importance of the air battle.''
plans to aid the Allies, from a and Do;Chester, Mass at the Peggy nine "Yankee seamen
we witness them in a life and craft. This does not mean that
Where Col. Lindbergh assailed mother, for example, who asked i cottage, Gardner's shore,
death struggle witli the German Naval and Army defense Is unneces “hysterial chatter of calamity and why any one would want to send '
Buy Yourself rich—through claswar machine. We quiet our con sary. We must immediately build invasion" and gave assurance that ammunition and guns "to kill other
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette i tilled often.
science on tlie point of neutrality up the land, sea and air defense, the United States need have no fear people's children."
by saying that Germany is equally utilizing every lesson that we can of attack by a victorious Germany,
“The only real answer is that
welcome to buy planes, but we from the European conflict.
Mrs. Morrow asserted that Ameri there are some things worse than
know she cannot get them through
A national defense policy is neces can aid to the Allies was a valuable war,” Mrs. Morrow said. “There
tlie British blockade.
sary. We must lay down the prin and necessary means of self-de are some things supreme and noble
The present great contest will ciples of our needs. They must be fense.
and worth fighting for. We have
leave the nations of Europe ex free from party politics and mili
'Let me say . . .that I do not ad them in our own heritage. We have
hausted—resources of every kind tary service activity. Contrary to vocate help to the Allies as a cru a great democracy, founded on a
depleted to the vanishing point. the President's statement, tiiat way sade but as a means of defense for belief in personal liberty, freedom
Sacrifice and suffering will leave and means of financing are a mere ourselves,” she said. "It is not of speech and freedom of religion.
the common people of the involved
detail. I emphasize that this is the heroic or generous—it is a matter There is no need to claim that the
nations hating war with a bitter
British and French are paragons,
time to decide upon the source of of self-interest.
ness we can hardly conceive. If
"Congress has before it an im but the fact remains that they arc
revenue and if it is to come from
the Allies win, we assume we shall |
Clicquot Club has a way all
taxation, the kind and amount mense program for preparedness,'1 fighting to preserve these liberties
be in no danger of invasion. Should
she continued, “If approved, it will It the Allies lose, wc must struggle
its own of making ginger
shall be specified.
they be conquered, what have we
cost
billions
of
dollars
and
take
alone
to
preserve
them.''
ale.
The flavor-ingredient*
We must also mobilize the in
to fear from Hitler?
Mrs. Morrow also noted that she
—choice Jamaica ginger
dustrial genius of this country for years to bring to completion. In
In addition to the exhaustion and
the case of a Nazi victory, the bill had heard remarks tiiat "it would
'he defense of the United States.
and fine flavorings for rare
bitterness already mentioned, he
We must arrange to purchase and will rise. Our peaceful way of life be a fine tiling to send help over
bouquet—are blended and
will be burdened with policing his
store at least a year's supply of will be endangered for a genera there, but It Is too lute.” Col. Lind
allowed
to age at least six
conquered nations. In all these the
tion, at least. Every interest, so bergh, hi Ills speech of May 19, held
every vital raw material—such as
months
before
water and
spirit of revolt is just waiting an
manganese, rubber, tin—not pro cial, intellectual and economic, will tiiat "tliere is no longer time for us
sugar are added. The result
opportunity for revenge. Hitler's
have to be subordinated to national to enter this war successfully."
duced in sufficient quantities, or at
is a uniform taste of won
defense.
"good friends,-' Mussolini and
"Tiiat Is prophecy," Mrs. (Morrow
all within our borders.
derful delicacy and balance.
" Tt wjll not come at once,’ some said. "We don't, know that it is
Stalin, trust him not at all, nor does
We must increase our production
You’ll like it! At dealer*
one says. 'Hitler will need time to too late, for wc have not tried It."
he trust them. Would such a situ
to the maximum, without deviating
everywhere. Order today.
consolidate his conquests and per
ation permit him to make a cam
Mrs. Morrow also criticized per
from the present Wage and Hour
haps victory will make him more sons who, believing that only a
paign against a first-class power
schedules. This will assist the un
liberal.’ We have nothing so far miracle could save thc Allied cause,
across 3,000 miles of ocean?
Full quart it..; 18*
employment problem, the greatest
to prove this, and it is little com had been satisfied to go to church
burden of them all, welfare.
Full pints . . 3 for 28*
fort to one of my generation to and pray.
Thus we must, in seeking Ade
(plus bottle deposit}
think that I escape suffering to have
"I believe in the power of prayer
quate Defense, avoid hysteria, keep
it fall upon my children and grand and I would turn no onc from the
our feet on the ground, and reso children.
Church," she said, "but who taught
lutely determine that our defense
In Children
"In the meantime the French and us that a miracle is a one-sided ef
shall be on this side of the Atlan British are fighting tonight for all fort? W<- should read our Bibles
Watch for these most
common human intestinal
tic, where it can be most effective. the things we honor in life. Why wilh more understanding. People
parasites. If present, give
1 We must not again send our boys not support them as a first line of earn their miracles. And, we, the
Dr. True’s Elixir.
Agreeable
' Into battle on foreign soil.
to take — For Young and Old
defense? If Hitler's world, as he richest nation in the world, would
PALE DRY GINGER ALE • GOLDEN GINGER ALE
Successfully used for 80 years.
has outlined it, sounds tolerable to appeal to tlie Must High for help
SPARKLING WATER (SODA)
you my plea will be unavailing. If in tlie battle of freedom—help
OWL’S HEAD
The Farm Bureau picnic sched not, write or wire tonight to the wliicti we could ourselves give. Does
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE uled for next Monday will be held , President, to your Senators and America deserve a miracle? Not
AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER the following day.
your Congressmen and urge that unless she earns it.’’

ADEQUATE DEFENSE SURE!

Mrs. Morrow Spoke

Mrs. Smith, Our New Congresswoman,
Discusses Situation In Sensible Manner

FLAVORAGING
makes il
deliciously
different!

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer

ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

good first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,

classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract

ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
o

Let us figure on your next envelope order and

submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ROUND
WORMS.

Clicquo

Dr.TruesElixir

•«t
Every-Othei Day
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At Spruce Point Inn

They Dined and Were Honored in Rockland

Will Be Held Annual
Meeting Of the Garden
Club Federation

. ft NIT V
COMPLETE

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

Moil

FURNISHINGS

*

Ii fiMk

4 w sbfik j

“Horticulture and Conservatir
in Maine" will be the theme of tl
ninth annual meeting of the Gai
den Club Federation of Maine
be held Tuesday and Wednesda
June 25. 26 at Spruce Point Im
Boothbay Harbor, with the Boot I
bay Region Garden Club, organizr
the same year as the Federal ioi
1931. as thc hostess group. Ns*
tionally known speakers will git
addresses on these two subjects an
Federation activities for thc con
ing year will be planned.
Mrs. Clarence S Beverage <
Augusta. Federation president, wi
preside at all sessions to be held .
the Spruce Point Inn, starting Jur
25 at 10.30 a. m.
j

A meeting on "Shopping for Your ■ club, giving each four dollars for
Arthur Paquett of North Edge Money's Worth" will be held in Aina | the treasury. The club furnished
comb has used lime and super at Erskine hall, June 14. Mrs. a short program consisting of a
phosphate on his poultry range for Christina Albee and Mrs. Nellie model club meeting, music, a dem
two years. In discussing the re Walker are on the dinner commit onstration on Everyday Courtesies
sults with him this year, he says tee. Selections of meat and eco- by Mary Potter and Prances Reed,
that there is much more clover nomic information on buying will a trombone solo and group songs.
Mrs. Stella Potter is local leader.
than in other years and the range ** discussed
The two boys' cluhs of Hopeis looking very well. Tlie clover i A pre-school children s clinic will
Hatchet Mountain and Hope's
where
before
there
de
held
in
Burkettville
at
Mrs
has ccme in
Helen Prior's from 9.30 to 1130 a. Happy—Joined together for a meet
was not any.
This past year over 2.200 tons of m- Jo11* 21. Those on the corn- ing recently to which Ralph Went
lime have been obtained by farmers ( m‘ttee are: Mrs Carolyn Leigher. worth, county agent, was invited.
tlirough grants in connection with Mrs Helen Prior. Mrs. Edward He took charge of a demonstration
Mrs E. Stewart Orbeton of Wef '
the Agricultural Conservation Pro- Grinnell. Mrs. Ruby Hannon. Mrs . on setting out some shrubbery on
\ Rockport, Federation chairman o’ '
gram and some of this will be used Veda Ludwig, and Mrs. Oladys the new school house grounds. Two
Linscott. Miss Alice Mooney. State j mock orange and four snowberry
, the annual meeting, and Mrs. Wa.
by poultrymen in the county.
ter H. Cleveland of Boothbay Ha:
June community committee meet field nurse, will assist a doctor in J bushes were planted. Mrs. Bessie
J
giving
the
physical
examinations
'
Hardy
Is
leader,
bor, general chairman of local a>
ings will be held as follows: Dam
rangements. announce as assistin
ariscotta. June 14. at 10 a. m.. at and the home demonstration agent i The Mountain Top Maids of Ra
committees, members of the Booth
Norris Waltz'; at 1.30 p. m. at the will discuss food habits for the fam zorville. under the leadership of
Mrs. Lila Crummett made plans at
bay Region club: Registration. Mr
home of Victor Bergquist. North ily with the mothers.
—Photo by Bernier
their meeting. June 1, to buy lumLeader
meetings
scheduled
are:
James B Perkins, chairman. Mr
Edgecomb; June 15. at 130 p. m.,
This jolly delegation, 42 strong, represents the widely praised Stonington High School Band enroute to the New York World's Fair where they
Burkettville. June 13, Making ber for cupboards, to get water were featured in “Stonington. Maine. Day." This picture was taken Monday soon after thr group arrived in Rorkland. They dined at Newbert's William Hodgdon. Mrs. Lucit
at the home of Oeorge Hausen.
Hitchcock. Mrs. John Dorr. Mr
Whitefield; June 17, at 1.30 at Clif the Most of Your Appearance, at ' glasses, and to get cretonne for cur- Restaurant as guests of Miss Sadie Marcus, honoring her late father, Louis Marcus, long a staunch friend of Stonington High SchooL
Charles B Dolloff. Mrs. Leon I
ton Walker's, Aina; June 18, at 1 30 Mrs. Rosa Hutchins’ house Mrs 1 tains for their club house.
at Charles Hendrickson s. West Hutchins and Mrs. Etta Ireland will
Murray. Mrs William H. Raye. Mr
Aina; June 19, at 10 a. ra.. at Wal- ; conduct the meeting Mrs. Janet
Charles T. Penney; Entcrtainmen
ter Butler's, Boothbay. Extension Johnston and Mrs. Blanche JohnsMiss Mary Kenniston. chairmai
Mrs George Hodgdon. Mrs Janie
Service plans will be made for tlie ton will be ln charge of Lhe square 1
Payne Gives Hs Idea As
meal for health.
Rogers. Mrs. J. Arthur Stevens
remainder of the year.
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC. Boston;
North
Edgecomb
June
14
a
health
I
To How Situation Should WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
At the State egg-laying contest
Decorations. Mrs. Norman Hodgdoi
at riighmoor Farm. Monmouth, for 1 meeting will be held ai 2 p in., at j
Be Handled
Sr„ chairman. Mrs Conrad f
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
the month of May. the pen of i 1116 school house. Mrs. Theresa
Dieterich. Mrs. Melville E. Saw
Speaking before a citizens' meet
Barred Rocks belonging to Foster Anderson, public health nurse from
telle; Transportation, Miss Con
There's the pleasantest, house-land address on the back of the laJameson of Waldoboro, was the
department of Health in Au- ing Mayor Frederick G Payne of wifely feeling about jars of jam and i bel and send it to Marjorie Mills,
stance Moffett, chairman. Mrs Ar
In the face of the most compelling j Mr & Mrs. Frank Linekin.
high pen for the breed having laid j gusta, will be the speaker. Mem- Augusta, candidate for the Repub- jelly cooling on a shelf, the result I Yankee Network. Boston. Mass., or need ever to face tlie American Red I Thomaston ......................
2 00 | thur Porter, Miss Helen Dletericl
314 eggs and scoring 336 points. He ' bers will bring guests and the . lican gubernatorial
10.00 | Mrs. Alice Smalley. Mrs. Raymon
nomination. of a morning's effort and then there .vour own station. You will get a Cross, the force of circumstances \ A Friend. Thomaston
places second for the week with 76 Boothbay Farm, Bureau has been
q,, need of changing the are combinations of fruit and un- ■ heavy brass tag with the name and has made the raising of the origi- A Friend. Thomaston
5 00 N. Fish. Mrs Benjamin Rand 1
points. Mr Jameson's pen, to June invited to attend
8 00 president of the Boothbay Regio
Maine old age pension laws to re usual flavors in jam and jelly it address stamped into
it perma- nal quotas imperative Knox Coun- Grade 8. Thomaston .....
1, has laid 1.919 eggs, scoring 2,010 I Rockport will hold a meeting on move the State's claim against the isn't possible to buy. Every year
i Club and Mrs Herbert Maxwell l
nently.
ty's total nears the 83000 mark, but Junior American Citizens,
Variety in Vegetables. June 20. at
points.
| the need to duplicate all gifts made > Grade 6. Thomaston
estate of a beneficiary. He said however the telephone rings and Nestles Chocolate Derbies
3.17 chairman of the hostesses.
Clifton Walker of Aina, president Mrs Bernice Freeman's Mrs Mary thesituation deserved "immediate j the letters arrive with tales of woeOne and one-third
cups sifted to produce that sum is apparent. I Miss Rebecca Robertson,
Reservations for rooms; lunch
of the Knox-Lincoln County Farm j Spear wl11 conduct the meeting. attention"
! about red raspberry jelly that's all-purpose flour, H teaspoon salt. Every thinking man and woman I Thomaston ....................
1 00 ! eon and banquet on Tuesday Jun
Bureau has been elected county J S^rs Ed’1*1 Overlock and M:ss Emily
25 and breakfast June 26. are t
"The clause which gives the State I cloudy, blackberry jelly that didn't ’» teaspoon baking soda, 4 cup knows the stark necessity abroad Miss Eleanor Seeber, Thomaschairman of the Maine Guernsey Hall will assist. Members will pre- a claim against the estate of the ■ "jell" or grape jelly with crystals Land O' Lakes Butter. "4 cup gran- and should act at once to swell the
ton _____________ __ ____
be made directly to Spruce Poin
Breeders' Association. He is plan- : pare various vegetable dishes for beneficiary, after death, for all j Let's elucidate the "whys am . ulated sugar. % cup brown sugar. 1 total.
A Friend. Roekland
Inn, A L. Miner, manager.
ning to attend the Parish Show | dinner and food value and cooking amounts paid to him or her in the
Gir'. Scouts. Rockland
wherefores" early this year and ; egg yolk, '» Economy Size Bar (7 oz.)
B T. W.
Previously reported ........ $2,140.85
and Field Day of the Association ve8etables will be discussed,
form of old age assistance, should we'U print a few favorite early Jams Nestle s Semi-Sweet Chocolate.
Hope Orange Sewing Circle.
Mr. & Mrs Herbert HaU.
which will be held at Oaklands 4-H Club Notes
be changed “I am convinced that
....... 7 00 NORTHPORT MAN SAYS
Cloud}* jelly is caused by Improper1 Cut chocolate into pieces of four
Rockland
.................. 1.00 i Hope ...............
Farm. Gardiner. June 18. Four of
One hundred twenty-five attend- many of our old folks thoroughly straining: use a Canton flannel1 «>uares each Sift flour- 3311 and
i Mr. & Mrs Ensign Otis,
Mrs. Jeanette Dunton, Roek
the field days are being held in ded the 4-H local contest June 5. deserving of pensions will starve
That Ruurll Stands Out As Mai
I Rockland ............................. 10 00
bag with the nap side ln or two or soda 3 times. Cream shortening,
land
.........
1.00
the State this year besides the one at the Union Church in Vinalhaven. and deny themselves other necessiAble To Carry Heavy Respond
IA
Friend.
Rockland
add
sugars
gradually.
Mix
thor

1.00
three thicknesses of good quality
in Gardiner. They are to be held The Fox Islanders, senior girls, ties of life before they will seek a | cheescloth and strain twice for very oughly. Add egg yolk and beat Miss Florence Dunton. Rock
bilitles
I Mr. & Mrs Carl Benson.
land ..................................... 1.00
at Franklin Fair Grounds. Farm with Mrs Barbara Nutting, leader, pension under such conditions.
, clear xlly
lhe first straln;ng well. Place dough on lightly floured
Rockland ............................ 5 00
Mr & tMrs. E. R Veazie.
Northport, June 3
ington. June 17; Cherry Lane Farm, and Mrs. Dewey Brown, assistant
Miss Anna Dillingham Thom• They do not want their old ;et the juice dj.jp then sqlleeie the board, roll thin, and cut into small
Rockland ......
200
East Corinth. June 19; and the last j and The Winners, junior girls, with homesteads to pass out of their bag For the
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
strajnlng
circles about IS inches in diameter
| aston ......... . ........ ............... 5.00
Carroll Macy. Rockland ....... 500
one at Skowhegan Fair Grounds. ] Mrs Kenneth Cook, leader, and families upon their deaths.
Your splendid free discussioi
I Miss Addle H Morse, Thom
a fresb bag. wrung out in hot wa with cookie cutter. Put circle on
Mr. & Mrs. Wm Brewster,
June 20.
eolunm Ls the best Indication
1 Mrs. Marion Littlefield, assistant,
an unbuttered cookie sheet, place a
aston
......................... .....
in the same talk Mayor Payne ^er buj bo noj squeeze
Rockland .............................. 1.00j Rev. H. F Leach. Thomaston .
your proper valuation of free sp
1 combined their programs for this urged that Maine might obtain suf- , If the syrup down-t form je„y
piece
of
chocolate
on
top
of
lt
and
With the Homes
and expression and 1 thank you fo
i event. The Winners club fur- ficient Federal funds to render ade- , proper balance of pectin, acid and Iover thls lay another one of the Jane W. Bird, Rockland ......... 1 00 i Mr & Mrs Harry K Oerrish,
"Home Lighting" will be the sub i nished a pantomine. “The Struggle" quate pensions to all needy aged
A Friend. Rockland .................. 1.00I Rockland ............................
its use
5
00
mineral salts weren't present; a c^rc'es of dough forming a sandject of the meeting to be held in and also a kitchen orchestra. The
T. R. Hutchins. Camden
1.00
Along with other voters of thi
by using money "now spent to pau mixture of ripe and slightly under- wich1 Capt. <fc Mrs Chas. Whitmore.
oven
heat
will
seal
die
Rockland at the Farm Bureau hall Fox Islanders were in charge of
perize worthy old folks."
........
5.00 district. I am glad Mrs. Smith 1
ripe fruit is best for good consist- I ccolt'e. Bake at 425 degrees F 10 Wilbur A. Morse, Friendsihp . 10.00 j Roekland
at 7.30 p. m.. today. A film strip, “Information Please” and a pan
“We are too prone to say we have lency. Raspberries and blackberries I minutes or until golden brown. Re- A Friend. North Haven........ 1.00 j Georgia A. Harkness. Rockl'd 3 00 filling out her husband's term, a
"Light for the Farm Home" will tomine. “Gathering of the Nuts."
Mr & Mrs. Wilbur Senter.
not enough funds to pay pensions j when too ripe, may need a table- move from pan while still hot.
A Friend. Thomaston.............. 5.00 that is sufficient reward for he
be shown by Miss Esther Dunham, Group songs were usng by both
Jr., Rockland ................. 15.00
E. O. Shibles. Thomaston ..... 2.00 faithfulness as his secretary.
to
more
people
and
more
adequate
tpoon
of
lemon
juice
added
for
each
Individual
Cold
Plattere
home demonstration agent, and va clubs. The club agent was present
Mr. & Mrs. Adm L Hopkins.
pensions to all our worthy aged Ii ^p of frult Julce at
time the
On the basis of legislative train
Clifford Smith, Port & Rock
Sprigs
of
parsley
or
watercress,
rious lighting fixtures will be dem and showed film strips entitled.
Camden
_____ _______
2.00
think we should approach the prob- svgar u CCMnblned wlth the Juice, cold meat tPrudence Beef Loaf,
land
---------------------------100.00 ing and proven ability. H. C. Buz
onstrated, as well as the remodeling “Ladies and Gentleman" and "Pos
Mr. & Mis L. E BI ar kilo
lem from a different angle
Of lf
syrup faUs
form
zell of Belfast stands out as the on.
Mrs Carrie E. Paige. Vinalha
ham. roast beef, bologna or other
of lamps for indirect lighting. Mrs. ture." Exhibits of clothing and
ton. Rockland ...................
2.00
"Our State and our towns and the lemon juice can be added and meat). Lettuce and Tomato, celery
man most able to carry on th<
ven
_____________
__
___
1.00
Ruth Levenseler will assist at the food were attractively displayed in
cities report a constantly mounting the syrup boiled again until it gives and nuts, gherkins, sandwiches , Mr. & Mrs. W P Seavey.
heavy responsibilities for Congres
Card
party
given
by
Mrs.
A.
meeting. This meeting will alsc be a store window down town. These
RtXluand ............................. 1.00
expense for pauper aid. Investi the jelly test.
in our District. Penobscot BayE
MacDonald
&
Mrs.
L.
W
made
with
Cain's
Sandwich
Spread
held in Bristol, June 19. at the clubs have finished all requirements
‘A Friend. Rockland
2.00
gation shows that a substantial
Walker, Thomaston .......... 2800 now being ln a key defence post
Using parsley or watercress, di
To test syrup for jelly, dip a large
church vestry at 10.30 a. m. Din for their national seal of achieve
part of this pauper aid is for old spoon in the boiling syrup and lift vide a salad plate into four sections F G Campbell, MD. War
tion. seriously needs some one it
Mrs Lionel F. Jealous. Thom
ner will be served by Mrs. Harriet ment this fall.
ren —. .........
2.00
folks either having no pensions the spoon so the syrup runs off the In one section place a slice of cold
Congress to get our share of th«
aston ________ ___ ______ 1000
Redonnett and Mrs. John Partridge.
Mr. & Mrs. Chas. Merritt,
The Rockland Jolly Highlanders whatever or pensions so small that
emergency
defense allotments. Th«
Miss
Alice
C.
George.
Thom

meat;
in
second
section
a
salad
on
side
It
s
time
to
stop
rooking
when
Mrs. Waite Weeks will assist at with Miss Annie Rhqfles as leader,
Rockland
. ......................... 200
the towns and State must supple the syrup no longer runs off the a lettuce leaf (tomato suffed with
aston
..........................
5.00 Courier-Oazette readers may wel
the meeting.
Burt A Murphy, Friendship
500
completed their 1940 4-H club year ment them with pauper money If
consider this In their choice in tty
j Mrs. Nellie Benner, Thomas
spoon in a steady stream but sepa celery, nuts and Cain's Mayonnaise
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Baird. No.
with their local contest, June 3. we could use the staggering sums
ton ......................................
100 Republican primaries June 17th.
rates into two lines of drops which or tomato stuffed with vegetable
Haven ........
1.00
held at the Highland school house. v.e are now spending to pauperize
R. O. Elliot.Thomaston ....... 5.00
E. C. Haven 1
"sheet" together Jellies or jams salad). In third section place a
The girls put on a short play as a worthy people and dependent chil may mold or ferment because Jelly j mound of pickles also on a fresh Mr & Mrs. Carl Bunker. No.
Bessie L.Bowers.Camde n........ 10.00
Haven .......
1.00
part of the program and Miss dren, we could obtain Federal funds glasses were not sterilized, because j lettuce leaf, ln fourth section set out
Mr Ac Mrs Robert T. Hall.
New Undtr-arm
.25
Rhodes conducted an Information to supplement our aid to both the they weren't sealed properly or be- I small sandwich spread sandwiches. Mrs. Irver. Stone. No. Haven
1 Camden ........................ . .. 5 00
Roy Pierce. North Haven
50
Please quiz. The girls are plan aged and to the children. It should I cause thc Jelly wasn't stored in a J Presto Sunshine Cake
Cream Deodorant
Mr. Ac Mrs Lecn F. Crockett,
Build up rich red blood!
Mrs Lewis Mills. No Haven
.25 ! Camden ............................... 2.03
ning to attend 4-H field day “t be borne in mind that money spent COO] dry place
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com
Six eggs, separated. 1 cup sugar,
pound TABLETS hjlp relieve
Bertha Mills. No Haven.............. 25
Union, June 20.
for old age pensions and dependent i To sterilize glasses place them on
cup water, 1 cup rifted Presto. 1
Mrs. Mary Newton, Camden
1.00
monthly distress with Its nervous
The True Blue 4-H club of New children goes much farther than a rack ln a pan. after washing, teaspoon flavoring or rind and juice Martin Joyce, No Haven
50 ' Capt At Mrs. J. E Husby.
Stops Perspiration
spells due to functional disorders.
ALSO wonderful to help build red
Mr & Mrs James McDonald
castle recently had a supper at the does pauper aid. Wc get Federal cover with cold water and then of 1 lemon.
! Camden ...........................
2.00
blood which means more energy,
rosier cheeks, redder lips, brighter
North Haven .................
100
Edison school house. Thc proceeds funds to match our dollars for t>oil for fifteen or twenty minutes
Cook sugar ln water until it spins
Edith M. Arey. Camden
2.00
eyes! WOKTH TRYING!
1 00
were divided between the school and for these purposes but we get no Keep the glasses in hot water until a long thread when dropped from Frances Elliot. No. Haven
Nina B Jones, Camden ........ 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Whitmore,
Federal aid for paupers.
you are teady to pour in the hot the end of spoon or 234 degrees F
Mrs. Theodore Ross. Camden . 5 00
North Haven ....................... 1 00
“I am Informed that we are car syrup; lift them out with tongs and Beat egg whites until still and add
Mr Ac Mrs. J. L. Tewksbury,
ing for 1.430 dependent children fill.
cooked sugar and water mixture Mr & Mrs. Pierce Tolman,
Camden ................ ............ 4 00
North Haven ..................... 100
but have 850 cases on the waiting
Many of you know and love Ed- slowly. Cool. Be?' egg yolks until
Mr Ac Mrs. Clayton R Mclist. Many of these children are | gar Guest's poems and find corn- light and lemon colored. Add them Mrs. Floyd Duncan. No
Cobb, Camden ...............
300
Haven
............................... 100
receiving pauper aid as the result, fort and inspiration ln them Here's to egg white mixture. Fold in sift
1. Does not rot dresses, does
Mr Ac Mrs. Fred T. Simp
not irritate skin.
"In both cases we are unfairly a wonderful offer of two of his ed Presto and flavoring. Bake in Henry & Faustina Duncan.
son. Camden ..... . .........
200
2. Nowtitingcodry.Csnbeused
North Haven ...................... 1 on
stigmatizing worthy people when poems beautifully illustrated by a ungreased tube pan in a slow oven
Mrs. W. H. Gould. Camden.... 5.00 i
right after shaving.
we might simply take the money famous artist in genuine gravure <300 degrees F.) for about one hour Mrs Walker Ames. North
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Mr Ac Mrs. Wm. Feyler.
Haven
.25
out of another pocket and obtain copper plate etchings. Tlie etch Remove baked cake from oven, turn
for 1 to } days. Removes odor
Camden ................................ 2.00
from perspiration.
When you are thinking of buying or building
Federal help," he said.
ings and poems are on heavy an the pan upside down on wire rack Mr. & Mrs. Lewis York. North
Mr. Ac Mrs. F P. Alexander.
Apure.white.greaselcss,stain
Haven
...................................
a new home, an apartment house, or a piece of
tique paper all ready for framing. but do not remove cake from pan
less vanishing cream.
Camden .............................. 100
business property, consult with your Mutual Sav
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. The two poems are "A Heap o Liv while warm. When cake is cool use Marion Howard. North Haven
5. Arrid has been awarded the
A Friend. Camden................... 1.00
Approval Seal of (he American
ings Bank before you go ahead.
ing" and “Boy or Girl" and these a thin knife to cut away the cling Mr. & Mrs. Bernard MiUs.
Mrs. Mary H Wardwell, Cam
Institute of Laundering for
North Haven ...................
1 00
ing
cake.
two
lovely
etchings
are
yours
If
den k......... . ......................... 25 00
If your proposed investment will meet the sound
being harmless to fabrics.
Miss Alice Larkin. North Ha
You get
*
you will send ten cents and the In Jim's Mint Cooler
A Friend, Camden ................. 1.00
23 MILLION jars of Arrid
requirements for a mortgage loan at a Mutual Savven
.........
_.
r
......
.................
1000
Two cups sugar, 2 heaping table
have boon aold. Try a far today I
dian Head girl cut from a carton or
Saul R. Polisner, M. D. Cam
ings Bank, you can invest your money with reason
too den .................................. .
roll of Land O' Lakes butter. The spoons Tetley Tea, 2 lemons, H. S. Beverage. Nortli Haven
able assurance of safety.
200
Mrs Ruth Beverage. Nortli
offer is limited, so better send chopped, 4 or 5 stalks mint.
Mr. Ac Mrs. E. B Hall, Olen
Haven
.................................
l.oo
The Mutual Savings Banks of Maine are always
Put in a bowl and mash to a pulp,
along today if you want these grand
Cove .....................................
................................ 2 .00 <lat . , . At all Marw wlliu lalkt gMAa
ready to make sound mortgage loans on Maine Real
when you borrow from us!
Total to date .................... $2,577.07
(.u. f 10/..Gvy )«..
pictures. Address Marjorie Mills, using a potato masher. When su No. Haven Grange. No. Haven 5.00
Estate.
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Wm
Lobley,
Yankee Nework, Boston Mass, or gar is dissolved add two quarts boil
North Haven........................ j.05
ing water. Put in a large bowl and
your own station.
Borrow
At "Personal” you a/so get
Mr. & Mrs. Oeorge Beverage.
Build
let
stand
four
to
five
minutes.
Then
You
may
have
free
recipe
books
fria-idly. considerate service.
North Haven
............
100
Loam of $25 to $250 or more.
simply by asking for them There strain and cool.
with
m
Endoriers seldom required
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Quinn,
Breakfast
is the new banana book, the Good
Nortli Haven ..................... l.oo
Luck recipe book and thc Nestle's Sliced Strawberries over Wheatena
Confidence
Maine
12 Mo. 20 Mo.
Amt. 5 Mo.
GILBERT'S OIL
Mi'. & Mrs. Frank Waterman,
French iSast with Honey
IAIW*>
leaflet of semi-sweet chocolate
CROQUIONOLE
0.03
M 13.10
—
North
Haven
........................
2.00
Coffee
recipes. Address Marjorie Mills,
11.05
7.3»
n.ot
110
George L. Quinn. No. Haven ..
.50
Lunch
Yankee Network, Boston, Mass., or
Savings Ranks Association of Maine
amartly styled per
Mr. & Mrs. Lester Greenlaw,
manent with luano 37.10 17.10 11.45
•Individual Cold Platters
your station for these free recipe
Andro*ro**ln County Savin** Hank,
troua waves and
Machias Saving* Bank
Lewiston
North
Haven
.........................
1.00
•Nestle's Chocolate Derbies
24.00
16 tf
books.
Maine Saving* Hank. Portland
no
ringlet ends ■
Auburn Savin** Rank
Mechanic* Saving* Rank, Auburn
Adapted to you r
Mrs. Mary Holbrook. North
Aiigueta Sax In** Hank
•Jim's Mint Cooler
It's almost the last call for the
Norway Saving* Hank
personality. COM •
Ran*or Savin** Rank
People* Saving* Rank, Irwinton
Haven
.................................
l.oo
PLETE
Dimer
A thinBath Savin** Institution
Piscataquis
Saving*
Hank,
Dover■ Welch Kutmaster knife.
Brthrl Saving* Rank
.00
Mrs.
Gene
Crowell.
No.
Haven
1
00
Foxcroft
finance
ca
Kemp's
Tomato
Juice
bladed
long
knife
with
a
razor-sharp
•3?
Our
Famous
Biddeford Saving* Bank
Portland Saving* Rank
Brewer Saving* Rank
Mr. & Mi's. Arthur Beverage,
Hamburg Roast
Rockland Saving* Rank
i edge. It's yours if you send 25 cents
Deluxe Oil
2nd.
l'!Q<»r, krewfe
Brunswick Saving* Institution
Saco A Biddeford Saving* Institu
llld*.. Ki»$. 201. 211
Ka*tport Savin** Bank
North Haven ........................ 2.00
| and a Welch Grape Juice label to
New Peas and Potatoes in Cream
tion, Saco
Water
Stret,
AuFranklin
County
Savin**
Rank,
Sanford Institution for Saving*
Mrs. Etta Noyes, North Haven 3.00
*ustn, Maine.
Tel.
Farmington and Phillip*
Asparagus
Salad
with
Welch
Grape
Juice
Company,
WestSkowhe*an Saving* Hank
1158.
Gardiner Saving* Institution
S. Pari* Saving* Bank
Miss Alice Gould, North
French Dressing
field. N. Y
Gorham Saving* Bank
WaterviUe Savings Bank
Cliur*e* 3% on Unpaid Monthly bal
Houlton Saving* Bank
Holly*0011
Haven ..................... ............ 3.00
York County Saving* Bank, Bidde
•Presto
Sunshine
Cake
with
When
you
buy
Rival
Dog
Food
ance
up
to
$150.
2*4%
Monthly
on
Kennebec Saving* Bank, Augusta
ford
TEL. 14*
Balance above.
OU
Kennebunk Saving* Rank
Dr.
C.
E.
Bousfield,
North
Rhubarb
Sauce
save the label to send for the free
"315 MAIN ST.,
Small Loan Statute License No. I
pent
Verina!
GGiraiiteed hy GOOD HOI SKKKEPHaven ..................
15.00
Coffee
brass identification tag for your
These Are All MUTUAL Savings Banks
IMi a* advertiwed therein
IA Friend, Rockland
........... 3.00
’ Ret ijxv: given.
Uok. Uiinply write your own naiue
Afrit ulture

Nd

The Needy Aged

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

RED CROSS NEED1S ACUTE

Knox County Has Stern Duty AheadMust Give Generously and At Once

NERVOUS.
m?* GIRLS

If It’s Safe Enough For
A Mutual Savings Bank
It’s Safe Enough For You

4.

ARRID

Tvtwnal

WME*3

tjlLBERU

